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”If things were easy to find, they wouldn’t be worth finding.”
Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close (2011)
Abstract
Acoustic transducers operate using polycrystalline lead zirconate titanate (PZT) since
the 1950s’. Recently, relaxor-lead titanate (relaxor-PT) single crystals have been de-
veloped and exhibit up to 650% higher piezoelectric charge coefficient and up to
50% higher electromechanical coupling factor, compared with PZT. Transducers built
with relaxor-PT crystals show increased bandwidth, lower power consumption and
increased sensitivity. Despite the significant advantages over PZT, a growth method
for relaxor-PT single crystals that is both economical and able to produce homogen-
eous, highly dense crystals is yet to be found. Furthermore, one of the most import-
ant relaxor-PT solid solution is Mn modified Pb(In1/2Nb1/2)O3-Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-
PbTiO3 due to its thermal stability and low electrical and mechanical losses compared
with other relaxor-PT solid solutions. However, the behaviour of Mn in this compound
is not fully understood and control of properties, such as the mechanical quality factor,
is difficult. The aim of this study was to compare Bridgman and Solid State tech-
niques for growth of single crystalline Pb(In1/2Nb1/2)O3-Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3.
Subsequent to this, several Mn modified compositions were designed and investigated
to determine the mechanisms by which mechanical and electrical losses are lowered
upon Mn incorporation. Bridgman experiments have shown that a 20 mm  x 60 mm
length and highly dense single crystal can be obtained, with (011) the natural growth
direction. Seeded Bridgman was also investigated as a method of controlling the ori-
entation of the grown crystal, but was proven challenging due to nucleation of several
crystallites. Solid State experiments, which involve attaching a single crystal seed to
a polycrystalline matrix and promoting boundary migration of the seed into the mat-
rix, showed that crystal growth is encouraged when a Pb-based interlayer exists in
between the seed and matrix. An epitaxially deposited, uniform thin film as interlayer
was found particularly beneficial. More research is needed to determine conditions for
growth of a single crystal of useful size by Solid State. Analysis of several relaxor-
PT compositions modified with the same amount of Mn revealed that alterations of
the relaxor-PT formulation affects behaviour of the multi-valent Mn which in turn in-
fluences electromechanical properties. These findings are of use to the industrial and
scientific communities. Crystal growth results indicate Bridgman as suitable method
if growth of crystals is desired in a short time frame, whilst Solid State results provide
the basis of a new approach for growing relaxor-PT crystals. The study of Mn modified
compositions provides new insights into the role of Mn substitution for manipulating
the electrical and mechanical properties of complex, relaxor-PT solid solutions.
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1.1 Background and motivation
The demonstration of piezoelectricity in certain materials at the end of the 19th century
began a technological era where conversion from mechanical energy into electrical en-
ergy and/or vice-versa could be performed on demand, leading to development of a
completely new range of sensor, transducer and actuator devices [1–3]. Subsequently,
the field of piezoelectric materials has seen increasingly rapid advances with the most
important discovery represented by the compound lead zirconate titanate (PZT) in a
polycrystalline form in the 1950s’. Today PZT is still the material of choice for a
broad range of applications due to its high piezoelectric response with values of the
piezoelectric charge coefficient d33 up to 700 pC/N and the electromechanical coup-
ling factor k33 up to 0.75. In addition, the composition and shape of PZT can be tailored
to meet demands, whilst the manufacturing method is simple, inexpensive and suitable
for production of large quantities. However, since the late 1990s’ research has consist-
ently shown that relaxor-lead titanate (relaxor-PT) solid solutions in a single crystalline
form exhibit a remarkably higher piezoelectric response with d33 up to 2500 pC/N and
k33 up to 0.9. Figures 1.1 and 1.2 graphically show a comparison of several com-
positions of PZT and relaxor-PT crystals for d33 and k33. The improved charge coef-
ficient and coupling factor of relaxor-PT crystals are highly advantageous for many
applications. For example in underwater acoustics advantages include miniaturisation,
increased bandwidth, increased sound levels, decreased power consumption, higher
sensitivity or higher signal-to-noise ratio [4]. Another example where relaxor-PT are
advantageous is in the area of medical imaging. As a result of the increased bandwidth,
1
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FIGURE 1.1: Piezoelectric charge coefficient d33 comparison between various com-
positions of polycrystalline PZT and various compositions of relaxor-PT single crys-
tals. Data from [6].
FIGURE 1.2: Electromechanical coupling factor k33 comparison between various
compositions of polycrystalline PZT and various compositions of relaxor-PT single
crystals. Data from [6].
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a single crystal transducer can cover the frequency range of two traditional transducers
and therefore the same device may be used for a greater range of patients [5].
Therefore, single crystals represent the subject of a revolutionary upgrade particularly
in underwater systems and medical industry. However, investigations are still needed to
identify an advantageous growth method as well as to explore the relationship between
chemical composition and properties. Both areas make the subject of this thesis. The
findings up to date are briefly presented in the following section.
1.2 Research subject
The identification of high piezoelectric performance in relaxor-PT crystals has triggered
an important amount of innovative scientific work with two major aims:
1. Identify a crystal growth method with no (or minimal) disadvantages.
2. Develop chemical formulations of relaxor-PT solid solutions that, in addition to
high piezoelectric performance, exhibit thermal stability and low mechanical and
electrical losses.
First, developments up to date in terms of crystal growth are briefly presented. Three
principal growth methods are currently explored, namely Solution, Bridgman and Solid
State1. A number of companies have already established commercialisation of cer-
tain relaxor-PT single crystal compounds - Figure 1.3. From the three techniques,
Bridgman is dominant amongst manufacturers due the ability to provide large, highly
dense crystals. Unfortunately, crystals grown by this technique exhibit an unprevent-
able compositional gradient which results in variation of properties and ultimately in
a cost increase. Crystals grown by Solution are impractical for use in certain devices
due to their size limitation. Solid State is a technique not sufficiently explored, the un-
derstanding of the underlying growth mechanisms is currently minimal. Consequently,
more research is needed to develop a technique able to produce large, high quality
crystals at low cost. Based on the advantages and disadvantages of the three methods
reviewed here, Bridgman and Solid State seem to be the crystal growth methods that
need further attention for growing high performance piezoelectric crystals.
Second, the progress made to date in terms of chemical formulations of relaxor-PT
1Detailed description of the methods will be given in Chapter 3.
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FIGURE 1.3: World wide principal companies involved with relaxor-PT single crystal
manufacturing: A - CTS Advanced (Bridgman), B - TRS Technologies (Bridgman),
C - Microfine (Solution), D - Sinoceramics (Bridgman), E - iBule (Bridgman), Cer-
acomp (Solid State Conversion Growth), F - JFE Mineral (Bridgman). Blank world
map from [7].
solid solutions is outlined. The high piezoelectric performance has been first proved
in pseudo-binary solid solutions such as Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3 (PMN-PT). Sub-
sequently, a pseudo-ternary formulation has been developed, namely Pb(In1/2Nb1/2)O3-
Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3 (PIN-PMN-PT) which has increased thermal stability com-
pared to the pseudo-binary compound. Furthermore, a third formulation which con-
sists of modifying the pseudo-ternary compound with manganese has been developed
(Mn:PIN-PMN-PT). The Mn modification1 has the advantage of lowering electrical
and mechanical losses of the material. Additional information regarding the different
compounds outlined here is given in Chapter 3. Mn modified crystals are highly desir-
able particularly for high power devices where materials with low losses are required to
minimise the heating effect. However, the availability and fundamental understanding
of the Mn modified crystals are limited. Further investigation and experimentation are
strongly recommended.
1Within this work as well as in the literature related to this subject, the words ”doped” and ”modi-
fied” are used interchangeably - an explanation is provided in Chapter 7.
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1.3 Aims and objectives
The first aim of this study is to compare Bridgman and Solid State Conversion by
means of experimental research and determine which method maintains a satisfact-
ory balance between cost, microstructural quality and size of grown crystals. Con-
sequently, the readiness for industrial production is to be established for the two meth-
ods. Objectives are set as follows:
• Perform experimental crystal growth runs by Bridgman where parameters such
as growing speed, crucible thickness, the use of crystal seeds for control of ori-
entation are to be varied. A conclusion with respect to encountered challenges is
to be drawn.
• Perform a basic study of grain growth behaviour in polycrystalline PIN-PMN-
PT and Mn:PIN-PMN-PT. Consequently, establish the experimental conditions
which would lead to conversion to a single crystal and perform growth experi-
ments.
The second aim is to advance the fundamental understanding of Mn:PIN-PMN-PT,
particularly to determine the influence that the complex chemical medium of PIN-
PMN-PT has on the multi-valent Mn ion. Objectives are established as follows:
• Design several formulations of PIN-PMN-PT and modify them with the same
amount of Mn.
• Prepare polycrystalline samples for each designed formulation.
• Determine the average valence state of Mn within each compound prepared.
• Perform various electrical measurements.
• Identify whether varying the composition of PIN-PMN-PT influences the beha-
viour of Mn.
1.4 Thesis organisation
The structure of the thesis takes the form of seven sections. Chapter 1 has given the
background information of the research topic. An introduction to piezoelectricity and
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piezoelectric materials with focus on single crystals will be given in Chapter 2, whilst
Chapter 3 details single crystal growth methods. The following chapters present the
experiments conducted in this study. Chapter 4 describes the processing route for
preparation of compounds from raw oxide powders and presents the results of basic
analysis on the compounds prepared. Chapter 5 and 6 present the investigations with
respect to crystal growth via Bridgman and Solid State. Chapter 7 reveals the study
performed on Mn modified PIN-PMN-PT formulations. For clarity, the organisation
of the thesis is schematically presented in Figure 1.4.
FIGURE 1.4: Thesis workflow
Chapter 2
Introduction to Piezoelectricity and
Piezoelectric Materials
2.1 Introduction
The phenomenon of piezoelectricity has been discovered by the Curie brothers in 1880.
It has then been found that when certain materials such as Rochelle salt, quartz or cane
sugar are subject to mechanical force they generate a voltage and the polarity changes
sign in agreement with either compression or tension. Subsequently it has been found
that the converse effect is also true - when subject to an electric field, the examined
materials compress or expand according to the polarity of the field. The first effect was
named the direct piezoelectric effect, whilst the second the inverse piezoelectric effect
[8, 9]. The origin of the label piezo- is from the Greek word piezein which means to
press [1].
Since their discovery, piezoelectric materials have received increased attention and
their use spans across a broad range of applications. Some applications make use
of the direct piezoelectric effect (where the output is the electrical energy) such as
gas lighters, airbag sensors or microphones and some other make use of the inverse
effect (mechanical energy as output) such as positioning stages in microscopes, acous-
tic transducers or loudspeakers. There are also applications based on both effects
like medical imaging, hearing aids, sonar, parking sensors, wristwatches or micro-
processors [10]. Innovations continue to occur in the world of applications due to
the continuous improvement of properties in piezoelectric materials. Although dis-
covered in naturally occurring materials as mentioned in the beginning of this chapter,
7
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many compounds have been also developed. Figure 2.1 shows the development of
piezoelectric materials in chronological order. A notable compound is BaTiO3 (BT)
developed during World War II. Another notable piezoelectric material is Pb(Zr,Ti)O3
(PZT) which was developed in the 50’s and is still in use to date. However, in the late
90’s a new class of piezoelectric materials started to attract a lot of attention due to
their ultrahigh piezoelectric performance - relaxor-PT single crystals.
The aim of this chapter is to present the basics of piezoelectric materials in terms of
crystallographic structure and properties. A section is dedicated to relaxor-PT crystals.
FIGURE 2.1: Development of piezoelectric materials since their discovery.
The abbreviations represent the following compounds: KDP: KH2PO4; ADP:
(NH4)H2PO4; BT: BaTiO3; LN: LiNbO3; PZT: Pb(Zr,Ti)O3; PN: PbNb2O6; PMN:
Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3; PMN-PT: Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3. The figure highlights
two key points in the development of piezoelectric materials - the perovskite struc-
ture and the Morphotropic Phase Boundary concept in PZT [6].
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2.2 Crystallography of piezoelectric materials
2.2.1 Crystal systems, point groups and space groups
Crystalline materials can be classified into 7 basic crystal systems which together with
their different lattice centering types give rise to 14 Bravais lattices - Figure 2.2. A
number of point symmetry elements may be applied to the lattices which result in 32
point groups. The properties of materials depend on the arrangement of atoms and their
symmetries and therefore, one use of the point groups is to describe materials’ proper-
ties. Piezoelectricity is a phenomenon directly related to the symmetry elements of a
crystalline material. From the 32 point groups, 21 have no centre of symmetry, 20 being
piezoelectric. The exception is a point group which, although non-centrosymmetric,
exhibits other symmetry elements which cancel the occurrence of a dipole. From those,
10 are polar or pyroelectric, as they exhibit polarity, i.e. the centre of positive charge
differs from the centre of negative charge. Pyroelectric crystals generate a voltage
upon a change in temperature. A linked property to pyroelectricity is ferroelectricity.
In ferroelectric materials, the polarisation may be switched between equivalent stable
states by the application of an electric field. A schematic representation of crystal clas-
sification and their related properties is shown in Figure 2.3. An extensively studied
crystallographic structure which exhibits ferroelectricity is the perovskite structure1,
described in the following section.
1Only a limited number of perovskites exhibit ferroelectricity [11].
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FIGURE 2.2: The 14 Bravais lattices [12]
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7 Basic Crystal Systems
(cubic, hexagonal, trigonal, tetragonal, orthorhombic, monoclinic, triclinic)
32 Crystallographic Point Groups
11 Centrosymmetric 21 Non-centrosymmetric
1 Non-piezoelectric 20 Piezoelectric
10 Non-pyroelectric 10 Pyroelectric (polar)
Ferroelectric
(redirectable polarisation)
FIGURE 2.3: Schematic diagram showing the link between crystallographic structure
and piezoelectric, pyroelectric and ferroelectric properties. Adapted from [10, 12, 13].
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2.2.2 The perovskite structure
A broad range of piezoelectric applications make use of materials with this particular
structure. Originally the term perovskite referred to the mineral CaTiO3. However,
the term has been generalised to compounds with a chemical formula ABO3, where
A and B are cations. The B ion occupies octahedral sites - Figure 2.4, whilst the A
ion occupies cubeoctahedral sites - Figure 2.5. Under certain conditions, the cation B
is displaced from its centred position and the structure becomes non-centrosymmetric
and therefore may exhibit piezoelectricity.
In a cubic ABO3 structure, the lattice parameter a may be calculated as follows:
a =
√
2(rO + rA) = 2(rO + rB) (2.1)
where rA and rB are the ionic radii of A and B atoms. Many cations of different sizes
may crystallise in the perovskite structure and the Goldschmidt tolerance factor is used
to predict the stability of a given compound in a cubic form:
t = (rO + rA)/
√
2(rO + rB) (2.2)
A wide variety of cations can be accomodated in the perovskite structure. As a res-
ult, the structure may distort to accomodate cations of various ionic radii. Typically,
a tolerance factor of 0.9-1 is asscociated with an ideal perovskite structure, whilst
values between 0.71-9 are linked to a distorted perovskite structure such as rhom-
bohedral or orthorhombic. Tolerance factors <0.71 and >1 are associated with non-
perovskite structures. Notable are values slightly higher than 1 which tend to be tetra-
gonal [9, 14, 15].
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FIGURE 2.4: PbTiO3 unit cell as example of perovskite structure ABO3. The octahed-
ral site with the central Ti atom is highlighted. Structure generated with CrystalMaker
software.
FIGURE 2.5: Octahedral sites with the A ion sitting at the centre of the cuboctahedron
within a perovskite structure. From [12].
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2.2.3 Definition of polycrystalline and single crystals
The microstructural difference between a polycrystalline and a single crystal is shown
in Figure 2.6. A polycrystalline material is an arrangement of unit cells into so-called
grains. Within each grain the unit cells are ordered and have the same crystallo-
graphic orientation. Generally, the orientation from grain to grain differs, being ran-
dom throughout the material. On the contrary, a single crystal shows complete transla-
tional symmetry of the unit cell throughout the material. For these materials to become
piezoelectric, a poling process is required which involves application of an electric
field resulting in a macroscopic polarisation. As a consequence, certain properties of
both polycrystalline materials and single crystals will depend upon the measurement
direction. These properties are called anisotropic and examples include polarisation
produced by mechanical stress and deformation caused by an electric field [16]. In
single crystals, the anisotropy is much stronger than that in polycrystalline materials
due to their complete translational symmetry. The strong anisotropy of single crystals
means that novel modes of operations may be designed [2].
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FIGURE 2.6: Graphic representation of a polycrystalline and a single crystal material
(top, not to scale) and optical micrograph showing polished surfaces of Mn-modified
PIN-PMN-PT in a polycrystalline form and a single crystalline form (bottom). The
materials were prepared within this work.
2.2.4 Operation modes - engineering notation
To account for the anisotropy of the certain properties of piezoelectric materials, the
direction of the electrical quantity (electric field or displacement) and the direction of
the mechanical quantity (strain or stress) must be defined. In other words, the material’s
mode of operation must be specified. The engineering notation is commonly used. This
notation is achieved with subscripts from 1 to 6 added to the different piezoelectric
parameters (briefly discussed in the following subsections). Subscripts 1, 2 and 3 define
a normal deformation in the x, y and z directions. Subscripts 4, 5 and 6 define shear
deformation around x, y and z. Figure 2.7 shows a graphic representation.
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FIGURE 2.7: Deformation directions of piezoelectric materials. The poling direction
is the 3 direction. Adapted from [10].
The general difference between engineering and tensor subscripts is summarised in
Table 2.1. Special care must be taken when a conversion from engineering to tensor is
made in the case of shear strain as a ”factor of 2” appears - Table 2.2.
TABLE 2.1: Symbols and their units used in piezoelectric relationships [17]




yz 4 23, 32
xz 5 13, 31
xy 6 12, 21
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2.3 Properties of piezoelectric materials
To characterise newly designed piezoelectric materials and to evaluate changes in their
behavior upon variations in processing or chemical composition, a number of para-
meters and constants are to be determined. Characterisation may be divided in three
sections (i) dielectric, (ii) piezoelectric and (iii) ferroelectric properties.
2.3.1 Dielectric properties
A dielectric material is widely regarded as an insulating material. It responds to an
applied electric field by becoming polarised [18]. There are various polarisation mech-
anisms such as atomic (electronic), ionic, dipolar and space charge. The mechanisms
are illustrated in Figure 2.8. Atomic polarisation is a displacement of the electrons in
an atom relative to the nucleus and is found in all materials. Ionic materials, in addition
to electronic polarisation, experience a displacement of the cations and anions relative
to each other. Dipolar polarisation occurs in dipolar materials such as water, where an
electric field causes the molecules to reorient accordingly. Space charge polarisation is
associated with the movement of free charge carriers until they encounter a potential
barrier such as a grain boundary [13].
An elementary dipole moment is defined as two charges of opposite signs +Q and -Q
separated by a distance δx:
p = Qδx (2.3)
The dipole moment per unit volume constitutes the polarisation of the material and
accounts only for the bound charges in the material. However, the total charge density
(bound and free) is equivalent to the electric displacement D:
D = ε0E + P (2.4)
where ε0=8.85×10−12 F/m is the permittivity of free space, E the electric field and P
the polarisation. When P is proportional to the electric field:
P = χeε0E (2.5)
where χe is the electric susceptibility. A parameter related to the electric susceptibility
is permittivity of the material ε, which represents the extent to which the electric field
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affects the dielectric and is defined as:
ε = ε0 + ε0χe (2.6)
Subsequently, εr may be extracted which is the value of the permittivity relative to the
permittivity of free space:
ε
ε0
= 1 + χe = εr (2.7)
FIGURE 2.8: Various polarisation mechanisms [13].
Permittivity is complex as has a real component and an imaginary (lossy) component:
ε∗ = ε
′ − iε′′ (2.8)
The loss component, also called dissipation factor is caused by lossy mechanisms in
a dielectric such as conduction or rotation or movement of atoms or molecules. The
dissipation factor is defined as the ratio between the imaginary and real components of
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The real permittivity as well as the dissipation factor are both frequency dependent.
The various polarisation mechanisms cause a dielectric dispersion and occur at well
distinguished frequencies - Figure 2.9 [13].
FIGURE 2.9: Dependency of permittivity (real and imaginary) on frequency and as-
sociated polarisation mechanisms which lead to dielectric dispersion. Space charge




Electrostriction is a phenomenon describing deformation which occurs under applied
electric field. It is a property of all non-conductive materials crystalline or amorphous.
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As opposed to piezoelectric effects, deformation caused by electrostriction is inde-
pendent of the polarity of the field and is proportional to its square.
Electrostriction is a weak phenomenon and the response in piezoelectric materials is
predominantly a result of true piezoelectric effects [8, 9]. Electrostriction may be de-
scribed as follows:
Th = −cPhiSi + qhklPkPl (2.10)
Si = −sPijTj +QimnPmPn (2.11)
where T and S are stress and strain components at constant polarisation P, c and s
elastic stiffness and compliance. The electrostriction constants q and Q are related as







The electrostriction coefficients are fourth rank tensors and the Voigt notation with
three suffixes has been used in the above equations. The h and i suffixes are associated
with 6 values where T1, T2, T3 are compressive stresses, T4, T5, T6 shear stresses and
S1, S2, S3 extension strains, S4, S5, S6 shear strains. The suffixes k and m take three
values only [20].
2.3.2.2 Piezoelectricity and piezoelectric coefficients
The direct piezoelectric effect is associated with the creation of an electric charge upon
application of stress. Contrarily, the inverse piezoelectric effect is described as the gen-
eration of strain upon application of an electric field. The basic piezoelectric relations
may be defined in four different ways [17]:
D = εTE + dT (2.14)
S = dtE + s
ET (2.15)
D = εSE + eS (2.16)
T = −etE + cES (2.17)
E = βTE − gT (2.18)
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S = gtD + s
DT (2.19)
E = βSD − hS (2.20)
T = −htD + cDS (2.21)
where the symbols are given in Table 2.3.




D Electric displacement C/m2
E Electric field strength V/m
ε Permittivity F/m
β Dielectric impermeability m/F
s Elastic compliance m2/N
c Elastic stiffness N/m2
d Piezoelectric strain (or charge) coefficient C/N or m/V
e Piezoelectric stress constant C/m2 or N/Vm
g Piezoelectric strain constant Vm/N or m2/C
h Piezoelectric stress constant V/m or N/C
The equations 2.14 through to 2.21 are matrix equations relating the electric field or
displacement vector (three components) with the stress or strain tensor (six compon-
ents). The subscript t indicates the transposed matrices.





























where the subscripts represent boundary conditions: constant stress (T), constant strain
(S), constant displacement (D) and constant field (E).
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2.3.2.3 Electromechanical coupling factor
The electromechanical coupling factor k is associated with the strength of the elec-
tromechanical effect and is defined as the square root of the ratio between converted
energy (electrical or mechanical) and input energy (mechanical or electrical):
k2 =
converted energy (mechanical or electrical)
input energy (electrical or mechanical)
(2.26)
Most used electromechanical coupling coefficients are the following (for polycrystal-



































where the subscript p indicates a planar mode with all stress components are 0 except







where the subscript t indicates a thickness mode with all strain components are 0 except
S3, and the electric displacement is constant at antiresonance frequency.
Additional information regarding the electromechanical coupling coefficients may be
found elsewhere [9, 16, 17].
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2.3.2.4 Mechanical Quality Factor
The mechanical quality factor Qm is a measure of the energy lost to mechanical damp-
ing and is proportional to the ratio between stored mechanical energy and losses during








where Us(ωr) is the energy stored in the mass at the resonance frequency ωr, Wd(ωr)
the time average dissipated power at ωr, and Tr is the period of one oscillation at the
resonance.
Qm may also be expressed as the ratio between the resonance frequency and the peak
width of the power vs frequency plot when the power drops by half - Figure 2.10. Qm
will take the following expression:
Qm =
ωr
ω2 − ω1 (2.33)
When the power drops by half, the admittance drops by 1/
√
2, commonly referred to
as the 3 dB point as the response is within 3 dB of the response at resonance [21].






FIGURE 2.10: Power vs frequency plot showing frequencies at half power [22].
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2.3.3 Ferroelectric properties
2.3.3.1 Hysteresis loop and Curie point
As briefly mentioned in Section 2.2.1, in certain polar crystals a reversibility of the
dipole is possible by means of an electric field. Materials exhibiting this property are
said to be ferroelectric. A measure of ferroelectricity is the polarisation, P. Typically,
P is determined by means of displacement (D) versus electric field measurements with
P∼=D. In a ferroelectric material D versus E gives rise to a hysteresis loop - Figure 2.11.
Certain parameters are marked on the loop such as PSAT which marks the saturation
of the polarisation within the material, PS is the spontaneous polarisation obtained by
extrapolating PSAT at high fields, PR is the remanent polarisation when removing the
electric field. PSAT and PR may be equivalent in certain materials. Ec is the coercive
field, i.e. the electric field required by a ferroelectric material to change the direction of
the polarisation (e.g. the position of the B-site atom in a perovskite structure). Another
FIGURE 2.11: Typical hysteresis loop in a ferroelectric material, D - displacement,
E - electric field, PSAT - saturation polarisation, PS - spontaneous polarisation, PR -
remanent polarisation, Ec - coercive field [9].
characteristic of ferroelectric materials is the Curie point, TC which is the temperature
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above which the system changes its structure to a non-polar one and becomes non-
ferroelectric. Above TC , the dielectric permittivity of the material follows the Curie-
Weiss law:
r − 1 = C
T − T0 (2.35)
where C is the Curie constant and has a value between 103 and 105 degrees and T0 is
the Curie temperature (more commonly referred to as Curie-Weiss temperature). T0,
a constant obtained by extrapolation, is not to be confused with TC which is the tem-
perature at which a structural transformation takes place, from a polar crystal structure
(ferroelectric phase) to a non-polar one (non-ferroelectric phase), for example to the
non centrosymmetric cubic structure. For 2nd order transformations (continuous) T0
equals TC , however for 1st order transformations (discontinuous) the two values can
differ.
2.3.3.2 Phase Transitions
Below TC the structure may exhibit one or several crystallographic structures. This
behavior may be exemplified in BaTiO3 - Figure 2.12, which transforms to a tetra-
gonal phase at 130◦C, to an orthorhombic at 0◦C and further to a rhombohedral phase
at -90◦C. Except temperature, other external stimuli such as electric fields or stress,
may also cause phase transitions. Furthermore, of particular interest are phase trans-
formations upon changes in composition of a compound. This subject will be treated
separately in the following subsection.
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FIGURE 2.12: Phase transformation of BaTiO3 from the high symmetry cubic phase
to lower symmetry phases tetragonal, orthorhombic and rhombohedral upon cooling
from TC=130◦C to -90◦C. The direction of the dipole is highlighted for the non-cubic
structures. [13]
2.3.3.3 Morphotropic Phase Boundary
An interesting aspect of perovskites is that structures with more than one type of A site









In solid solutions two (or more) crystallographic phases may be stable depending on the
ratios of the components. The point which marks a phase transformation as a result of a
change in compositions is named Morphotropic Phase Boundary (MPB) and may vary
with temperature. Figure 2.13 shows phase diagrams for PZT, PZN-PT and PMN-PT
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as a function of temperature. Rhombohedral and tetragonal phases are stable below TC
and a cubic phase above TC . The MPB is the region below TC marking the transition
from rhombohedral to tetragonal. However, more in depth studies (for example high
resolution synchrotron studies in PMN-PT by Ye et al [23]) have subsequently proven
the existence of additional phases below TC such as monoclinic or orthorhombic. Fig-
ure 2.14 shows the updated phase diagrams for PZT, PZN-PT and PMN-PT. A similar
path has been followed for the pseudo-ternary compound PIN-PMN-PT. Figure 2.15
shows a room temperature phase diagram, where rhombohedral and tetragonal phases
have been found stable. However, further studies suggest a monoclinic phase is present
in between rhombohedral and tetragonal. An updated phase diagram as a function of
temperature is shown in Figure 2.16.
The MPB plays a critical role in the performance of a piezoelectric material. The
structural instability at the MPB leads to a flat free energy profile which enhances the
piezoelectric response [2]. Most of piezoelectric compounds are explored in the vicin-
ity of their MPB.
FIGURE 2.13: Initial phase diagrams of PZT, PZN-PT and PMN-PT, C - cubic, R -
rhombohedral, T - tetragonal [24]
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FIGURE 2.14: Updated phase diagrams. X represents the concentration of PT. In
PZT, a monoclinic phase is revealed in between rhombohedral (R) and tetragonal
(T) phase. In addition the R phase is found to exist with different space groups at
lower and higher temperatures. In PZN-PT an orthorhombic (O) has been identified
in between R and T. In PMN-PT a type of monoclinic phase is present between R and
T [24].
FIGURE 2.15: Phase diagram of PIN-PMN-PT at room temperature [25].
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FIGURE 2.16: Updated PIN-PMN-PT phase diagram as a function of temperature
[26]
2.3.3.4 Domains
When a ferroelectric material is cooled through TC , a phase transition from the cubic,
non-ferroelectric to a ferroelectric phase takes place. Some regions within the material
cool faster than others as an isotherm throughout the material is difficult to achieve.
These regions act as nucleating sites for the ferroelectric phase (i.e. where a dipole is
present). As multiple directions of the polarisation are stable, different nucleating sites
assume different directions and domains are formed. A domain is a volume of the ma-
terial in which the spontaneous polarisation exhibits the same direction resulting in a
net dipole moment. However, the polarisation direction differs from domain to domain
and the resultant net polarisation is zero. The boundary which marks the transition
from one domain to another is represented by a domain wall. Domain walls are named
by the angle the polarisation makes across the wall. Therefore, in a material with tet-
ragonal distortion 90◦ and 180◦ domain walls are present. Similarly, in a material with
rhombohedral distortion 71◦, 109◦ and 180◦ walls occur [27].
In a polycrystalline material, the existence of differently aligned grains (from a crys-
tallographic point of view) leads to polarisation being randomly oriented throughout
the material. Within each grain, several domains may form. With the application of
a sufficiently large electric field, the domains try to align with the field. However the
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polarisation is restricted by the crystallographic orientation of the grain. Therefore,
domains will align with the equivalent polar direction which is closest to the direction
of the applied field. The alignment process referred to as poling is required to induce
piezoelectric activity within the material [13].
In a single crystal, the microstructure (complete translational symmetry of the unit cell
throughout the material) allows domains to be engineered. Crystals poled along their
natural crystallographic directions such as rhombohedral poled along [111] or tetra-
gonal poled along [001] exhibit a single domain state. However, single crystals may be
poled along non-natural directions such as a rhombohedral crystal poled along [001].
In this scenario, several polar directions are stable after the poling process and the ma-
terial is said to be in a multi-domain state. Figure 2.17 depicts various poling scenarios
for rhombohedral, orthorhombic and tetragonal crystals.
FIGURE 2.17: Domain engineered single crystals [6]
2.3.4 Relaxor ferroelectric properties
Relaxor-ferroelectric behavior is shown by a range of compounds with a perovskite
structure and complex compositions1. Examples include Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 (PMN),
1A relaxor behavior is also observed in a number of tungsten bronze systems [28], however these
materials are not of interest within this work.
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Pb(In1/2Nb1/2)O3 (PIN), Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3 (PZN), Pb(Mg1/3Ta2/3)O3 and are charac-
terised by intriguing dielectric properties. Figure 2.18 shows the dielectric response in
PMN. The characteristics of relaxor ferroelectrics may be summarised as follows:
• the peaks in the dielectric permittivity versus temperature measurements are
wider when compared to conventional ferroelectrics;
• contrary to ferroelectrics where the maximum dielectric permittivity is frequency
independent and the temperature at which the maximum occurs is associated
with the Curie point TC (see Section 2.3.3.1), in a relaxor, the temperature of
maximum permittivity, Tm shows a frequency dependence and is not associated
with a structural phase transition as the relaxor systems exhibit a macroscopically
cubic structure below Tm;
• above Tm, the dielectric response does not follow the Curie-Weiss law as in
conventional ferroelectrics (see Section 2.3.3.1);
• although typically present in non-cubic crystals, ferroelectricity is observed in
relaxors, clearly proven by P-E measurements which show hysteresis, hence the
name relaxor ferroelectrics [9, 28, 29].
FIGURE 2.18: Dielectric response shown over a range of frequencies 10-107 Hz of the
relaxor PMN. The arrows highlight the frequency dispersion of the response, adapted
from [30]
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A common feature for all relaxor ferroelectrics is the cation disorder, for example
Mg2+ and Nb5+ in PMN. This disorder leads to the appearance of Polar Nano Re-
gions (PNRs), which may be described as polar regions with limited length exhibiting
coherence in polarisation. PNRs appear in the vicinity of Tm and are responsible for
the broad dielectric peak as follows: upon cooling through Tm a field induced align-
ment of PNRs (growth) takes place and the relaxation of the polarisation mechanism
results in a broad and frequency dependent dielectric peak. Overall, the properties of
relaxor ferroelectrics arise from the competition of two factors, i.e. the promotion of
ferroelectric (polar) order and the cation disorder which disrupts the ferroelectric order.
From a crystallographic point of view, several structures exist in relaxor ferroelectrics,
although macroscopically the system is cubic [28, 29, 31]. For a complete picture de-
scribing the behaviour and underlying mechanisms of relaxor ferroelectrics additional
studies are required, as a common description has not been agreed by the scientific
community.
2.4 Contributions to piezoelectricity
Contributions to piezoelectricity are classified into extrinsic and intrinsic. The main
mechanism for extrinsic contributions is attributed to domain wall motion, but other
contributions may arise such as grain boundary effects [32]. The intrinsic contribu-
tions are lattice-related, such as extension or rotation of the polarisation. The ratio of
extrinsic and intrinsic contributions within polycrystalline and single crystal ceramics
depend on a number of factors including composition and crystallographic structure.
Generally, in polycrystalline ceramics such as PZT the intrinsic contribution is in the
range 50-75% [33]. In single crystals the intrinsic contribution is greater due to the
high stability of domain engineered configurations. For example, the intrinsic contribu-
tion is 95% for rhombohedral PIN-PMN-PT poled along [001]. However, it decreases
when the composition of the compound is shifted towards the MPB as a result of phase
instability in the vicinity of the MPB [26].
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2.5 Piezoelectric materials
2.5.1 Lead zirconate titanate
Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) is one of the most studied piezoelectric materials, widely
used in various sensors, actuators or transducer devices. PZT is a solid solution between
PbTiO3 and PbZrO3. PbTiO3 is a ferroelectric with a perovskite structure exhibiting a
tetragonal phase below 490◦C - the transition temperature from the cubic phase. A rel-
atively high tetragonal strain with a c/a=1.063 causes PbTiO3 to mechanically fracture
as it is cooled from the sintering temperature through the phase transition temperat-
ure and therefore very difficult to work with [27]. PbZrO3 is also a perovskite, but
exhibits antiferroelectricity (adjacent cells are oppositely polarised resulting in 0 net
polarisation [9]) and therefore cannot manifest piezoelectricity. However, a solid solu-
tion between the two compounds results in a material with interesting structural and
piezoelectric properties. Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3 exhibits a Morphotropic Phase Boundary at
x≈0.47 where the crystallographic phase changes from rhombohedral to tetragonal
[34]. The TC for compositions in the vicinity of the MPB is ≈360◦C. The phase dia-
gram of PZT has been presented in Section 2.3.3.3.
Jaffe et al. [35] were the first to reveal the high piezoelectric response in PZT with
compositions around the MPB. However, PZT is very rarely used in a ”pure” form
and various dopants or modifiers are utilised to obtain PZT with desired properties,
which may be broadly classified into soft and hard properties. Soft PZT is obtained by
substituting B-site (Ti4+/Zr4+) ions with donors such as Nb5+, Ta5+, the A-site (Pb2+)
with ions such as La3+ and O2− with F1−. The higher valence state of the cation (or
lower valence of the anion) introduced causes lead vacancies which results in a mater-
ial with the following characteristics (relative to unmodified PZT): increased dielectric
constant, high dielectric loss, low mechanical quality factor, low coercive fields. Con-
trarily, acceptor substitutions such as Fe3+, Mn2+ at the B-site and K1+ at the A-site
cause oxygen vacancies. The associated characteristics of the material (relative to un-
modified PZT) are: low dielectric constant, low dielectric loss, high mechanical quality
factor, high coercive fields [9]. The most common and also the most controversial ac-
ceptor dopant is Mn. A detailed study on Mn substitutions is conducted in Chapter 7.
Typical values for soft and hard PZT are given in Table 2.4.
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TABLE 2.4: Typical values for various properties of soft and hard PZT. From [27].
d33 kt Qm ε33 tan δ
Soft 450 0.47 <100 1,800 0.02
Hard 290 0.47 1,000 1,300 0.005
PZT is used in a broad variety of acoustic applications in a polycrystalline form. The
method of fabrication is well established making the material widely available. Fur-
thermore, PZT thin and thick films are also available, being particularly utilised for
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) [27]. However, single crystalline PZT is
extremely challenging to obtain due to incongruent melting of the material. Very lim-
ited data is available on single crystalline PZT [36].
2.5.2 Relaxor-PT single crystals
Dielectric and piezoelectric coefficients which greatly exceeded those of polycrystal-
line PZT have been revealed for the first time in Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3 (PZN-PT)
with composition in the vicinity of the MPB on the rhombohedral side (see phase dia-
gram in Section 2.3.3.3) and grown by a solution method [37]. High piezoelectric
charge coefficient d33 ≈1500 pC/N and electromechanical coupling factor k33 ≈0.9
were obtained for rhombohedral PZN-PT poled along the pseudocubic direction [001].
Interestingly, the d33 value for PZN-PT single crystal poled along the non-polar [001]
direction (here referred to as d∗33 to avoid confusion) was found almost double the value
of d33 for crystals poled along the polar [111] (1500 vs ≈750 pC/N). The explanation
was given in terms of the following equations, under the assumption that four types of













3Q11/(Q11 + 2Q12 +Q44) (2.38)
where Q are the electrostrictive coefficients, ε the dielectric constants, PS the polarisa-
tion along the polar direction [111] and εT12 << ε
T
11. By substituting Q11 = 2.4x10
−2,
Q12 = -0.86x10−2, Q44 = 1.6x10−2 m4C−2 the ratio d∗33/d33 equals 1.8.
Although these findings were revealed in 1981, the phenomenon of ultrahigh piezo-
electric effect in relaxor-PT single crystal was not exploited until recently. The work
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published in 1997 by Park and Shrout [38] on PZN-PT and PMN-PT single crystals
triggered work on single crystal growth and structural and electrical characterisation.
Various compositions have been developed and currently single crystals are classified
in three generations [2] which will be separately discussed in the following subsections.
2.5.2.1 Generation I
The first generation of piezoelectric single crystals comprises pseudo-binary com-
pounds such as PZN-PT or PMN-PT with various formulations. The addition of the
ferroelectric PT end member to the relaxor ferroelectric PZN or PMN makes the com-
pound ferroelectric (i.e. non cubic structure) at room temperature, whilst retaining
relaxor characteristics.
When compared with the polycrystalline counterpart PZT, generation I single crystals
show increased piezoelectric performance. Strain levels up to 0.6% with low hyster-
esis have been observed in PMN-PT single crystals, whereas PZT exhibits strain up
to 0.2% for ”soft” compositions (PZT-5H)- Figure 2.19. In addition, the piezoelectric
coefficient d33 exhibited by PMN-PT may reach 2500 pC/N and the electromechanical
coupling factor k33 may be as high as 0.9. Polycrystalline PZT exhibits a d33 in the
range of 400-700 pC/N and k33 of 0.7. Figure 2.20 shows the comparison between
single crystals and their polycrystalline counterparts for d33 and k33.
Nevertheless, materials from this generation are not thermally stable due to low tem-
peratures at which piezoelectric performance is degraded or even lost. The ferroelec-
tric phase transition temperature TRT (transition from a rhombohedral crystallographic
phase to a tetragonal one) is in the range of 50-75◦C, whilst Curie point TC is in the
range 150-179◦C. Furthermore, the low coercive field Ec in the range 2-2.5 kV/cm
questions the performance of PMN-PT under various drive conditions. In addition,
the low mechanical quality factor Qm of approximately 100 (some PZT compositions
modified with dopants such as Mn may reach Qm > 1000) represents a concern for use
of this generation of crystals in high power transducers.
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FIGURE 2.19: Strain levels achieved in single crystals compared with polycrystalline
PMN-PT, soft PZT (5H) and hard PZT (8)[38].
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FIGURE 2.20: Piezoelectric charge coefficient d33 (top) and electromechanical coup-
ling factor k33 (bottom) as a function of transition temperature for conventional poly-
crystalline material and single crystals [3].
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2.5.2.2 Generation II
To overcome some of the problems exhibited by Generation I, a new single crystal
compound has been developed, i.e. the pseudo-ternary PIN-PMN-PT. The addition of
lead indium niobate brings the advantage of improved thermal and field stability. PIN-
PMN-PT crystals show coercive field Ec in the range 4.5-11 kV/cm, a ferroelectric
phase transition TRT between 120-140◦C and a Curie point TC between 160-200◦C.
The TC increase might be related to the tolerance factor (see Section 2.2.2) of the per-
ovskite structure. It has been shown that a high Curie point is related to a low tolerance
factor within the ABO3 structure in ABO3-PbTiO3 solid solutions [15]. Figure 2.21
shows transition temperature for ABO3-PbTiO3 compounds with compositions at the
morphotropic phase boundary against the ABO3 tolerance factor. It has been suggested
that TC >400◦C for t<0.94 [39].
Although Generation II piezoelectric single crystals may be used in a broader range
of applications given their improved thermal and field stability, they are unsuitable for
high power transducer applications due to their high losses. The mechanical quality
factor Qm does not improve when compared with Generation I and remains on the
order of 100.
FIGURE 2.21: Curie point for ABO3-PbTiO3 solid solutions with MPB compositions
as a function of the ABO3 tolerance factor [39].
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2.5.2.3 Generation III
Mn modifications in conventional polycrystalline piezoelectrics have been known to
decrease both electrical and mechanical losses. In single crystals Mn modifications
have been proven to have the same effect. Mechanical quality factor Qm is improved
for both Generation I and Generation II crystals when Mn in introduced. However,
Generation III consists of Mn modified pseudo ternary PIN-PMN-PT only. A detailed
review of modifications with Mn in both polycrystalline and single crystal materials is
given in Chapter 7.
2.6 Applications
This section aims to give a brief overview of piezoelectric applications whilst highlight-
ing the advantages of using relaxor-PT single crystals in relation to state-of-art piezo-
electric materials, such as PZT. Compared with PZT, relaxor-PT single crystals allow
domain engineering and exhibit higher anisotropy which results in ultrahigh piezoelec-
tric performance with electromechanical coupling factor k33 >90% and piezoelectric
charge coefficient d33 >2000 pC/N. In addition, relaxor-PT crystals may be explored
in novel vibration modes not achievable with PZT which may result in development of
innovative devices.
Typical relaxor-PT single crystals explored for implementation in various devices are
PZN-PT, PMN-PT, PIN-PMN-PT, Mn:PIN-PMN-PT with compositions approaching
MBP from the rhombohedral side and poled along the non-polar direction [001].
Areas where relaxor-PT crystals are of particular interest are medical ultrasound trans-
ducers and sonar systems (projectors and hydrophones). Other applications include
accelerometers, tactile sensors, acoustic tweezers, ultrasonic motors or pyroelectric
devices.
2.6.1 Medical ultrasound transducer
One key parameter for a medical ultrasound transducer is the electromechanical coup-
ling factor k33 which is related to the resolution of the device. Typically, soft PZT
is the material of choice [40] with k33 ≈ 0.75. The low mechanical quality factor of
soft PZT Qm<100 benefits a sharp pulse detection. Relaxor-PT crystals exhibit similar
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Qm ≈100, but significantly higher k33 ≈ 0.9 and offer an increase in bandwidth >15%
and sensitivity >3 dB which results in improved resolution. In addition, single crys-
tals provide deeper penetration depth (or lower excitation amplitudes) and improve the
signal to noise ratio of the ultrasound transducer [2].
2.6.2 Underwater projector
The projector of a sonar system requires high acoustic levels and it is used under high
electrical drive conditions with high duty cycles. Hard PZT is typically used [41]. In-
vestigations using relaxor-PT crystals revealed their higher piezoelectric charge coef-
ficient (up to 650% higher) results in 10-15 dB higher source level or same source
level for 10-15 dB lower drive field. In addition, the lower Young’s modulus (up to
78% lower) results in significant miniaturisation [4] which is particularly beneficial for
autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs). The most advantageous crystal composition
for underwater projector is Generation III Mn:PIN-PMN-PT which exhibits a similar
Qm as for hard PZT (≈1000) [2].
2.6.3 Underwater receiver (hydrophone)
Although a sonar system may have a projector and hydrophone as part of the same
device, often the two are separated as the requirements are different. A receiver is used
to detect underwater acoustic pressure and therefore sensitivity is a critical parameter.
As opposed to projectors where typically hard PZT is preferred due to stability under
high drive fields, soft PZT is desired for a receiver which exhibits higher sensitivities
than hard PZT [41]. When relaxor-PT single crystals are considered, recent studies
revealed that hydrophones may benefit from 7 dB higher sensitivity or 15 dB higher
signal to noise ratio due to the increased piezoelectric charge coefficient compared with
PZT [4].
2.6.4 Other applications
Relaxor-PT single crystals may benefit numerous other applications. One example is
the piezoelectric tactile sensor. A tactile sensor is a device able to respond to external
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stimuli such as pressure or temperature via contact and may be used as intraocular pres-
sure sensors, touchscreen or fingerprint reader. Typically, poly(vinylidene fluoride),
quartz and hard PZT are piezoelectric materials of choice for such devices. Relaxor-PT
crystals are promising candidates not only for their higher piezoelectric performance
compared with state of the art materials, but new types of tactile sensors may be de-
signed. Specifically, the face-shear mode of relaxor-PT crystals has drawn attention
due to high piezoelectric coefficient d36=1600-2800 pC/N and high elastic compliance
sE66>120 pm
2/N which allows a novel sensor configuration [42].
Another example is represented by acoustic tweezers which are used to manipulate
particles using sound waves. Traditional materials for sono-tweezers are PZT, ZnO
and LiNbo3. Here, the stimulus for using relaxor-PT is the miniaturisation of the ultra-
sound transducer.
Other examples where relaxor-PT crystals are promising candidates include but are not
limited to energy harvesting devices, thermal imaging, transformers, ultrasonic motors
and cryogenic ultrasonic motors [2, 42, 43].
Chapter 3
Introduction to Single Crystal Growth
3.1 Introduction
Relaxor-PT single crystals play a critical role in the development of devices, particu-
larly in underwater systems and medical applications, as highlighted in the previous
chapter. It is therefore essential to establish a growth technique able to provide high
quality single crystals. This chapter aims to review and discuss the available growth
methods. A technique with no drawbacks is yet to be found and therefore, advant-
ages and disadvantages are examined for each method. The level of success of a given
technique is discussed in terms of the following key points:
• quality (i.e. density, cracks, defects, impurities)
• size of the grown crystal
• homogeneity
• reproducibility
• simplicity of the method (i.e. requirement for specialised equipment)
• suitable for growth of incongruent melting compounds
• requirement for post processing (alignment, slicing/dicing)
• cost of single crystal material obtained
• cost of production line set up for crystal growth.
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First, generic single crystals growth methods are presented Section 3.2. Subsequently,
the methods suitable for growth of relaxor-PT will be presented and discussed in Sec-
tion 3.3. Section 3.4 presents the concluding remarks and explains the focus of this
thesis on Bridgman and Solid State Conversion Growth.
3.2 Generic single crystal growth methods
Single crystal growth methods may be broadly classified as follows: (i) solution growth,
(ii) melt growth and (iii) solid state growth. Based on this classification, Table 3.1
presents a number of methods for growth of various single crystals.
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TABLE 3.1: Generic growth methods for single crystals
Melt growth
Verneuil (or Flame fusion) Fine particles of desired material are melted
and subsequently they fuse and fall onto the
upper surface of a crystalline peak. When
the desired crystal size has been reached the
system is cooled.
[44]
Czochralski A seed crystal is dipped into a crucible
with molten material and then slowly with-
drawn.
[45]
Kyropolus A single crystal seed connected to an air
cooled platinum finger is dipped into the
melt. Crystallisation is induced by increas-
ing the air flow through the cooling finger
or by cooling the melt. In addition, a Pt
wire may be used instead of a seed.
[46]
Bridgman Crystal growth is induced from molten ma-
terial by movement through a temperature
gradient.
[47]
Floating zone A small length of a polycrystalline sample
in the form of a rod is melted and the mol-
ten region is moved across the crystal. The
molten zone is suspended between the two
solid parts of the sample. A single crystal
seed might be used at one end of the sample




Solution (Flux) Relies on spontaneous nucleation
and growth from a solution upon slow cool-
ing.
[47]
Hydrothermal Crystallization occurs under conditions of
high temperature and pressure.
[47]
Solid state growth
Templated (Seeded) (Solid State Conversion Growth) A seed
crystal is placed on a powder compact and,
under heat treatment, grows into a large
single crystal.
[49, 50]
3.3 Relaxor-PT single crystal growth
The high melting point of approximately 1300◦C [51] and the high volatility of Pb
[3, 52] which requires a sealed crucible, reduce the number of suitable methods for
growth of relaxor-PT single crystals to three, namely Solution, Bridgman and Solid
State Conversion [2]. The following subsections present the growth principles for each
of the three cases.
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3.3.1 Solution
This technique has three main variations, i.e. Flux, Top Seeded and Flux Bridgman.
Each will be discussed separately in the following subsections.
3.3.1.1 Flux
The flux method is widely explored for the growth of single crystals. It is based on
spontaneous nucleation from a solution upon super-saturation during the cooling pro-
cess [2]. A schematic of the experimental design is shown in Figure 3.1. The charge –
a mixture of the material to be crystallised together with a flux, is placed in a platinum
crucible with a platinum lid which in turn, is placed in a sealed alumina crucible. This
system is then placed in a box furnace and the compound is allowed to melt and equi-
librate. Subsequently, a cooling process is set up – in the range 0.5-1◦C/min. When
the temperature reaches a value at which crystal growth stops, the cooling is set at a
higher rate, typically in the range 50-100◦C/min. Once the entire process ends, nitric
acid and/or acetic acid is used to dissolve the flux and remove the crystals from the
crucible [2, 53]. For improved control of the nucleation a cooling system may be used
at the bottom of the crucible – see Figure 3.1. This process is sometimes referred to
as Bottom Cooled Solution Growth (BCSG) [54]. Another variation of the solution
growth is the Top Cooled Solution Growth (TCSG). The experimental set up is shown
in Figure 3.2. This technique does not make use of a seed and therefore must not be
confused with the Top Seeded Solution Growth (TSSG) technique [55], presented in
the next subsection. The flux method has been mostly used for the growth of PMN-PT
and PZN-PT materials [2, 3, 51, 56]. Systems such as BiFeO3-PbTiO3 (BFPT) have
also been investigated, having in view their potential high piezoelectric properties [53].
In addition, the method has been employed for the growth of ternary PIN-PMN-PT [3].
Generally, a mix of PbO and B2O3 is used as flux [2, 3, 51, 53, 56]. Successful growth
of PIN-PT has also been reported, where a PbO–PbF2–B2O3 flux has been used [57].
Unfortunately, crystals grown by flux technique are not suitable for commercialisation
and implementation into devices due to several problems, as follows: compositional
segregation, multiple nucleation points as well as satellite crystals, parasitic crystals,
side-wall crystallisation – see Figure 3.3. In addition, important issues are represented
by cracking, platinum inclusions and the relatively small size. The compositional se-
gregation is of extreme importance as it is the reason for high variation regarding the
piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the grown material. Especially for compounds
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with MPB compositions or for systems where the PT content is high, the property vari-
ation is increased. Consequently, the composition of the material to be grown, as well
as the choice of flux is of paramount importance [3]. The reported size of the grown
crystals is typically in the mm range: ≥35 mm edge length for PZN-PT and ≥25
mm edge length for PMN-PT and PIN-PMN-PT. A flux grown PIN-PMN-PT crystal
is shown in Figure 3.4. The small size results in a lack of different orientation cuts
needed for property measurements. In addition, the method is costly, mainly due to the
Pt crucible used [2, 3]. Probably further research regarding the flux growth technique
is needed to overcome all the stated problems and to commercialise the crystals. Al-
ternatively, the growth of single crystals may be directed towards other, more efficient
methods of growth.
FIGURE 3.1: Schematic of the experimental design for crystal growth from flux –
generally, a box resistive heating furnace is used; this schematic, however, also shows
a system for oxygen gas flow which offers the advantage of local cooling and there-
fore, better nucleation control [2]
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FIGURE 3.2: Experimental design of the Top Cooled Solution Growth; similarly with
the conventional flux method, a Pt crucible is used for the growth inside a box furnace;
the difference is the use of a cooling system triggered by a Pt wire; nucleation occurs
around the wire [55]
FIGURE 3.3: Typical single crystals grown by flux technique – in addition to a main
crystal, other, undesirable crystals are also obtained such as satellite crystals which are
growing at the periphery of the main crystal, parasitic crystals which are growing on
the surface of the main crystal, side-wall nucleations and also crystals of pyrochlore
[3]
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FIGURE 3.4: A flux-grown PIN-PMN-PT crystal; for the growth, 50% precalcined
16PIN-51PMN-33PT has been dry mixed with 40% PbO and 10% B2O3 (mol%);
following 2 pre-melts at 1000◦C for 1 h, the mixture has been heated at 1230◦C,
equilibrated for 5 h and allowed to cool with a rate of 1.2◦C/h down to 850◦C and then
100◦C/h to room temperature; the main crystal has been removed from the crucible in
50% strength boiling acetic acid for 24 h [3]
3.3.1.2 Top-seeded solution growth
This method of obtaining single crystals has been developed as an extension to the
conventional flux growth method. It has been proved that TSSG offers better nucleation
control and hence, larger crystals may be obtained. Another advantage is the possibility
of controlling the crystallographic direction of growth.
As the name suggests, the principle of this technique is based on a small single crystal,
i.e. a seed, which is attached to a Pt wire and lowered into the platinum crucible to
make contact with the molten material. A schematic of the experimental design is
shown in Figure 3.5. TSSG of PIN-PMN-PT has been investigated by Li. et al [58, 59]
and the size of the obtained crystals was approximately 35 x 35 x 15 mm3 - Figure 3.6,
which shows an improvement when compared to crystals grown by conventional flux
method [58, 59]. Nevertheless, the size remains relatively small and further research is
required.
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FIGURE 3.5: Experimental set-up for TSSG; the design is very similar to that for
conventional flux growth, however, a seed single crystal is used to induce nucleation
within the solution, which is attached to a Pt wire, in turn, supported by an alumina
rod [3]
FIGURE 3.6: 19PIN-46PMN-35PT grown by TSSG by Li et al. [58].
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3.3.1.3 Flux Bridgman
The flux Bridgman is a combination between conventional flux growth and modified
Bridgman (following subsection). Generally, Bridgman method consists of growing
single crystals in a vertical furnace in which a hot zone and a cold zone exist, so that
a thermal gradient is created between the two. The flux Bridgman is particularly used
for the growth of PZN-PT crystals, because PZN-PT melt is stable in a perovskite
phase only in PbO flux [60]. The technique consists of loading a platinum crucible
with the precursor material and PbO flux and subsequently sealing it. The crucible
is then placed into an outer alumina crucible. Often, alumina powder is used to fill
in the gap between the two crucibles. An oxygen cooling system is set at the bottom
of the crucible to induce nucleation – similar to the conventional flux growth - Figure
3.1. Once the material melted, the crucible system is lowered through the temperature
gradient with a rate of 0.1-0.6 mm/h. Growth of large crystals has been reported, up to
75 mm in diameter and 55 mm in length and with varying orientations from [111] to
[100] [2].
3.3.2 Modified Bridgman (Bridgman-Stockbarger, Vertical Bridg-
man or Bridgman)
Bridgman was the first who, in 1925, obtained single crystals by passing a container
with molten material through a thermal gradient. The procedure involved lowering the
container directly outside the furnace. Therefore, crystallisation was induced from one
end, along the length [61]. Later, in 1936, Stockbarger used two furnaces on top of
each other. Within the first one, a temperature above the melting point of the material
to be grown was set, whilst in the second, a temperature below the melting point was
set. Hence, a thermal gradient was created in between the two furnaces and crystal
growth was induced by lowering a crucible from the first furnace towards the second
one [62]. This method is particularly beneficial as by adjusting the temperatures in the
two zones, the thermal gradient can be tuned and thermal shock is avoided. The set-up
evolved in that a single furnace with two (or more) independently controlled zones is
now used. The method is referred to as Bridgman-Stockbarger, Modified Bridgman,
Vertical Bridgman or simply Bridgman throughout the literature. Within this thesis the
method is referred to as Bridgman. A schematic diagram of the method is shown in
Figure 3.7 and typical Bridgman-grown crystals are shown in 3.8.
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FIGURE 3.7: Graphic representation of the Bridgman technique: Bridgman furnace
(left) and associated thermal profile (right). A crucible containing the material to be
grown is placed into the upper (hot) zone of a furnace and slowly lowered through a
thermal gradient towards the second (cold) zone of the furnace so that nucleation is
induced and the crystal grows from one end to another.
FIGURE 3.8: 0.5mol% Mn-doped 15PIN-55PMN-30PT Bridgman grown single crys-
tal. From [63].
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For growth of relaxor-PT crystals, a Pt crucible is used as container, due to the harsh
conditions, i.e. high melting point and corrosive materials. The Pt container is single
use as it needs to be cut to remove the crystal at the end of the process. The lowering
rate through the thermal gradient is typically in the range 0.1-1 mm/h and the thermal
gradient between the two zones is in the range 30-50◦C/cm.
The orientation of the grown crystal may be controlled by placing a single crystal seed
at the bottom of the crucible. In this case, the position of the crucible inside the furnace
must be carefully chosen so that part of the seed will be below the melting point and
part above. Consequently, the crystal will grown with the same orientation as the seed
[2, 64]. This strategy is particularly useful since relaxor-PT exhibit high piezoelectric
performance along certain crystallographic directions. Moreover, growing a crystal
with known direction of growth facilitates the process of sample dicing. A single
crystal grown from a seed is shown in Figure 3.9.
FIGURE 3.9: 25PIN-44PMN-31PT single crystal, 55 mm diameter and 100 mm
length grown from a (110) oriented seed. From [65].
A major disadvantage of the Bridgman method is a compositional gradient developed
along the direction of growth as a result of Ti segregation. The segregation behavior is




where CS is the concentration in the solid, C0 the initial melt concentration, k the ef-
fective segregation coefficient and x the length of the crystal [66]. The segregation
coefficient of Ti is <1, i.e. in the range 0.83-0.85 [67, 68] and therefore segregates at
the liquid/solid boundary by diffusion to the liquid phase. Consequently, the compos-
ition varies along the length of the boule - Figure 3.10. As a result, properties of the
material also vary along the length [64, 69, 70]. Therefore, only a certain percentage
of the crystal will have required properties.
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FIGURE 3.10: Compositional variation of the chemical constituents along a PMN-
35PT single crystal boule. Ti concentration is seen to increase along the boule, partic-
ularly towards the end. From [67].
FIGURE 3.11: Variation of the electromechanical coupling factor k33 versus Curie
point TC measured along a PMN-31PT single crystal boule. k33 increases from one
end of the boule to the other following the increase in Ti content due to segregation.
From [3].
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To improve the homogeneity along the boule a number of new approaches have been
suggested. These will be presented in Section 5.5 of Chapter 5, as they are not estab-
lished techniques, but rather suggestions for future investigations.
In addition to the homogeneity problem, the cost is another issue that needs to be
addressed. The cost of Bridgman grown crystals is relatively high, partly due to the
varying properties along the boule and partly due to the use of Pt crucibles. In addition,
relative to conventional technologies of ceramic material processing, the technique re-
quires expensive specialised equipment. As a result, ceramic processing industry of
conventional piezomaterials may find this an impediment and delay or even refuse
the production and commercialisation of the new generations of piezomaterial such as
single crystals.
3.3.3 Solid State Conversion Growth
Solid State Conversion Growth (SSCG) is a solid to solid transformation where a poly-
crystalline material is converted into a single crystal via heat treatment. The initial
polycrystalline sample is prepared by conventional ceramic processing techniques.
Subsequently, a single crystal seed is bonded by diffusion to the sintered polycrystal-
line sample (or embedded in calcined powder) and annealed at temperatures 100-200◦C
below the melting point of the material to be grown. The seed grows by consuming
the grains in the polycrystal (Ostwald ripening) or, in other words, the seed bound-
ary migrates through the polycrystal. The concept is illustrated in Figure 3.12. The
single crystal used as seed may be grown by other methods such as Bridgman or flux
and it has to be chemically stable within the polycrystal, as well as to be compatible
from a crystallographic point of view. BaTiO3, Ba(ZrxTi1−x)O3 or Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-
PbTiO3 have been used as seeds for the growth of relaxor-PT single crystals. SrTiO3
has also been studied, however it has been proved to be chemically unstable in relaxor-
PT systems [2, 3, 71].
The conversion mechanism is based on grain growth mechanisms and therefore a good
understanding of the grain growth behavior in the polycrystalline matrix is critical and
will be discussed in the following subsection.
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(A) Scanning Electron micrograph showing the SSCG concept - the boundary of a single crystal
seed migrates through the polycrystalline matrix promoting crystal growth. Note the single
crystal seed is pore free, whilst the grown crystal and the polycrystalline matrix contain pores.
Any pores or other defects present in the polycrystalline matrix are transferred to the grown
single crystal.
(B) Electron Back-Scatter Diffraction image showing the conversion of grains into a single
crystal of the same orientation as the seed (purple) and grains within the matrix with different
crystallographic orientations (different colors).
FIGURE 3.12: SSCG concept proved in BaTiO3 - electron micrograph (A) and Elec-
tron Back-Scatter Diffraction image (B). The polycrystalline BaTiO3 sample has been
sintered at 1290◦C for 2 h and a BaTiO3 seed has been diffusion bonded via heat treat-
ment at 1200◦C for 2 h with a 1 kg weight. Crystal growth was promoted at 1350◦C.
The experiment was conducted as trial crystal growth within this work to prove the
SSCG concept and is not presented in future sections.
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3.3.3.1 Grain growth in polycrystalline systems
When a polycrystalline material is heat treated, the size of grains within the matrix
increases. The reason for this process is a decrease in interfacial energy per unit volume
as the boundary area decreases. The driving force for grain growth is related to the
curvature of the grain boundaries. Boundaries move towards their centre of curvature
and therefore a grain with more than six sides will expand, whilst a grain with less
that six sides will be consumed. Grains with six sides do not exhibit curvature and
boundaries equal in energy meet at three grain junction with 120◦ angles. This is a
two-dimensional case and a schematic representation is shown in Figure 3.13. In a
three-dimensional scenario the net curvature of the grain determines the direction of
boundary migration.
FIGURE 3.13: Two dimensional representation of grains with dfferent sizes in a poly-
crystalline matrix. Direction of growth upon heat treatment depends on the curvature
of grain boundaries and it is marked by the arrows. From [72].
In theory, polycrystalline systems exhibit two types of grain growth behavior, i.e. nor-
mal and non-normal. The first scenario, normal growth, is characterised by a single
modal size distribution where the size of all grains increases in the same manner. In
the second scenario, non-normal (or discontinuous) growth, some grains grow faster
and therefore larger than others. An extreme case of non-normal growth is represen-
ted by Abnormal Grain Growth (AGG) where a bi-modal size distribution is present.
Figure 3.14 shows a representation of the size distributions for normal and abnormal
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growth.
In practice, a normal growth behavior is rare and most systems exhibit non-normal
grain growth.
Although under investigation, several mechanisms have been suggested to influence
grain growth (including AGG), as follows:
• grain boundary complexion transitions (phase transformations which occur at
the grain boundaries) [73]
• pore drag mechanism (pores that are attached to the grain exert a drag force and
decrease the velocity of the migrating boundary) [72]
• liquid film at the grain boundaries (secondary phases at grain boundaries which
become liquid at the sintering/annealing temperature and increase or, in certain
cases, decrease boundary mobility) [72]
FIGURE 3.14: Schematic representation of size distributions for Normal growth (top)
and Discontinuous growth (bottom). From [72].
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3.3.3.2 Single crystal growth studies
Grain growth in polycrystalline materials is a complex process [72] and the level of
complexity increases for single crystal growth from polycrystalline materials. This
subsection presents a limited number of factors with impact on crystal conversion.
Liquid film approach
A common approach for crystal growth from the solid state is the use of a liquid film
at the grain boundaries which enhances boundary mobility. A liquid film in relaxor-PT
systems is typically achieved via additions of PbO which becomes liquid at the anneal-
ing temperature (>800◦C). Growth of 5 mm thick single crystal has been reported for
PMN-PT with 8mol% excess PbO from a (011) oriented BaTiO3 seed when annealing
at 1200◦C for 200 h [74].
Grain size in the polycrystalline matrix
To successfully convert a polycrystalline material into a single crystal via heat treat-
ment from a seed, growth at the seed-polycrystal interface must be promoted, whilst
grain growth within the matrix must be suppressed. Therefore, an important role in
this respect is played by the size of the grains in the initial polycrystalline system and
their growth behavior upon annealing.
Ideally, the matrix should be very fine as the smaller the grain size the higher the bound-
ary velocity [72]. However, during annealing of a fine grained matrix it is very likely
that grain growth will occur and therefore the chances to obtain a relatively large crystal
decrease dramatically. Therefore, one must find a way to stop growth within the mat-
rix, but promote growth at the seed-matrix interface. One suggested approach is based
on the Primary and Secondary Abnormal Grain Growth (PAGG and SAGG). PAGG
is completed when all grains within a matrix have been replaced by abnormal grains
and occurs at a specific temperature. Once PAGG is completed, if the polycrystalline
material is heat treated again at a higher temperature than that when PAGG occurs, the
abnormal grains may start growing again to even larger sizes leading to SAGG [75]. It
is suggested that annealing for crystal conversion should occur at a lower temperature
than that where SAGG starts, in a matrix where PAGG is completed. For PIN-PMN-PT
system, it is suggested that grain size should be in the range 80-160 µm [71].
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Seed orientation
The crystallographic orientation of the seed (i.e. the growth direction of the crystal)
influences the quality of the converted crystal, particularly when conversion of a matrix
which contains excess PbO is considered. When a (111) oriented seed is used, the crys-
tal is of lower quality as large amounts of trapped PbO are observed. However, when
(001) seed is used no trapped PbO is observed. (001) is the slowest growth direction
and therefore PbO moves along with the growth front rather than being left behind and
trapped as for (111) [76].
Discussion
Although mechanisms of grain growth in polycrystalline materials and subsequently
mechanisms for crystal conversion are yet to be understood, SSCG is a very prom-
ising technique. First, homogeneous crystals may be grown as the technique does
not involve melting and therefore segregation is avoided. Second, crystals with per-
determined shape and already aligned in the desired crystallographic orientation may
be grown thus bypassing the need for post-processing. Third, materials which melt
incongruently such as PZT may be grown. In addition, platinum crucibles are not re-
quired anymore and conventional alumina ware may be used thus reducing the cost.
Finally, the method does not require any specialised equipment and once established
it can be easily implemented in any factory which processes conventional ceramics.
Although the grown crystals may be of lower quality (i.e. less dense) when compared
with crystals grown from the melt, SSCG might be the preferred technique for mass
production of single crystals as a result of the advantages presented. Therefore, greater
efforts are needed to understand the mechanisms involved in grain/crystal growth and
to ensure reproducibility of the technique.
3.4 Conclusion
This chapter has presented the three methods suitable for growth of relaxor-PT crys-
tals, namely Solution, Bridgman and SSCG. It was decided not to explore the Solution
technique within this work as a consequence of the limited crystal size which can be
obtained. Small crystals are difficult to characterise and are impractical in applications
such as low-frequency devices which require large crystals.
Therefore, this work explores Bridgman and SSCG techniques. Bridgman is the most
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successful technique for growth of relaxor-PT single crystals despite the inhomogen-
eity along the boule and the cost. Large, high quality single crystals may be grown with
a high degree of reproducibility. Furthermore, SSCG is a promising technique owing
to the possibility of obtaining homogeneous crystals with pre-determined shape at the




4.1 Introduction and Background
4.1.1 Introduction
This chapter aims to give a general review of the method used to synthesize ceramic
material. Specific conditions or any modifications to the this method are given along-
side every experiment presented within the thesis.
PIN-PMN-PT in a powder form has been prepared via the mixed oxide route. The
method consists of mixing in a stoichiometric manner raw oxides, i.e. PbO, In2O3,
(MgCO3)4.Mg(OH)2.5H2O, Nb2O5 and TiO2 together with binders and dopants or
modifiers such as MnO2 and heating the compound to a certain temperature below
the melting point to drive a solid state reaction between the constituents [13]. A two
step method has been employed. The columbite-like MgNb2O6 and wolframite-like
InNbO4 have been pre-synthesised prior to mixing with the rest of the oxides to obtain
the final PIN-PMN-PT compound. The composition has been chosen in the vicinity of
the Morphotropic Phase Boundary. These aspects are detailed in Section 4.1.2. The
experimental procedures are presented in Section 4.2. X-Ray Diffraction (PANalytical
X’Pert Diffractometer, Phillips, The Netherlands) has been used to asses the purity
and phase of the synthesized powder. Scanning Electron Microscopy (Carl Zeiss EVO
MA15, Carl Zeiss Microscopy, Germany) has been used to analyse the particle size
and shape. The results are presented in Section 4.3. A summary will be provided at the
end of the chapter in Section 4.4.
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4.1.2 Background
4.1.2.1 Pre-synthesis steps
The rationale behind presynthesising MgNb2O6 and InNbO4 is given in this subsection.
Pre-synthesis of niobium and magnesium oxides has been first suggested by Swartz and
Shrout [77] as a method to fabricate Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 with a pure perovskite phase.
Without the pre-synthesis step, that is if PbO, Nb2O5 and MgO are all mixed in a single
step, a stable pyrochlore forms as a result of a reaction between PbO and Nb2O5. A
pyrochlore structure is generally described by the formula A2B2O7 which is isostruc-
tural to the mineral pyrochlore (NaCa)(NbTa)O6F(OH). The structure is described in
detail in a review by Subramanian et al. [78]. When processing Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3
without the pre-synthesis step, Inada [79] suggested the following reactions occurring
during the thermochemical reaction:
3 PbO + 2 Nb2O5
530-650 ◦C−−−−−−→ 3 PbO· 2 Nb2O5 (4.1)
3 PbO· 2 Nb2O5 + PbO 600-700
◦C−−−−−−→ 2 (2 PbO·Nb2O5) (4.2)
2 PbO·Nb2O5 + 1
3
MgO
700-800 ◦C−−−−−−→ Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 + 1
3
(3 PbO· 2 Nb2O5) (4.3)
where Pb3Nb4O13 is a cubic pyrochlore and Pb2Nb2O7 a rhombohedral pyrochlore. A
perovskite phase could only be obtained by multiple calcination steps with long dwell
times (24 h) which considerably increased the processing time. Swartz and Shrout
[77] also suggested formation of intermediate phases although with no formation of
the rhombohedral pyrochlore, as follows:
PbO + Nb2O5 + MgO
25-650 ◦C−−−−−→ no reaction (4.4)
PbO + Nb2O5 + (MgO)
700-800 ◦C−−−−−−→ cubic pyrochlore (4.5)
pyrochlore + PbO + MgO
850-900 ◦C−−−−−−→ perovskite + pyrochlore (4.6)
The study concluded that a pure Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 with a perovskite phase may be
obtained via bypass of the lead and niobium oxides reaction. It has been proved that
pre-reaction of niobium and magnesium oxides to form MgNb2O6 prior to mixing with
PbO is essential to avoid unwanted phases.
Following the same reasoning, pre-synthesis of indium and niobium oxides is a com-
mon practice [80]. However, Wang et al. [81] suggested that this step is unnecessary
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as In2O3 reacts more readily with Nb2O5 rather than PbO and no secondary phases are
formed.
It is beyond the scope of this study to examine the reactivity of oxides and therefore
both MgNb2O6 and InNbO4 have been pre-synthesised. For each step, chemical equa-
tions are provided in the following lines:
(MgCO3) ·Mg(OH)2 · 5H2O + 5Nb2O5 → 5MgNb2O6 + 4CO2 + 6H2O (4.7)
















4.1.2.2 Choice of composition
Due to the increased performance of relaxor-PT solid solutions with compositions in
the Morphotropic Phase Boundary (MPB) area as discussed in Chapter 3, the formula-
tion of the material studied within this work has been chosen in this region. Table 4.1
presents typical compositions at the MPB of Bridgman grown PIN-PMN-PT and their
dielectric, piezoelectric and ferroelectric properties. As a result of the compositional
gradient along the Bridgman grown crystal, properties will depend on the location
along the boule. Consequently, for crystals with the same nominal composition differ-
ent properties may be reported as shown in Table 4.1.
The thesis does not engage with studying a range of compositions and therefore only
one is used for experiments throughout the work. When choosing the formulation, Ti
segregation during Bridgman growth has been taken into account. As a result of the
segregation, the upper side of the boule is Ti rich and results in a tetragonal structure.
Therefore, the formulation has been chosen slightly on the rhombohedral side of the
phase diagram - Figure 4.1, to ensure the overall composition of the boule is across the
MPB.
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TABLE 4.1: Dielectric, piezoelectric and ferroelectric properties of [001] poled PIN-
PMN-PT grown by Bridgman with nominal compositions in the MPB area.
Description of symbols and abbreviations are listed in the beginning of the thesis.
Nominal composition Dielectric properties Piezoelectric properties Ferroelectric properties Reference
PIN PMN PT εr tanδ (%) d33 (pC/N) k33 (%) TFF (◦C) Ec (kV/cm)
28 40 32 4400 0.4 1500 92 130 5 [82]
28 40 32 5200 0.5 1700-2200 92 119 10.88 [83]
27 40 33 7244 ≤2 2742 95 96 5.5 [84]
25-35 30-32 4000-4400 ≤2 1130-1510 89-92 125 5.5 [85]
24 44 32 4289 ≤0.5 1301 86 110 5.88 [64]
FIGURE 4.1: Phase diagram of PIN-PMN-PT. The purple line represents the bound-
ary between the rhombohedral and tetragonal crystal structures, whilst the red dot
marks the composition studied within this work
4.2 Experimental Procedure
Commercially available raw oxides have been used as starting materials for synthesis
of PIN-PMN-PT, as follows: PbO 99.9+%, In2O3 99.99%, (MgCO3)4.Mg(OH)2.5H2O
>99%, TiO2 99.9+% and Nb2O5 99.9% (Sigma-Aldrich). The processing path is
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shown in the flow chart of Figure 4.2. The next subsections give details for each of
the steps.
FIGURE 4.2: Flow chart of the processing path for material preparation. The purple
boxes indicate processing experimental methods, whilst the brown boxes indicate
characterisation techniques.
4.2.1 Drying and weighing
The starting chemicals were dried at 120-130◦C (≥24 h) to remove moisture. This step
ensures accurate weighing and therefore a stoichiometric mixture of the raw materials.
4.2.2 Attrition milling (1)
Powders were mixed in iso-propan-2-ol for 60 minutes, using 0.3 or 0.5 mm diameter
yttria stabilised zirconia media in a DYNO Mill (KDLA, Switzerland) attrition mill
unless otherwise stated. Milling was necessary to homogenize the mixture and obtain
a more uniform particle size.
4.2.3 Drying
Following milling, powders were dried in a kitchen mixer Kenwood Cooking Chef
KM080 with induction heating. The apparatus ensured thorough mixing whilst drying,
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which resulted in a homogeneous compound. Subsequently, the powder was sieved
through a 300 µm plastic mesh to obtain a free flowing powder.
4.2.4 Calcination
This step offers the conditions for a thermochemical reaction which enables the con-
stituents of the powder to interact. As presented in the first section of this chapter,
PIN-PMN-PT has been synthesised in two steps - first MgNb2O6 and InNbO4 were
prepared and in a final step PIN-PMN-PT. MgNb2O6 has been calcined at 1150◦C
[86, 87], whilst InNbO4 at 1100◦C [88, 89]. PIN-PMN-PT has been calcined at 800◦C
[25, 90, 91]. In all cases a heating and cooling rates of 300◦C/h and a dwell of 4 h have
been set.
4.2.5 Attrition milling (2)
Calcined powders were ground using pestle and mortar and subsequently sieved. A
second attrition mill step at this stage ensured homogeneity. The milling was per-
formed under the same conditions as the first milling step.
4.2.6 Binder addition
Following milling, the compound has been placed in the mixer with 0.2solids% dis-
persing additive (BYK-154, BYK Additives and Instruments, Germany) and 1% binder
(Glascol HA4, Allied Colloids, United Kingdom). The dried compound has been sub-
sequently sieved and a free flowing powder has been obtained.
4.2.7 Pressing
Calcined powder was then pressed into shapes of various sizes depending on the in-
tended experiment. Typically, samples were uniaxially pressed using a hydraulic press
and dies of various sizes at 20 MPa. To increase green density, samples were further
cold isostatically pressed at 200 MPa for 5-10 min.
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4.2.8 Sintering
Sintering regimes will be provided separately within each experiment. PIN-PMN-PT is
generally sintered at temperatures between 1100 and 1250◦C for different dwell times
[88].
4.3 Characterisation of powder prepared
4.3.1 X-ray Diffraction
X-ray diffractograms for calcined MgNb2O6, InNbO4 and PIN-PMN-PT are shown
in Figure 4.3. MgNb2O6 and InNbO4 have been obtained with a pure phase with
no secondary phase or impurities. PIN-PMN-PT has been obtained mainly with a
perovskite phase, however minor peaks are present which may be related to residual
secondary phases. The minor peaks may be associated with Pb3Nb4O13, Nb2Pb1.5O6.5,
Pb1.45Nb2O6.26 and/or PbO as revealed by analysing data obtained with Highscore soft-
ware in conjunction with PDF4 database of the International Centre for Diffraction
Data.
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(A) Powder XRD pattern for InNbO4 calcined at 1100◦C for 4 h. Literature [92] confirms a
pure phase InNbO4 has been obtained.
(B) Powder XRD pattern for MgNb2O6 calcined at 1150◦C for 4 h. Literature [93] confirms a
pure phase MgNb2O6 has been obtained.
(C) Powder XRD pattern for PIN-PMN-PT calcined at 800◦C for 4 h. Literature [69] confirms a
PIN-PMN-PT with a perovskite structure has been obtained with a minor amount of secondary
phases.
FIGURE 4.3: X-ray diffraction patterns of calcined compounds.
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4.3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Electron micrographs of the powders synthesized as well as the fracture surface of
a sintered pellet are shown in Figure 4.4. The powders show agglomerated particles.
MgNb2O6 powder has more rounded particles, whilst InNbO4 and PIN-PMN-PT present
more irregular shapes. Observed particle sizes are 0.5-1 µm for InNbO4 and 0.5-3 µm
for MgNb2O6. For PIN-PMN-PT powder it is more difficult to distinguish the range of
diameters. Sintered PIN-PMN-PT shows a grain size of up to 10 µm.
(A) (B)
(C) (D)
FIGURE 4.4: SEM micrographs for calcined powders - InNbO4 (A), MgNb2O6 (B),
PIN-PMN-PT (C) and the fracture surface of a sintered PIN-PMN-PT pellet (D)
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4.4 Summary
The aim of this chapter was to present the method for synthesis of PIN-PMN-PT in a
powder form, subsequently used for the experimental work. The mixed oxide route has
been employed where raw, commercially available oxides have been used as precursor
material. A composition in the vicinity of the Morphotropic Phase Boundary, slightly
on the rhombohedral side has been selected.
To avoid formation of pyrochlore or other secondary phases and ensure PIN-PMN-PT
is obtained with a pure perovskite structure, the two-step precursor approach has been
chosen, where MgNb2O6 and InNbO4 are presynthesized.
X-ray diffraction patterns have confirmed all compounds have been prepared with a
single phase. No impurities or secondary phases have been observed. The particle size
and shape has been analysed with Scanning Electron Microscopy.
Chapter 5
Bridgman Grown Single Crystals
Abstract
Due to the promising properties of relaxor-PbTiO3 single crystals, particularly for use in SONAR
devices and medical imaging, there is a great interest for a production method that is both cost-effective
and able to produce high quality material. To date, literature suggests Bridgman is the most successful
method. Although Bridgman is a relatively well understood crystal growth technique, not enough details
are available regarding growth conditions and their influence on the quality of the grown material. The
aim of this study was to grow non-seeded (or self-seeding) as well as seeded crystals and to identify the
critical success factors. Therefore, PIN-PMN-PT and Mn:PIN-PMN-PT crystals have been grown in a
multi-zone furnace using platinum crucibles. The first crystal growth experiment was self-seeding whilst
for the following three runs an attempt at controlling the orientation by means of seed crystals has been
made. The initial crucible thickness was 1 mm and this has been reduced to 0.6 and then to 0.4 mm in
the final run with the aim of finding the optimal thickness, i.e. thin enough to be cost effective, but thick
enough to support the growing material without posing a risk of crucible failure. The crystals have been
grown at 0.5 and 0.2 mm/h speeds. A high quality single crystal has been obtained during the unseeded
growth run, with a growth preference for the (011) direction. When seeds have been used, unwanted
nucleation has occurred which resulted in a boule formed by several crystals. Unwanted grains nucle-
ated even when the growing speed was reduced or when the orientation of the seeds had been changed.
One factor believed to have contributed to the undesirable nucleation is the set up of the alumina support
system of the platinum crucible which may have caused ineffective heat transfer from the furnace to the
melt. Another factor is presumably the end-effect, i.e. an acceleration of the solidification speed as a
result of the limited length of the crucible at constant lowering speed. The observations made within this
study provide valuable information for crystal growers. Specifically, the study highlights the difficulty
in controlling the orientation of single crystals and provides an overview of the variables which need to
be taken into account for successful crystal growth.
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5.1 Introduction
Although a Bridgman growth procedure may be found [3] and a growing body of lit-
erature reports investigations on Bridgman-grown crystals [15, 67, 81, 94, 95], the
technique does not seem straight forward. For example a growing rate between 0.1 and
1 mm/h is generally reported [2, 3, 43, 67, 96, 97]. At the same time, it is reported
that (111) is the fastest growing direction, followed by (110) and subsequently (001)
[76, 98, 99]. However, specific optimal growing rates for each orientation cannot be
found. Moreover, limited information is available regarding crucible dimensions (i.e.
crucible diameter, seed pocket length and diameter, thickness) [3] which is believed
to influence the growth. Within this work, the focus has been on growing unseeded
and seeded crystals and identify the critical success factors. Variables such as crucible
thickness, lowering speed or seed orientation have been explored.
The experimental techniques in terms of growth preparation, growth procedure and
post-growth characterisation are detailed in Section 5.2. Four growth experiments have
been run, the results of which are presented in Section 5.3. The work is summarised in
Section 5.4. The limitations of the method together with suggestions for future work
are presented in Section 5.5.
5.2 Experimental Procedures
This section will give a brief overview of the equipment used and the procedures fol-
lowed to prepare for crystal growth. Subsequently growth parameters are presented
and post-growth characterisation techniques are introduced.
5.2.1 Growth Preparation
The following subsections will briefly describe the apparatus, the crucible design, un-
derstanding the thermal profile of the furnace, loading of material, sealing and finally
crucible loading.
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5.2.1.1 Growth Equipment
A special five zone split tube furnace equipped with a Crystalox CRT4000 Crucible
Rotation/Translation Unit has been used for crystal growth (Lenton, United Kingdom).
The centre zone made of three out of five modules was capable of 1400◦C, whilst the
top and bottom modules were capable of 1200◦C. Within this work, two of the three
centre zones were used for crystal growth. The two zones were associated with the hot
and cold zones, respectively. The equipment is shown in Figure 5.1.
FIGURE 5.1: Crystal growth furnace at The University of Leeds. The five zone tube
furnace is located on the right hand side, whilst the controls for translation/rotation
movement together with temperature controls for each of the five zones of the furnace
are located on the left hand side.
5.2.1.2 Choice of Crucible
Custom made platinum crucibles (99.95% KPL Scientific, Canada and 99.99% John-
son Matthey, United Kingdom) were used within this work due to low reactivity with
the metal oxide to be grown and high operating temperature [100].
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Figure 5.2 shows crucible design used for unseeded growth. The entire material load is
melted within this experiment and therefore, a crucible with conical bottom is desired.
Once lowering towards the cooler zone begins, crystallization occurs at the tip of the
cone and a single crystal grows.
Furthermore, Figure 5.3 shows the design for seeded growth. Here, a pocket is desired
at the bottom of the crucible in which single crystal seeds are placed.
FIGURE 5.2: Crucible design for unseeded crystal growth - orthographic projection
(left) and trimetric projection (right). Courtesy of Rob Simpson.
FIGURE 5.3: Crucible design for seeded crystal growth - orthographic projection
(left) and trimetric projection (right). Courtesy of Rob Simpson.
5.2.1.3 Thermal Profile of the Furnace
R-type thermocouples (TC Direct, United Kingdom) have been used to map the thermal
profile of the furnace prior to crystal growth experiments. The profile has been mapped
on a small region in between the hot and cold zones which were set at 1355 and 1150◦C,
respectively. The choice of temperatures for the two zones will be discussed in Section
5.2.2. The thermal profile has been mapped inside both a conical platinum crucible
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and a seed pocket crucible.
Figure 5.4 shows the profile mapped inside a conical crucible with the thermocouple
placed at the bottom. A thermal gradient of 2.5◦C/mm has been observed.
Figure 5.5 shows the profile mapped inside a seed pocket crucible. In this case two
thermocouples have been used - one placed at the bottom of the seed pocket and a
second one at a higher point, where the crucible’s main body starts. It has been no-
ticed that the temperature decreases more rapidly in the seed pocket (3.1◦C/mm) when
compared with the main body of the crucible (1.5◦C/mm).
FIGURE 5.4: Thermal profile measured in between the hot and cold zones (1355◦C
and 1150◦C) using a conical bottom platinum crucible. The red cross marks the posi-
tion of the thermocouple tip used for mapping.
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FIGURE 5.5: Thermal profile measured in between the hot and cold zones (1355◦C
and 1150◦C) using a seed pocket platinum crucible. The red and black crosses mark
the position of two thermocouples used during mapping.
5.2.1.4 Material Loading
Raw material composition and synthesis procedures have been presented in Chapter
4. The prepared powder has been uniaxially pressed into circular discs of 20 mm
diameter and 5 mm height and isopressed at 200 MPa. Subsequently, the pellets have
been sintered for 2 h at 1250◦C. Sintered samples have increased density which means
more material can be placed inside the crucible and consequently a larger crystal can be
obtained. However, due to the difficulty of pressing a cone-shaped pellet, the conical
region of the crucibles has been filled with powder, namely a stoichiometric mix of
MgNb2O6, InNbO4, TiO2 and Pb3O4. Pb3O4 has been chosen over PbO due to the
increased content of oxygen. If PbO is used, it has been shown that as the temperature
inside the crucible raises, oxygen is absorbed in the temperature range 430-520◦C and
Pb3O4 is formed. Above 600◦C, oxygen is released and the compound returns to PbO.
If there is an oxygen deficiency inside the crucible, metallic Pb may be generated which
may promote formation of a low melting point alloy with platinum and consequently
leakage of the crucible [3].
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5.2.1.5 Sealing
A pinhole with 0.2 mm diameter has been drilled through the lid of the crucible prior to
sealing to allow the release of pressure built-up at high temperature. Subsequently, the
lid was welded to the crucible using a laser (ORLAS Station, O.R. Lasertechnologie
GmbH, Germany). A platinum wire has been used as feed material in between lid and
crucible lip. The laser settings were: pulse width 7 ms, frequency 1.6 Hz, energy 22 J,
crucible rotation speed during welding 1 rpm.
5.2.1.6 Crucible loading
Following sealing, the crucible has been placed inside an alumina crucible supported
by an alumina rod. The alumina support system formed by crucible and rod is schem-
atically shown in Figure 5.6 and 5.7 for a conical and a seed-pocket platinum crucible,
respectively. The gap around the platinum crucible has been filled with 0.5 mm dia-
meter yttria stabilised zirconia media (Tosoh, Japan).
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FIGURE 5.6: Alumina support system during growth for a self-seed crucible type.
The gap in between the platinum crucible and the outer alumina crucible has been
filled with yttria stabilised zirconia media. Courtesy of Rob Simpson.
FIGURE 5.7: Alumina support system during growth for a seed pocket crucible type.
The gap in between the platinum crucible and the outer alumina crucible has been
filled with yttria stabilised zirconia media. The seed pocket was surrounded only by
the alumina tube. Courtesy of Rob Simpson.
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5.2.2 Growth Parameters
One of the most important steps when setting up the growth parameters for Bridgman
experiments is choosing the temperature for the hot and cold zone, respectively. First,
the melting point of the compound to be grown needs to be considered. PIN-PMN-PT
has a melting point of≈1300◦C [51, 68, 97, 101, 102]. The temperature in the hot zone
will be chosen above the melting point, whilst the temperature in the cold zone below
the melting point, to allow directional solidification when the crucible is lowered. The
temperature values must be carefully selected as this will affect the shape of the liquid-
solid interface, which, in turn, may affect the quality of the crystal grown. Generally,
a planar interface is known to be beneficial as the thermal stresses are minimal. How-
ever, a convex shape (with respect to the liquid) is believed to be advantageous during
directional solidification as nucleation on the crucible wall can be avoided.
Chang et al. [103] have shown that a flat interface requires the melting point be exactly
the mean between the temperature in the hot zone and that in the cold zone. If, for
example, the temperature in the hot zone is chosen to be 55◦C higher than the melting
point, i.e. 1355◦C, the cold zone temperature must be 1245◦C for the interface to be
flat. Lowering the temperature in the hot and/or cold zone(s), results in their mean
value being lower than the melting point of the material and the interface moves to-
wards the hot zone, i.e. becomes convex. On the contrary, increasing the temperature
in the hot and/or cold zone(s), leads to the interface moving towards the cold zone, i.e.
becomes concave.
A material-specific parameter which further influences the degree of convexity/con-
cavity of the liquid-solid interface is the thermal conductivity of the material. The
more conductive the material, the more pronounced the change of the interface shape
upon temperature change. This concept may be described in terms of Biot number, H,
which is defined as the ratio of heat loss from surface to heat conduction. Therefore, a
material with high thermal conductivity will have a low Biot number and vice-versa.
A schematic diagram presenting the influence of the two factors, i.e. temperatures in
the hot/cold zones and the Biot number, on the interface shape is shown in Figure 5.8.
The interface shape is described by Φ, which is calculated as follows:
Φ =
Ti − Tc
Th − Tc (5.1)
where Ti is the temperature at the interface, i.e. 1300◦C, Tc is the temperature within
the cold zone and Th is the temperature within the hot zone. The diagram shows that the
interface is flat when Φ=0.5. Φ increases when one or both hot/cold zone temperatures
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are decreased and vice-versa. In addition, low (0.1), medium (1) and high (2) Biot
numbers are considered. It is assumed that a lower Biot number (i.e. 0.4) is typical
for the compound studied within this thesis due to the high melting point. Higher Biot
number values are associated with low melting point compounds such as organics.
Therefore, by using these studies it has been decided that a temperature of 1355◦C in
the hot zone and 1150◦C in the cold zone which gives Φ=0.73 would result in a liquid-
solid interface with a satisfying theoretical convex shape. A higher Φ, i.e. a higher
level of convexity, may lead to segregation of Ti in plane in addition to the segregation
along the boule.
FIGURE 5.8: Liquid solid interface shapes within a stationary rod for materials with
low (H=0.4), medium (H=1) and high (H=2) Biot number and different values of the
temperatures within the hot/cold zones represented by Φ, from [103].
Another important growth parameter which must be carefully selected is the lowering
speed of the platinum crucible during growth. The speed must be relatively low so that
each layer of material has enough time to fully crystallise (solidify) before other upper
layers of materials start to solidify. As specified in the introduction of this chapter,
growth rates in the range 0.1-1 mm/h are generally used. Within this work, an initial
growth rate of 0.5 mm/h has been used, which has been later lowered to 0.2 mm/h. An
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explanation for growth parameters change will be given throughout the chapter. The
full set of growth parameters are summarised in Table 5.1.
TABLE 5.1: Summary of growth conditions for each of the four experiments
Bridgman 1 Bridgman 2 Bridgman 3 Bridgman 4
Composition PIN-PMN-PT Mn:PIN-PMN-PT Mn:PIN-PMN-PT Mn:PIN-PMN-PT
Platinum crucible conical seed pocket seed pocket seed pocket
20 mm dia 19 mm dia 19 mm dia 19 mm dia
1 mm thick 0.6 mm thick 0.6 mm thick 0.4 mm thick
Seed orientation - (001) (001) (011)
Heating rate 100◦C/h 100◦C/h 100◦C/h 100◦C/h
Soaking time 5 h 5 h 5 h 5 h
Hot zone 1355◦C/h 1355◦C/h 1355◦C/h 1355◦C/h
Cold zone 1150◦C/h 1150◦C/h 1150◦C/h 1150◦C/h
Lowering speed 0.5 mm/h 0.5 mm/h 0.2 mm/h 0.2 mm/h
Cooling rate 60◦C/h 60◦C/h 60◦C/h to 250◦C 60◦C/h to 250◦C
6◦C/h to 20◦C 6◦C/h to 20◦C
5.2.3 Characterisation
This section briefly presents the techniques used to characterise the grown crystals.
Microstructural analysis was performed to understand the growth mechanisms and de-
termine the challenges that Bridgman method poses. Selected electrical measurements
have been performed to assess the quality of the grown material and not to provide a
full-set of properties.
5.2.3.1 Polishing
Samples with a high degree of polishing have been required to investigate the micro-
structure under optical and electron microscopes. Unless otherwise stated, samples
have been polished during the industrial placement in Rydalmere, Australia using a
semi-automatic TegraSystem grinder and polisher (Struers). The polishing route is







TABLE 5.2: Polishing procedure for sample imaging. Advice and products from Buehler (B) and Struers (S)
Step Surface Abrasive Force Time Platen Speed Head Speed Relative
Lubricant (N/specimen) (mm:ss) (rpm) (rpm) Rotation
1 SiC Foil 220 35 Until plane 150 150 Comp
MD-Gekko + MD Piano 600/1200
water
2 MD/DP-Pan (S) 9 µm diamond suspension (B) 35 12:00 150 150 Comp
diamond lubricant (B)
3 MD/DP-Pan (S) 3 µm diamond suspension (B) 30 9:00 150 150 Comp
diamond lubricant (B)
4 MD/DP-Mol (S) 1 µm diamond suspension (B) 25 1:00 150 150 Comp
diamond lubricant (B)
5 ChemoMet (B) Colloidal Silica (B) 25 1:30 150 150 Contra
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5.2.3.2 X-Ray Powder Diffraction
PANalytical X’Pert Diffractometer (Phillips, The Netherlands) with a Bragg-Brentano
configuration has been used for phase determination. Two types of sample stages have
been used, depending on the sample to be investigated: PW3064/00 Sample Spinner
and PW3071/60 spring loaded sample holder (Phillips, The Netherlands). The X-Ray
generator was set at 40 mA and 40 kV. A 10 mm (or 5 mm, depending on the size of the
sample) mask was used to control the illuminated area. Step sizes in the range 0.01 to
0.03°2theta and total scan times in the range 2 to 60 min were used, depending on the
level of detail required for the scans. All diffractograms have been acquired at room
temperature with Cu as anode material. Samples in the form of powder (either cal-
cined or crushed sintered pellets) and bulk sintered pellets have been investigated. The
powders have been pressed into the sample holder to ensure a flat surface, whilst the
bulk samples have been fixed into the holder with modelling clay. Prior to mounting,
the sintered samples have been mechanically ground to ensure the bulk of the material
is analysed rather than any secondary phases formed on the surface. Grinding has been
achieved using SiC paper, first with relatively coarse grit size and subsequently finer
grit sizes. All steps have been performed under wet conditions, using tap water.
5.2.3.3 X-Ray Pole Figures
PANalytical X’Pert Diffractometer (Phillips, The Netherlands) has also been used for
investigation of the single crystals with Bragg-Brentano configuration and a specialised
PW3068/00 Automatic Texture Cradle ATC-3 in the Schulz reflection geometry (see
Appendix A). As-cut single crystals have been mounted with modelling clay onto the
sample stage.
5.2.3.4 Optical Microscope
OLYMPUS OLS4100 optical microscope has been used to investigate polished sur-
faces of B2 and B3 in the seed pocket region. The samples have been imaged in
Rydalmere, Australia.
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5.2.3.5 Electron Back-Scatter Diffraction (EBSD)
A FEI Quanta 650 Field Emission Gun Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope
has been used to asses the single crystalline nature of B2 crystal. The accelerating
voltage was 15 kV, the specimen tilt 70◦ and the mapping step size in the range 4 -
15 µm. The sample analysed has been polished courtesy of Buehler customer service
laboratory prior to EBSD investigations. Furthermore, to eliminate charging effects,
the sample area to be mapped has been coated with a 5 nm thick gold layer, whilst the
rest of the sample has been coated with a 200 nm thick gold layer.
5.2.3.6 Energy Dispersive X-Ray Diffraction (EDX)
EDX was used within this work to identify the distribution of chemical elements in
a given sample. The apparatus was a Carl Zeiss EVO MA15 Scanning Electron Mi-
croscope with Oxford Instruments AZtecEnergy EDX system. The interaction volume
with the sample has been simulated using Casino software - Figure 5.9. The interaction
width (i.e. spatial resolution) is ≈1 µm, however 90% of the X-ray energy arises from
≈100 nm.
FIGURE 5.9: Simulated interaction volume for the studied samples, accelerating
voltage 20 kV, material’s density 8.2 g/cm2, Casino software. Courtesy of Stuart
Micklethwaite.
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5.2.3.7 Piezoresponse Force Microscopy
A Cypher S (Asylum Research) with Dual AC Resonance Tracking (DART) scanning
technique has been used to determine domain structure. The tip was a Multi75 (Budget
Sensors) with Cr/Pt conductive coating. This analysis has been done at The University
of New South Wales, Australia.
5.2.3.8 Permittivity versus temperature
The permittivity versus temperature across a range of frequencies has been acquired
by measuring the capacitance of the samples via an Agilent 4192A (Agilent, USA)
apparatus in conjunction with a Pyrotherm tube furnace and a LabView data acquisition
software. A K-type thermocouple has been used to monitor the temperature in the
vicinity to the sample.
5.2.3.9 Polarisation versus electric field
Polarisation versus field measurements have been performed using a Precision LC Fer-
roelectric Tester (Radiant Technologies, USA) together with a TREK 5/80 high voltage
power amplifier. The measurements were controlled by Vision Data Acquisition and
Management System Software.
5.3 Results and Discussion
This section presents and discusses the results of the Bridgman experiments. Each
crystal growth run is treated separately.
5.3.1 Unseeded Growth B1
Figure 5.10 shows the crystal grown during the first run, i.e. unseeded growth. The
color of the crystal changes from yellow to a darker color in the direction of growth.
This behavior is associated with a compositional gradient as previous studies have con-
firmed [3, 67]. In addition, secondary phases can be observed at the top of the crystal.
Figure 5.11 shows the same crystal as seen when a flashlight is placed underneath. This
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way it is possible to observe any major defects such as cracks. The initial observations
indicated a high quality crystal with secondary phases formed only at the top, as ex-
pected. In addition, the density of the crystal was determined via Archimedes’ method
and has a value of 8.2 g/cm3. This value represents 99% of the theoretical value of 8.3
g/cm3 which has been calculated from an ideal unit cell using PANalytical Highscore
Plus software.
FIGURE 5.10: Crystal grown during the first run, i.e. unseeded growth B1
FIGURE 5.11: Crystal grown during the first run, i.e. unseeded growth as seen under
a flashlight
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5.3.1.1 Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy
Qualitative microanalysis has been performed on a random plate to verify the homo-
geneity on a small scale. Figure 5.12 shows elemental maps of the selected region
on the crystal sample. There is no segregation observed. Each chemical element is
uniformly distributed throughout the studied sample.
FIGURE 5.12: Electron image of a single crystal plate (top) and elemental maps of
region highlighted in yellow for Mg, In, Ti, O, Nb and Pb
5.3.1.2 Pole Figures
Pole figures (see Appendix A) were used to determine the growth direction of the single
crystal boule. In addition, the single crystalline nature of the investigated sample is
also assessed. Pole figures were recorded at the Bragg angle 22.071° for the (001)
crystallographic plane, 31.359° for (110) and 38.626° for (111) on a sample from the
bottom region of the boule. The results are shown in Figure 5.13. The analysis of the
(011) plane (Figure 5.13 centre) reveals a pole very close to the centre which implies
the growth direction of the crystal is (011) with ≈2° tilt relative to the axis of the
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crystal boule. The tilt might be the result of a slightly inclined crucible during growth.
To ensure the same orientation was kept along the crystal boule an additional sample
from the top region of the crystal has been analysed revealing the same pole figures
and hence the same orientation as the bottom one.
FIGURE 5.13: Pole figures acquired for (001), (011) and (111) crystallographic planes
(left to right). When the distribution of (011) plane was analysed (centre figure), a
centre pole is observed which is associated with a preferred (011) growth direction of
the crystal.
5.3.1.3 X-Ray Diffraction
Powder X-Ray Diffraction has been performed on a crushed single crystal sample to
determine the phase. The scan is shown in Figure 5.14 and suggests a pure material
with a perovskite phase was obtained with no traces of secondary phases or impurities
down to the signal to noise ratio of the diffractometer.
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FIGURE 5.14: XRD pattern obtained from a single crystal sample crushed into
powder. A pure perovskite phase has been obtained with no secondary phases or
other impurities.
5.3.1.4 Piezoresponse Force Microscopy (PFM)
To visualise ferroelectric domains, a sample with (011) orientation has been cut from
the lower part of the single crystal boule and polished. No poling process has been ap-
plied. The crystallographic phase expected for this region is rhombohedral as the nom-
inal composition has been chosen slightly on the rhombohedral side of the Morpho-
tropic Phase Boundary and, in addition, the real composition within this region is
moved further away from the MPB towards the rhombohedral side due to the Ti se-
gregation during crystal growth (see Section 4.1.2.2 for phase diagram). Therefore,
eight polarisation directions are possible within this structure which are highlighted in
Figure 5.15.
Figure 5.16a shows the topography of a 12x12 µm2 area of the sample. A surface
roughness of approximately 8 nm is observed. Figure 5.16b and 5.16c show the amp-
litude PFM response which is related to the local piezoelectric constant d33. Five re-
gions have been identified with no correlation with topography and therefore have been
attributed to ferroelectric domains. The orientation of the domains may be analysed
from the phase response images - Figure 5.16d and 5.16e. The vertical phase image
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reveals 180◦ domains which could be associated with either the blue or red directions
in Figure 5.15. The lateral image shows two major types of domains. It is believed
that both 71◦ and 109◦ domains contribute to the signal. However, the images must
be interpreted with caution. Comparison of the vertical and lateral signals reveal sim-
ilar domain patterns although phase vertical and phase lateral images suggest different
angles between the domains. This might be explained in terms of polarisation direc-
tion. The red and blue directions in Figure 5.15 have an out-of-plane component which
will cause a vertical signal as well as an in-plane component which will cause a lateral
signal. To clearly distinguish between the different domain types further studies are
required.
FIGURE 5.15: Unit cell within the investigated sample rotated such that the plane
(011) is parallel to the surface. The arrows mark the eight directions possible for the
spontaneous polarisation within the rhombohedral structure.
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(A) Topography
(B) Amplitude Vertical (C) Amplitude Lateral
(D) Phase Vertical (E) Phase Lateral
FIGURE 5.16: Piezoresponse Force Microscopy images on a (011) oriented sample
extracted from the bottom region of the crystal.
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5.3.1.5 Impedance Spectroscopy







where Z ′ is the real part and Z ′′ the imaginary part of the complex impedance. Nyquist
diagrams, i.e. -Z′′ versus Z′ at various temperatures are shown in Figure 5.17. Full
semicircles start to be observed at 400◦C. Single semicircles have been obtained at all
temperatures studied which suggest response from the bulk of the samples, with no
secondary phases or impurities.
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FIGURE 5.17: Impedance Spectra at various temperatures measured on one sample.
The full semicircles obtained at higher temperatures are associated with a single re-
sponse from the bulk of the sample.
5.3.1.6 Permittivity versus temperature
Permittivity data acquired in the frequency range 1 kHz - 1 MHz from room temperat-
ure up to 250◦C is shown in Figure 5.18. The frequency dispersion suggests a typical
relaxor behavior.
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FIGURE 5.18: Permittivity versus temperature analysis implying a relaxor behavior
due to the frequency dispersion.
5.3.1.7 Polarisation and Strain versus Field
Polarisation and strain have been tested on a 5x5 mm2 sample and a 10 Hz signal
was applied. Figure 5.19 shows the hysteresis loop with a remanent polarisation Pr
of approximately 40 µC/cm2 and a coercive field Ec of approximately 0.5 kV/mm.
Figure 5.20 shows the strain loop with a typical butterfly shape. The loop indicates a
piezoelectric behavior due to the negative strain achieved. The small bump around 0.5
kV/mm suggests a crystallographic phase change.
5.3.1.8 Preparation for next run
The results of this experiment showed that a PIN-PMN-PT single crystal may be easily
grown by the unseeded Bridgman method. A high quality single crystal, with no vis-
ible defects such as cracks, homogeneous and with a density of 99% of the theoretical
has been grown at a rate of 0.5 mm/h. The preferred growth direction was (011).
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However, growing oriented crystals is important due to the requirement for piezoelec-
tric single crystals with specific properties which can only be achieved in specific crys-
tallographic orientations. Cutting samples with a different orientation than the dir-
ection of growth may lead to compositional gradients within a sample due to the Ti
segregation along the boule. Therefore, it is desired to grow oriented single crystals,
since samples are homogeneous within a wafer cut perpendicular to the direction of
growth.
Consequently, the next experiment will focus on controlling the growth orientation by
means of a single crystal seed.
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FIGURE 5.19: Hysteresis loop of a 5x5 mm2 single crystal sample
FIGURE 5.20: Strain loop of a 5x5 mm2 single crystal sample
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5.3.2 Seeded Growth B2
Within this experiment a Mn modified PIN-PMN-PT crystal has been grown and the
orientation of the seed was (001). Full details of the growth parameters were listed
in Table 5.1 of Section 5.2.2. The crystal grown within this run is shown in Figure
5.21. The main body has been cut and separated from the seed pocket side during
removal from the crucible. The following subsections present investigations on the
single crystal grown.
FIGURE 5.21: B2 (001) seeded crystal
5.3.2.1 Growth direction - Pole figures
To verify whether the growth direction followed the seed orientation, i.e. (001), a
sample has been extracted from the middle region of the boule and investigated by X-
Ray texture analysis. Three crystallographic planes have been analysed (001), (011)
and (111) and the results are shown in Figure 5.22. The number of poles for the (001)
and (011) planes are greater than what would be expected for a single crystal [104] and
suggest the existence of multiple crystals or grains. The pole figure for (111) indicates
that all grains in the area analysed are oriented (111). To understand what happened
during growth it has been decided to investigate in detail the part of the crystal in the
seed pocket where growth was initiated. The technique of choice was Electron Back
Scatter Diffraction which, in addition to electron micro-graphs, provides information
of regions with different crystallographic orientation if they exist.
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FIGURE 5.22: Pole figures obtained from a sample cut halfway through the boule so
that the direction of growth can be analysed. The firgure shows distribution of the
plane (001) (left) , (011) (centre) and (111) (right)
5.3.2.2 Electron Back Scatter Diffraction
EBSD has been the method of choice for investigating the initial phase of single crystal
growth due to its capability of providing crystallographic information. To determine
whether the crystal started to grow following the orientation of the seed, the seed pocket
has been investigated. Figure 5.23 (left) shows the entire single crystal boule with the
seed pocket highlighted. The thermal profile within the furnace has been set up so
that growth would start approximately halfway through the seed pocket. The centre
of Figure 5.23 show the electron micro graph of the seed pocket cut cross sectionally
along the length. Three areas have been analysed with EBSD and are highlighted with
red rectangles. Figure 5.23 (right) shows the three regions. The image at the bottom
shows the region where the crystal started to grow. The purple region represents the
(001) seed. The crystal started to grow following the orientation of the seed on the
right side of the image. However, on the left side, the presence of multiple grains is
observed. As the growth continued, the grains grew larger and larger as emphasized
by the upper two regions in Figure 5.23 (right). These findings confirm what the pole
figures have shown, i.e. the presence of several grains throughout the boule.
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FIGURE 5.23: Image of the entire single crystal boule grown (left), cross sectional
electron micrograph of the seed pocket (middle, courtesy of Buehler customer service
laboratory) and three different areas investigated with Electron Back scatter Diffrac-
tion (right). The EBSD figures are mirror images of the regions highlighted in red on
the electron micrograph and reveal regions with different crystallographic orientations
(different colours) associated with grains.
5.3.2.3 Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy
In an attempt to find the cause of the unwanted nucleation, the first question asked was
whether any chemical segregation played any role. By comparison with the previous
run, the crystal grown within this run was modified with Mn. Therefore, to determ-
ine the chemical distribution, Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDX) has been
performed around the region where the compound started to crystallise from the seed.
The position of the region was roughly known as a result of the thermal profile done
prior to crystal growth. EDX images are presented in Figure 5.24. The electron im-
age (top, left) reveals the interface between the seed (lower side) and the nucleated
grains (upper side), as previously seen in the EBSD image. The following images are
chemical maps of the same region. All elements (Pb, In, Nb, Mg, Mn, Ti and O) seem
homogeneously distributed. Although EDX results show no signs of Mn segregation at
the interface, the effect may be more subtle. To completely eliminate Mn as contribut-
ing to unwanted nucleation, an identical crystal growth experiment would be required
where a composition with no Mn should be grown.
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FIGURE 5.24: Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy performed at the interface seed
- crystallised compound. The top-left image represents the electron micrograph re-
vealing the seed in the bottom half of the image and the crystallised grains in the upper
half of the image. The following images are chemical maps showing the distribution
of each element in the compound for the same region as the electron micrograph. All
chemical elements are homogeneously distributed.
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5.3.2.4 Preparation for next run
Within this run an attempt at growing a Mn modified PIN-PMN-PT single crystal from
a (001) oriented seed has been made. However, unwanted nucleation has been observed
from the start of the growth as shown by EBSD images. EDX analysis has ruled out
the existence of segregated chemical elements which could have potentially lead to
unwanted nucleation. Therefore, another explanation must be found.
It has been previously noted that the (001) is the slowest and most difficult growth
direction compared with (011) and (111). In addition, it has been shown [103] that the
moving speed influences the liquid-solid interface shape and position - increasing the
moving speed favors a concave interface, whilst decreasing the moving speed favors a
more convex interface, as shown in Figure 5.25.
To test whether the lowering speed was the cause for unwanted nucleation, it has been
decided to run a new growth experiment at a speed of 0.2 mm/h, which is to a moderate
extent lower than 0.5 mm/h used for B2. The following section presents the result of
B3 growth experiment.
FIGURE 5.25: Influence of the moving rate on the liquid-solid interface shape and
position. Pe is the ratio of heat carried by movement to heat conduction and is there-
fore associated with the moving speed. Pe=0 for a stationary ampoule and increases
with increasing moving rate. The interface becomes increasingly concave with Pe
increasing from 0.1 to 1 and then 2, adapted from [103].
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5.3.3 Seeded Growth B3
Figure 5.26 shows the crystal grown at a rate of 0.2 mm/h as it was being removed
from platinum crucible.
FIGURE 5.26: Single crystal boule grown during the third run, B3, as it is being
removed from the platinum crucible
5.3.3.1 Growth direction - Pole figures
The single crystal nature of the boule has been analysed by means of pole figures on
a sample diced from the lower part of the boule, a few mm away from the solidus/li-
quidus boundary. The set of pole figures (001), (011) and (111) is shown in Figure
5.27. Each pole figure reveals the presence of multiple grains within the sample due
to the random distribution of multiple poles. Therefore, it has been concluded that
unwanted nucleation has occurred during growth, regardless of the lower growth rate
used compared with the previous experiment.
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FIGURE 5.27: Pole figures obtained from a sample cut halfway through the seed
pocket to investigate whether the crystal grew from the seed or nucleation has occurred
as previously. The presence of multiple grains is confirmed by each pole figure, (001)
(left) , (011) (centre) and (111) (right).
5.3.3.2 Optical micrographs
Optical micrographs have been acquired to obtain a visual proof of the grains and are
shown in Figure 5.28. Multiple grains can be observed, although they are larger than
the grain previously obtained probably as a result of the lower growth speed.
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FIGURE 5.28: Optical micrograph of the B3 grown crystal - seed pocket region (left)
and zoom in two regions (right). The scale bar of the left image is 5 mm and of
the right 400 µm. Some grains have been numbered on the top right image to easily
distinguish them.
5.3.3.3 Preparation for next run
The present experiment was designed to determine whether a lower growing speed
compared with the speed used in the previous run, i.e. 0.2 vs. 0.5 mm/h, would be be-
neficial in growing a (001) oriented crystal from a seed and avoid unwanted nucleation.
The evidence from this study, such as pole figures and optical micrographs, reveal the
presence of several grains in the seed pocket region. Therefore, the lower growing
speed did not prevent unwanted nucleation from occurring, although the grains were
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larger than the ones found in the previous crystal. Given the difficulty of growing (001)
oriented crystals reported [105], it has been decided to grow a crystal from a (011) seed,
under the same conditions. The result of this experiment are presented in the following
section.
5.3.4 Seeded Growth B4
The crystal grown within this experiment is shown during removal from the platinum
crucible in Figure 5.29 . Having the experience of previous crystals, it has been decided
that optical microscopy would suffice to assess the single crystal nature of the boule.
FIGURE 5.29: Single crystal grown during the fourth experimental run, B4 during
removal from the platinum crucible
5.3.4.1 Optical micrographs
Figure 5.30 shows the optical micrograph of the crystal - region grown inside the seed
pocket. The white arrows (Figure 5.30 left and zoom in, bottom-right) are pointing
towards the liquidus/solidus boundary, which for this particular crystal was easy to
determine owing to the difference in colour of the seeds and the grown crystal. The
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seeds used were PIN-PMN-PT (light yellow), whilst the grown crystal was Mn:PIN-
PMN-PT (dark grey). Approximately 2 mm away from the boundary, a polycrystalline
region appears which is shown in Figure 5.30, top-right. Therefore, the images suggest
that solidification has started in a single crystalline form, following the orientation of
the seed. However, unwanted nucleation occurs after approximately 2 mm growth.
Possible causes and solutions are discussed in the following section.
FIGURE 5.30: Optical micrograph of the crystal grown within B4 experiment - seed
pocket region (left) and zoom in two regions (right). The scale bar is 4 mm for the left
image and 400 µm for the right images.
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5.3.5 Discussion
Unseeded and seeded crystal growth by the modified Bridgman method have been
explored within this chapter. Following the results of four crystal growth experiments,
two key points can be made:
1. A high quality single crystal can be easily grown when no seeds for orientation
control are used.
2. When seeds are used, the growth of single crystals has been proven challenging
as unwanted nucleation has occurred during each of the three seeded growth
experiments.
This section discusses possible reasons for unwanted nucleation, other than chemical
segregation which was discussed in Section 5.3.2.3, and highlights key factors leading
to a successful single crystal growth via the seeded method.
A number of studies [3, 103, 106, 107] report that the shape and position of the li-
quid/solid interface are the most important factors during single crystal growth via
directional solidification. In turn, the factors influencing the shape and position of the
interface are:
• The temperatures in the cold and hot zones.
• The lowering rate of the crucible.
• The length of the crucible which causes an ”end effect”.
• The diameter of the crucible and that of the seed pocket.
The temperatures in the hot and cold zones have been discussed in Section 5.2.2 and
have been chosen to obtain a slightly convex interface shape (i.e. 1355◦C in the hot
zone and 1150◦C in the cold zone). A convex interface favors growth from the single
crystal seed whilst avoiding nucleation on the crucible walls.
The crucible lowering rate has been initially set at 0.5 mm/h and was believed to be the
cause of unwanted nucleation during the first seeded crystal growth experiment, Bridg-
man 2. However, lowering the speed to 0.2 mm/h did not stop undesirable nucleation
from occurring (Bridgman 3, Bridgman 4).
Therefore, it has been concluded that the undesirable nucleation could be attributed
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to temperature fluctuations within the crucibles caused by the end effect and by the
ratio of crucible (main body) diameter to seed-pocket diameter. The two factors are
discussed separately in the following lines.
The end effect is caused by the limited length of the crucible. Inside an infinitely long
crucible the temperature field does not change and the interface position is fixed. How-
ever, inside a crucible of finite length, it has been shown that the growth speed accel-
erates as the crucible moves from the hot to the cold zone, despite a constant lowering
rate. This behavior is shown in Figure 5.31. It is suggested that the acceleration of
the growth rate may be avoided either by gradually lowering the temperature in the
hot zone as the crucible moves or by using a very long crucible [106]. Furthermore,
the ratio between the diameter of the crucible’s main body and the diameter of the
seed-pocket may lead to changes in heat transfer which may affect the axial thermal
gradient. This behavior is graphically shown in Figure 5.32. The crucibles used for
seeded growth within this work were 120 mm long with the inner diameter of the seed
pocket 5.5 mm and the that of the main body 19 mm (drawings are provided in Ap-
pendix B). Hence, the difference between the diameter may have caused differences in
heat transfer which lead to constitutional supercooling and hence multiple grains were
formed.
Another factor which could have contributed to the heat transfer changes is the design
of the alumina support system for the platinum crucible shown in Figure 5.7. The main
body of the crucible has been surrounded by zirconia media, whilst the seed pocket
was only surrounded by the alumina tube.
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FIGURE 5.31: Progression of the thermal profile inside the crucible, as it moves from
the hot towards the cold zone. The length of the crucible in this study was 11 times
the diameter. From [106]
FIGURE 5.32: At constant lowering rate, the crystal growth speed accelerates if the
diameter of the seed pocket is much smaller than the body of the crucible (left). The
growth speeds remains constant for smaller differences in diameter. [3]
5.4 Summary and Conclusions
One aim of this thesis emphasised in Chapter 1 was to a feasibility study of growing
relaxor-PbTiO3 single crystals by Bridgman and Solid State Conversion Growth. This
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chapter has addressed the growth of crystals by Bridgman. The four crystal growth
experiments have investigated the following variables:
• Non-seeded versus seeded growth.
• Crucible thickness.
• Lowering speed.
• Crystallographic orientation of seeds.
A schematic diagram containing key parameters, result and the action taken from one
experiment to the next of the Bridgman investigations is presented in Figure 5.33. The
observations made following Bridgman experiments may be summarised as follows:
• A high quality single crystal may be relatively easy grown without a seed, by
using a conical bottom shaped crucible. The preferred growth direction revealed
by X-ray pole figures is (011). Chemical analysis confirmed the homogeneity of
samples cut from a plate perpendicular to the direction of growth. Piezoresponse
Force Microscopy was used to give an insight into the domain structure of the
samples. 180◦ as well as 71◦ and/or 109◦ have been observed. The behavior of
the imaginary versus the real impedance was described by a single semicircle
implying response from the bulk only. Permittivity measurements revealed a
relaxor behavior of a sample cut from the lower part of the crystal.
• The platinum crucible thickness has been reduced from 1 to 0.6 and finally to 0.4
mm with no sign of leakage. The thickness may probably be further reduced.
• Controlling orientation of crystals during growth has been proven challenging
due to unwanted nucleation. Although growth speed has been reduced from
0.5 to 0.2 mm/h and the seed orientation has been changed from (001) to the
less challenging (011), nucleation of multiple grains still occurred. Two possible
causes are discussed - constitutional supercooling and the unreacted powder used
to fill the crucible towards the bottom where pressed pellets could not be placed.
Following the results presented within this chapter, it is concluded that Bridgman may
be utilised for the growth of large and highly dense single crystals. A number of factors
need to be addressed in preparation for crystal growth such as: understanding of the
thermal profile of the furnace, correct set up of the support system for the platinum
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FIGURE 5.33: Summary of the Bridgman runs presenting the key parameters, as well
as the result (in green) and the action taken for the subsequent run (red)
crucible to avoid major changes in heat transfer from the furnace to the melt which
could lead to constitutional supercooling, choice of lowering speed, crucible dimen-
sions which need to be chosen so that large ratios between crucible diameter and seed
pocket diameter are avoided.
5.5 Limitations and Future Trends
The present study has shown that from an industrial production point of view, where
single crystal growth is required and no previous experience is available, Bridgman
technique may be set up relatively fast. It has been proved that self-seeded Bridg-
man requires little effort to be set up, whilst seeded Bridgman requires a number of
experiments to determine conditions which do not encourage secondary nucleation.
Specifically, seeded-Bridgman experiments should be performed with various designs
of the Pt crucible and its support system to determine a design which does not fa-
vour supercooling and hence secondary nucleation. In addition, computer simulations
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would be required to understand the heat transfer from the furnace to the charge and
consequently to clearly describe requirements for crystal growth with no secondary
nucleation.
However, two issues will still remain, namely the high cost due to the use of platinum
crucibles and the compositional gradient due to Ti segregation (see Section 3.3.2). To
reduce the compositional gradient, a number of solutions are suggested.
5.5.1 Bridgman method variations
5.5.1.1 Continuous Feed Growth
One solution to reduce the compositional gradient along the grown crystal has been
suggested to be Continuous Feed Growth. Echizenya et al. [108] have shown that
variation of Ti in a PMNT crystal may be controlled within 6% by using Continuous
Feed Growth, compared with 20% when Conventional Bridgman Growth is used -
Figure 5.34. Subsequent optimisation led to control of the Ti content within ±2.5% in a
PIN-PMN-PT crystal [109]. The method consists of continuously pouring synthesized
material into the crucible where crystal growth takes place via a feeding mechanism.
Nevertheless, the method increases the complexity of the furnace design due to the
feeding mechanism. Caution must be applied when designing the feeding path due to
the Pb volatilisation within the crucible where growth takes place.
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FIGURE 5.34: Ti concentration along a PMNT crystal obtained by Continuous Feed
Growth (CFG) and a PMNT crystal obtained by Conventional Bridgman Growth
(CBG). Ti content is normalised at 5% of the crystal position. CFG grown crystal
shows a more uniform distribution of the Ti content, with variation controlled at 6%
compared with 20% within the CBG crystal. From [108].
5.5.1.2 Multiround Growth
Another attempt at controlling the Ti concentration along the Bridgman grown crystal
is the Multiround Growth reported by Wang et al. [66]. The method consists of two
growth rounds in the same crucible. During the first run, a 26PIN:42PMN:32PT crystal
was grown from a seed. During the second run, material with a 26PIN:42PMN:26PT
composition (6% lower Ti content compared with the first formulation; composition
not balanced purposely) has been fed to the crucible. The aim was to control the con-
centration of the entire crystal around the Morphotropic Phase Boundary - Figure 5.35.
Although this approach is successful in terms of maintaining the composition around
the Morphotropic Phase Boundary, variation of Ti content throughout the crystal still
exists.
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FIGURE 5.35: PbTiO3 concentration along a crystal grown by the Multiround Growth
approach. Section I and II are grown within the first run, whilst II and III are grown
in the second run. Section II is remelted in the second run so that the first crystal acts
as seed for the second. The grey area represents the Morphotropic Phase Boundary.
Therefore, the graph shows that most of the crystal maintains a composition within
the MPB. From [66].
5.5.1.3 Double Melt Approach
Tian et al. [110] have also reported an improvement in the usable section of the crystal
by reducing the compositional gradient by means of a Double Melt Approach. The
idea is different compared with the one presented in the previous subsection in that the
process occurs within a sealed crucible during one single run. Half of the crystal is
grown at first, followed by melt and growth of the second charge. This procedure is
possible due to special design of the crucible and growth system.
5.5.1.4 Vertical Gradient Freeze
A method which does not involve crucible movement relative to the furnace has also
been explored. Vertical Gradient Freeze method involves ramping down the power to
the heater in a regulated manner so that a thermal profile moves upwards relative to the
crucible [111]. Crystallisation speed is believed to be more accurately controlled and
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hence the risk of undesired nucleation is minimised [112]. However, this method fails
to improve the compositional gradient along the grown crystal and therefore does not
represent an attractive approach for further investigations.
5.5.1.5 Float Zone Technique
An ideal method for growing relaxor-PbTiO3 single crystals would eliminate both the
compositional gradient and the expensive platinum crucible. Float Zone Technique
seems a promising candidate. The method consists of a controlled melt zone (floating
zone) which moves upwards along the material to be grown. Given the absence of
a crucible, the volatilisation of Pb may be controlled by high pressure environments.
However, initial experiments of growing PbTiO3 [48] have shown that the molten zone
is not stable and collapses. The instability of the molten region is explained by a strong
Marangoni convection, i.e. the tendency of mass and heat to move towards regions
of higher surface tension within a liquid. Consequently, considerably more work is
needed to tackle the instability of the molten zone. An interesting study would consist
of crystal growth trials in microgravity environment.
5.5.2 Non-melt Crystal Growth Techniques
Due to the difficulty in controlling the segregation of Ti when growth from the melt is
considered, a priority should therefore be to investigate non-melt techniques.
5.5.2.1 Non-melt Bridgman
One option would be a non-melt Bridgman technique which would involve translation
of the crucible with the charge through a thermal gradient but starting with temperat-
ures right below the melting point (≈ 10◦C or more below the melting temperature) so
the charge will not be melted. At low enough translation rates a polycrystalline charge
could be converted into a single crystal. The transformation would be solid to solid
rather than liquid to solid as in conventional Bridgman.
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5.5.2.2 Solid State Conversion Growth
Solid State is a technique which, as described in section 3.3.3, does not involve melting
of the material to be grown. It has been briefly investigated by the scientific community
and the technique is less complex than the non melt Bridgman suggested above. If
successful, chemically homogeneous crystals could be obtained. In addition, growing
crystals by this method would dramatically reduce the cost as the need for a platinum
crucible is eliminated and specialised equipment (such as Bridgman furnace) is no
longer needed. The next chapter aims to investigate the feasibility of growing crystals
by the solid state method by providing initial investigations.
Chapter 6
Solid State Conversion Growth
Abstract
The previous chapter has shown that single crystals may be relatively easy to grow by the Bridgman
method. Despite the high structural quality of the crystals obtained by Bridgman, the method has the
main disadvantage of producing a compositional gradient along the boule which reduces the amount of
crystalline material available for use. Therefore, a crystal growth technique able to produce homogen-
eous crystals would be desirable. The aim of this chapter is a feasibility study with respect to a solid
state growth technique, namely Solid State Conversion Growth. The principle of the method is based
on a solid-solid transformation. As the precursor compound is not melted, segregation is avoided and
a chemically homogeneous crystal is obtained. A first objective of this work was a grain growth study.
PIN-PMN-PT and Mn:PIN-PMN-PT compositions were prepared and the samples were sintered under
different conditions of temperature. Understanding the grain growth behavior represents the basis of
single crystal growth from the solid state. The second objective was to perform crystal growth experi-
ments using single crystal seeds as nucleus grains. The results indicate that crystal growth from a seed
is encouraged when a Pb-based interlayer is placed in between the seed and the polycrystal to be grown,
particularly a heteroepitaxial uniform thin film of the same composition as the crystal to be grown. Al-
though a promising method with valuable advantages such as simplicity, homogeneity and growth of
crystals with predetermined shape, Solid State Conversion Growth is not a mature method and a large
amount of experiments are further required to determine the conditions for growth of a crystal of useful
size.
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6.1 Introduction
In the introductory chapter of this thesis it has been highlighted that relaxor-PT single
crystals are of great interest for underwater and medical transducers. From the three
methods of growth available, limited crystal sizes may be grown by solution, whilst
Bridgman produces an undesirable compositional gradient along the crystal boule.
Ideally, a method which is simple, of low cost and able to produce homogeneous crys-
tals of high structural perfection is desirable.
This chapter seeks to determine whether Solid State Conversion Growth is a viable
method for growth of relaxor-PT single crystals. The study was conducted in the form
of experimental analysis. Given the nature of the method, i.e. a solid-solid transform-
ation which consists of annealing a polycrystalline sample under specific conditions
as described in detail in Chapter 3, a critical step is to understand the behavior of the
sample under heat treatment, particularly the grain growth behavior.
Therefore, the first step of the study was a grain growth investigation performed on
PIN-PMN-PT and Mn:PIN-PMN-PT. Compositions where excess PbO is present were
also prepared and analysed. PbO is known to provide a liquid phase at the sintering
temperature which enhances boundary mobility and may facilitate crystal growth. In
addition, PbO excess might be beneficial in diminishing the weight loss due to Pb
volatilisation during heat treatment. Samples were annealed for 24 h at different tem-
peratures to assess the extent to which grains are growing. For a crystal of useful size to
be obtained, grain growth within the matrix must be suppressed and growth of a single
grain, i.e. a nucleus grain must be encouraged. Due to the difficulty in controlling the
growth of a single grain within the matrix, an external, large nucleus is provided in the
form of a single crystal seed.
Consequently, the second step of this study was to investigate crystal growth from
PMN-PT and BT crystal seeds which acted as nucleus grains. Particularly, this invest-
igation aims to asses whether a Pb-based interlayer between the seed and the polycrys-
tal shows any benefit in promoting crystal growth.
Although based on limited experimental results, this study will conclude on the practic-
ality of using solid state method for single crystal growth and will also briefly describe
the limitations of the technique. Future work with potential of overcoming the limita-
tions is also suggested.
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6.2 Experimental procedure
6.2.1 Sample preparation for grain growth investigations
Four different samples have been prepared for grain growth investigations, as fol-
lows: PIN-PMN-PT, Mn modified PIN-PMN-PT, 8mol% PbO excess PIN-PMN-PT
and 8mol% PbO excess Mn modified PIN-PMN-PT. The formulation and synthesis
procedure for PIN-PMN-PT have been given in Chapter 4. The modification with Mn
has been made in a stoichiometric manner according to the formula 2Pb(Mn1/3Nb2/3)O3-
98(Pb(In1/2Nb1/2)O3-Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3). The PbO excess has been mixed as
additive to the selected compositions during the binder mixing step. The procedure has
been described in Chapter 4 of the thesis. The particle size of the synthesized powder
has been analysed by laser light scattering technology (Mastersizer 2000, Malvern In-
struments, United Kingdom). A small amount of powder was dispersed in water for
analysis.
The powder has been compacted into 10 mm diameter pellets by uniaxial pressing
followed by isostatic pressing at 200 MPa for approximately 5 minutes. The binder
burn out stage has been achieved following the profile in Figure 6.1. Subsequently, the
FIGURE 6.1: Binder burnout profile
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samples have been placed on alumina tiles, covered with alumina crucibles and have
been sintered for 24 h at 1150, 1200 and 1250◦C. A heating rate of 300◦C/h has been
used. The phase and purity of the sintered samples have been investigated with X-ray
Diffraction technique using PANalytical X’Pert Diffractometer (Phillips, The Nether-
lands) with a theta-theta goniometer. Density of the samples has been assessed via
the Archimedes method. The procedure is described in Appendix C. The weight loss
during sintering has been assessed by determining the weight of the sample before and
after the heat treatment. Sintered samples have been ground and polished according to
the route in Table 6.1. To reveal grain boundaries the samples have been chemically
etched in a solution containing HCl and HF acids. The grain size has been analysed
using OLYMPUS BX51 optical microscope (Olympus, Japan). The average grain size
has been determined via the linear intercept method, as follows. For each micrograph
a diagonal has been superimposed and the mean size has been determined from all
the grains falling on the diagonal. To account for the real, 3D shape of the grains,
Mendelson correction factor for ceramics of 1.56 has been used [113].
6.2.2 Crystal growth experiments
Following the grain growth study, two crystal growth experiments have been designed.
The aim of the first experiment was to determine whether a Pb-based interlayer between
the seed and the polycrystalline matrix promotes crystal growth. (001) oriented PMN-
PT seeds with the size of 10x10x1 mm3 have been used. One of the two PMN-PT
seeds was covered with a layer of 60 wt% Pb(II) 2-ethylhexanoate in mineral spirits
[114]. The seeds have been embedded in 8mol% excess PbO PIN-PMN-PT powder
by using gentle uniaxial hand pressing. Any higher uniaxial pressure would cause the
seed to shatter. Subsequently, the compact has been isostatically pressed at 200 MPa
for approximately 5 minutes. The samples have been placed on alumina tiles, covered
with an alumina crucible and annealed at 1150◦C for approximately 2 h.
The second experiment aimed to determine whether a thin film deposited on the seed
is beneficial for crystal growth. (111) oriented BT seeds with the size of 10x10x1 mm3
have been used. A thin film has been deposited on one of the two seeds via Pulsed Laser
Deposition. The conditions for deposition were as follows: heat up rate 20◦C/min, sub-
strate (i.e. the seed) temperature 550◦C, target rotation 5 rpm, substrate rotation 5 rpm,
laser energy 45 mJ, laser frequency 5 Hz, O2 flow at 30 sccm, number of target shots 10
000, pressure inside the deposition chamber 300 mTorr, target-substrate distance 5 cm.











TABLE 6.1: Polishing procedure. Advice and products from Buehler.
Step Surface Abrasive Force Time Platen Speed Head Speed Relative
Lubricant (N/specimen) (mm:ss) (rpm) (rpm) Rotation
1 SiC P400 20 Until plane 150 60 Comp
P600 0:40
water
2 TextMet P 9 µm diamond suspension 20 5:00 150 60 Contra
diamond lubricant
3 TextMet P 3 µm diamond suspension 20 5:00 150 60 Comp
diamond lubricant
4 Trident 1 µm diamond suspension 20 3:00 150 60 Comp
diamond lubricant
5 ChemoMet Colloidal Silica 20 1:20 100 60 Contra
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Agilent Technologies, USA) was used to analyse the topography of the film depos-
ited, whilst X-ray Diffraction (PANalytical X’Pert Diffractometer, Phillips, The Neth-
erlands) has been used to asses whether the film has been epitaxially deposited. The
seeds have been embedded in 8mol% excess PbO PIN-PMN-PT powder in the same
manner as described for the first experiment. Subsequently, the pressed samples have
been again placed on alumina tiles, covered with an alumina crucible and annealed at
1100◦C for approximately 2 h.
Following heat treatment the samples have been cut cross-sectionally using an auto-
matic cut-off machine (Accutom 5, Struers, Denmark) and polished using the regime
in Table 6.1. Optical micrographs have been recorded with the same microscope as for
grain size analysis.
6.3 Results and discussion
6.3.1 Polycrystalline precursor processing
6.3.1.1 Particle size of synthesized powder
To evaluate the extent to which grains are growing following long annealing times, the
initial particle size of the synthesized powder has been assessed. Figure 6.2 shows the
particle size distribution by number and volume obtained for synthesized PIN-PMN-
PT, which was considered representative for all compositions prepared. By number, an
average particle size of 0.4 µm has been obtained, whilst by volume, 2.2 µm.
FIGURE 6.2: Particle size distribution of PIN-PMN-PT powder by number and by
volume
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6.3.1.2 Phase analysis by X-ray diffraction
Figure 6.3 shows X-ray diffractograms for all samples. A pure perovskite phase has
been obtained in each case with no secondary phases. To further investigate the crystal-
lographic phase, the (002) peak has been analysed. When a tetragonal phase is present
the peak is split as the unit cell is elongated in one direction and the spacing between
(002) planes will differ slightly from the spacing between (200). On the contrary, a
single peak is observed when a rhombohedral phase is present as the unit cell has all
edge lengths equal (refer to Section 2.2.1 for details regarding crystallographic struc-
tures). Figure 6.3a shows the X-ray diffraction patterns for samples with no excess
PbO. A tetragonal phase is revealed except for Mn:PIN-PMN-PT sintered at 1150 and
1200◦C. It has been previously suggested [115] that Mn may induce a phase trans-
formation from tetragonal to rhombohedral. This behavior is a result of the Jahn-Teller
effect which causes the unit cell to distort. However, only the electron configuration of
Mn3+ is believed to have this influence. This could potentially mean that in Mn:PIN-
PMN-PT sintered at 1150 and 1200◦C Mn has predominantly a valence state of 3+,
although further investigations would be required to confirm (refer to Chapter 7 for
a detailed study regarding behaviour of Mn in PIN-PMN-PT). A tetragonal phase is
again observed in Mn:PIN-PMN-PT sintered at 1250◦C revealing an influence that
higher sintering temperature may have on the crystal structure. Figure 6.3b shows all
samples with PbO excess sintered at different temperatures. A pure perovskite phase
has been obtained in all cases with a tetragonal crystal structure.
The purpose of the X-ray diffraction study was to ensure no secondary phases such as
pyrochlore is present in the samples. It has been shown that a pure perovskite phase
is present in all samples, mainly with a tetragonal crystal structure. Further studies are
required to determine the influence of chemical composition and sintering temperature
on the crystallographic phase (i.e. rhombohedral and/or tetragonal).
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(A) PIN-PMN-PT and Mn:PIN-PMN-PT sintered at 1150, 1200 and 1250◦C
(B) PIN-PMN-PT and Mn:PIN-PMN-PT with 8mol% excess PbO sintered at 1150, 1200 and
1250◦C
FIGURE 6.3: X-ray diffraction patterns recorded on all compositions prepared,
sintered at different temperatures
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6.3.1.3 Density and weight loss
The density of the samples is graphically represented in Figure 6.4. First, the samples
with no excess PbO - Figure 6.4a are discussed. No significant differences are observed
when comparing samples with Mn with samples without Mn. Densities >97% of the
theoretical were achieved when sintering at 1150◦C. With increasing temperature the
density of the samples decreases to ≈95% for samples sintered at 1200◦C and ≈94%
for samples sintered at 1250◦C. Second, densities of samples with excess PbO - Figure
6.4b are discussed. When sintered at 1150◦C, a density of 97% has been achieved
for the Mn free sample and 96% for the Mn modified. Density decreases for samples
sintered at 1200◦C to 95% for the Mn free sample and 94% for Mn modified. A
further decrease to 92% is observed in both Mn free and Mn modified when samples
are sintered at 1250◦C.
The results suggest that density decreases more rapidly with increasing temperature
when excess PbO is present, due to volatilisation. The trends observed for density
measurements are in agreement with weight loss measurements, presented in Figure
6.5. Samples with no excess PbO show negligible weight loss when sintered at 1150
and 1200◦C and increases to 8% when sintered at 1250◦C. However, when PbO excess
is present, loss of 6% is observed at 1150 and 1200◦C and rapidly increases to 15%,
when sintered at 1250◦C.
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(A)
(B)
FIGURE 6.4: Density of samples sintered at different temperatures for 24 h, without
PbO excess (top) and with PbO excess (bottom)
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FIGURE 6.5: Weight loss of samples sintered at different temperatures for 24 h,
without PbO excess (top) and with PbO excess (bottom)
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6.3.1.4 Grain size analysis
Optical micrographs have been obtained on polished and chemically etched samples to
investigate the influence of Mn modification, excess PbO and temperature on samples
sintered for 24 h. Images of samples with no excess PbO are shown in Figure 6.6,
whilst samples with PbO excess are presented in Figure 6.7. Some of the features
across all images are a result of the grain pullout which has occurred during polishing.
The average grain sizes for all samples imaged are represented in Figure 6.8. The
difference between samples with and without Mn are not particularly prominent. The
average grain size increases with temperature for all compositions prepared. However,
when PbO excess is present the size of grains is significantly larger. For example when
sintered at 1150◦C, the size of grains in samples with no excess PbO is ≈6.5 µm,
whilst in samples with excess PbO is ≈13 µm. No abnormal grain growth has been
observed in samples with excess PbO which implied a uniform distribution of the PbO
excess during material processing. In addition, with increasing sintering temperature
the width of the size distribution becomes broader as suggested by the wider error bars
at higher temperature.
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(A) No excess PbO PIN-PMNT-PT 1150 (B) No excess PbO Mn:PIN-PMNT-PT 1150
(C) No excess PbO PIN-PMNT-PT 1200 (D) No excess PbO Mn:PIN-PMN-PT 1200
FIGURE 6.6: Optical micrographs of polished and chemically etched samples with no
excess PbO, sintered at 1150 and 1200◦C. Samples sintered at 1250◦C proved difficult
to etch and are not shown.
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(A) PbO excess PIN-PMN-PT 1150 (B) PbO excess Mn:PIN-PMN-PT 1150
(C) PbO excess PIN-PMN-PT 1200 (D) PbO excess Mn:PIN-PMN-PT 1200
(E) PbO excess PIN-PMN-PT 1250 (F) PbO excess Mn:PIN-PMN-PT 1250
FIGURE 6.7: Optical micrographs of polished and chemically etched samples with
PbO excess , sintered at 1150, 1200 and 1250◦C.
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(A)
(B)
FIGURE 6.8: Average grain size for samples with no excess PbO (A) and with excess
PbO (B)
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6.3.2 Crystal growth experiments
For crystal growth experiments, PMN-PT and BT have been chosen as single crystal
seeds. The polycrystalline precursor consisted of 8mol% excess PbO PIN-PMN-PT.
Mn modified formulations were not investigated as no significant differences have been
observed when comparing Mn free with Mn modified compositions in terms of grain
growth. The excess PbO was kept to provide the liquid phase at annealing temperature
and encourage crystal growth. The annealing temperature was 1150◦C or less, as any
higher temperatures promoted growth of larger grains and considerably reduced the
density of the samples.
6.3.2.1 Growth from a PMN-PT nucleus grain
Figure 6.9 shows optical micrographs of the crystal growth experiments when using a
PMN-PT seed and when using a PMN-PT seed with a Pb(II) 2-ethylhexanoate-based
layer. In the first case, very limited, non-uniform growth has been observed with a
maximum of 15 µm. Another observation is that grains within the polycrystalline
matrix seem to impinge on the single crystal seed which suggest the experimental con-
ditions encouraged grain growth within the matrix in the detriment of crystal growth
from the seed. In the second case, growth up to 47 µm has been observed, although it
was non uniform along the seed crystal. Therefore, the following two conclusions may
be drawn: (i) Pb(II) 2-ethylhexanoate-based interlayer is beneficial for crystal growth
and (ii) the interlayer was not homogeneously distributed along the seed.
FIGURE 6.9: Growth from a PMN-PT seed (left) and growth from a PMN-PT seed
with a Pb(II) 2-ethylhexanoate-based interlayer (right)
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6.3.2.2 Growth from a BT nucleaus grain
Experimental results concerning crystal growth from a BT seed and a BT seed with a
PIN-PMN-PT deposited thin film are presented within this section. The thickness of
the PIN-PMN-PT thin film deposited on the seed is expected to be≈500 nm as a result
of the deposition conditions used [116], although no accurate measurement has been
performed within this work to determine it. X-ray diffraction performed on the seed
before and after the deposition of the thin film - Figure 6.10, has revealed a single crys-
talline film with the same orientation as the seed, i.e. heteroepitaxial growth. Figure
6.11 shows the topography of the film. The surface roughness is 16 nm.
Figure 6.12 shows the results of the crystal growth experiments: when a BT seed has
been used and when a BT seed with a thin film deposited has been used. The first
experiment did not result in any crystal growth. The grains of the polycrystal seem to
impinge on the seed which, as also observed in the first experiment of the previous sec-
tion, implies the growth conditions encouraged grain growth within the matrix rather
than crystal growth from the seed. The second experiment has proven more successful
in that growth up to 42 µm has been observed. The growth was uniform all along the
crystal seed. Some pores and inclusions are trapped in the grown crystal, which can be
minimised by careful processing of the polycrystalline precursor.
These results show that a thin film deposited on the crystal seed encourages crystal
growth.
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FIGURE 6.10: X-ray diffraction pattern of the BT seed and the subsequent thin film
deposited
FIGURE 6.11: The surface of the deposited thin film imaged by Atomic Force Micro-
scopy
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FIGURE 6.12: Growth from a BT seed (left) and growth from a BT seed with a PIN-
PMN-PT thin film deposited by Pulsed Laser Deposition (right)
6.4 Summary and conclusions
In this investigation the aim was to assess the feasibility of growing single crystals by
the solid state technique. Given the principle of the method which involves inhibition
of grain growth within the polycrystalline matrix and stimulation of crystal growth
from a seed, it is a requirement to understand the grain growth behaviour in the mater-
ials of interest to subsequently set up the conditions for crystal conversion. Therefore,
the experiments have been divided in two parts, namely (i) grain growth study in PIN-
PMN-PT and Mn:PIN-PMN-PT and (ii) crystal growth studies.
The first experimental study revealed that grain growth occurs in the matrix at all stud-
ied temperatures and the size of the grains increases with increasing temperature and
when PbO excess is present. The samples sintered at 1150◦C had an approximate
density of 97% of the theoretical and it decreased to 92% at high temperature when
PbO excess was present. Therefore, based on these experiments, it has been concluded
that a temperature suitable for long annealing is ≤1150◦C (88% or less of the melting
point).
Crystal growth experiments showed that when a Pb-based interlayer is used between
the seed and the polycrystal, crystal growth is encouraged. When Pb(II) 2-ethylhexano-
ate based interlayer was used, crystal growth occurred from the seed although the
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growth was not uniform implying that the layer was not uniformly distributed. How-
ever, when a uniform thin film with the same composition as the polycrystal to be con-
verted was deposited by Pulsed Laser Deposition on the seed, crystal growth was uni-
formly promoted. However, further experiments are required to understand the mech-
anisms by which the thin film facilitates crystal growth. A study of the growth rate is
also required. In this work, although a growth of almost 50 µm was observed after an-
nealing for 2 hours, it is possible that the growth rate may not be 25 µm/h. Growth may
occur rapidly in the first minutes of heat treatment and subsequently slow down, partic-
ularly if the grains within the matrix also grow. Growth experiments within matrices of
different grain sizes are also recommended. Such experiments would provide valuable
information to help setting up conditions for growth of large crystals at relatively fast
rates.
Furthermore, the present study suggests that excess PbO, although believed to minim-
ise Pb volatilisation during long annealing, did not show improvement over the density
or weight loss of the samples, but the contrary. In addition, PbO excess throughout the
matrix may be an impediment in that the liquid phase provided at annealing temperat-
ure may promote grain growth and slow down the growth from the seed. Therefore, for
further work it is recommended that excess PbO be avoided in the polycrystalline mat-
rix. Nevertheless a PbO-based layer proved to be beneficial at the interface between
the seed and the polycrystalline matrix.
Overall, the present study implies that a large matrix of experiments needs to be de-
signed (i.e. a range of temperatures, compositions etc.) to find the appropriate condi-
tions for growth of dense, defects free single crystals of significant size.
6.5 Limitations and future trends
Although the advantages of the method such as simplicity, homogeneity and growth
of crystals with predetermined shape are extremely valuable, some limitations re-
main. The nature of the transformation which leads to crystal growth, i.e. solid-solid,
presents a number of disadvantages. First, the growth rate is low when compared with
liquid-solid transformations as the available energy associated with the driving force
for growth is lower. Second, obtaining a high degree of structural perfection is difficult.
Any defects present in the polycrystalline precursor will be transferred to the crystal.
Nevertheless, reproducibility may represent an issue since the control of nucleation
centers in the polycrystalline matrix seems sensitive to subtle changes in temperature
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and chemical composition including impurities.
However, there are a number of changes which can be applied to the method to increase
the level of success. One technique that has not been sufficiently explored is the pulse
or cycling heating. Although with no sufficient evidence, it is suggested that by using
cycled heating of a seed bonded to a polycrystalline matrix, growth from the seed is
promoted and formation of nucleating and growing sites within the matrix are avoided.
This might related to a so-called incubation time for nucleation and growth of grains.
The seed acts as nucleus grain and there is no incubation time required, the seed starts
to grow as soon as the critical temperature has been reached. Contrarily, within the
matrix, formation of new nuclei requires an incubation time. Consequently, the cycled
heating may be tuned so that the sample is kept at the growth temperature for a period
of time less than the incubation time of fresh nuclei [111].
Another technique would be the use of thermal gradients across the sample, so that the
crystal growth temperature would be set only near the seed-matrix interface and the
temperature around the rest of the sample would be less to avoid nucleation and grain
growth. However this method is relatively challenging as it requires extremely accurate
control of the temperature gradient. A specialised furnace is recommended such as an
Electro Dynamic Gradient Furnace which would be capable of providing a relatively
narrow hot zone. A set-up similar to Bridgman could be used (section 5.5.2.1).
Another suggestion for future work is a layer-by-layer crystal conversion. The method
would involve an ink-jet printer to print the piezoelectric material layer by layer onto
a single crystal substrate and heat treatment after each printing step to convert the
material into a single crystal layer by layer. The method does not require platinum
crucibles, no melting is involved which means crystals will be homogeneous, growth
is controlled for each layer separately thus overcoming the problem of grain growth
within the matrix and crystals of any shape could be obtained.
Chapter 7
Advances in Understanding Mn
behaviour in PIN-PMN-PT
Abstract
Piezoelectric materials with low energy losses are required for high power devices to minimise the
unwanted heating effect. It has been shown that Mn modifications significantly enhance the mechanical
quality factor Qm in PbTiO3-based polycrystalline and multi domain single crystal ceramics. Studies
suggest that Mn2+ enhances Qm via defect dipole formation with oxygen vacancies and consequent
pinning of domain wall movement. However, much uncertainty still exists about the behaviour of Mn
when incorporated in piezoelectric oxides. Literature reported results do not seem consistent as Mn is
added stoichiometrically in some cases and as additive in other cases. In addition, the valence state of Mn
seems to be influenced by that of surrounding ions and vacancies and therefore, the processing conditions
may also alter the behaviour of Mn. The present study aims to serve as basis towards development
of a theory which explains behaviour of Mn in piezoelectric oxides taking into account the different
variables. The specific objective of this research is to investigate the influence of chemical environment
on properties in 2mol%Mn-modified PIN-PMN-PT polycrystals. Mn is assumed to occupy the B-site
of the perovskite. For each composition prepared, 2mol%Mn substitutes sequentially 2mol% In, Mg,
Ti and Nb. X-ray absorption spectroscopy, polarisation versus electric field measurements, impedance
spectroscopy, permittivity, electrical losses and mechanical quality factor measurements are used to
provide an insight into the behaviour of Mn-modified samples. Results indicate the presence of Mn
under multiple valence states. The behaviour of Mn and hence electromechanical properties are most
affected in samples where Nb content is lower rather than compositions where the content of In, Mg or
Ti is altered.
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7.1 Introduction and Background
7.1.1 Introduction
A large and growing body of literature investigates the influence of Mn-modification on
piezoelectric oxide materials such as BaTiO3, PbTiO3, Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 and other related
compounds. At high fields, an unwanted heating effect is observed in the undoped
materials caused by a loss of energy to mechanical damping. Therefore, the interest
in this topic arises from the need of piezoelectric materials with low energy losses,
i.e. high Qm and low tanδe to minimise the heating effect. Over the years research-
ers have tried to control the properties of piezoelectric oxide materials by means of
dopants/additives. Generally, it has been shown that acceptors such as Fe, Mg, Al in-
duce hard-like properties, whilst donors such as Nb, Ta, La induce soft-like properties.
A number of studies have analysed the effect of Mn additions/modifications, typic-
ally in the range 0.5-2mol%, on piezoelectric oxide materials and a hardening effect
is widely reported, i.e. enhanced Qm. The suggested mechanism is a defect dipole
formation between ”negatively” charged Mn, i.e. a Mn2+ occupying a Ti4+ site and
the positively charged oxygen vacancy [117]. According to Kro¨ger-Vink notation1,
which will be used throughout this chapter, the dipole may be written as Mn′′T i- VO .
These defect dipoles are believed to develop an internal bias field which pins domain
wall movement. However this statement seems to be oversimplified as evidence has
been found that Mn does not always enhance Qm. A number of other observations
seem to be often ignored. First, evidence of three different valence states of Mn have
been found, namely 2, 3 and 4+, where Mn4+ does not change the properties of the
piezoelectric oxide materials. Second, it is unclear whether Mn is incorporated at the
A-site or B-site of the perovskite (refer to Figure 2.4 for visualisation of the lattice
sites). Generally it is assumed that dopants are incorporated at the B site [115], al-
though there are studies which also prove incorporation at the A site. For example in
PbTiO3 it has been shown that Fe3+ and Mn2+ can partly occupy the Pb site [32]. It is
believed that processing conditions such as temperature and atmosphere influence the
site occupancy and valence state of Mn. In addition, the valence state of neighbouring
atoms also seems to play an important role on the Mn behaviour. Moreover, the results
in the literature often do not seem consistent due to the fact that Mn is sometimes an
1Kro¨ger-Vink notation is used to describe defects and their charge relative to the environment. Rel-
evant examples include: VO = oxygen vacancy with single positive charge, VO = oxygen vacancy with
double positive charge, Mn
′
Ti = Mn ion with single negative charge occupying a Ti site, Mn
′′
Ti = Mn ion
with double negative charge occupying a Ti site
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additive [118, 119] to the studied piezoelectric oxide material and some other times it
is mixed stoichimetrically under the assumption of B-site incorporation. Therefore our
understating of the behaviour of Mn as well as the mechanism by which Mn changes
properties is very limited. The aim of this chapter is to provide a link between the
findings related to Mn modifications of piezoelectric oxides. Different experiments
are undertaken with the intention of achieving a more clear picture of the mechanisms
behind the Mn-modified materials. This study is based on the hypothesis that Mn is
incorporated at the B-site of the PIN-PMN-PT compound and the question asked is the
following: Is there a change in properties when Mn substitutes one or another chem-
ical at the B site in solid solutions of complex perovskites? An attempt at answering
this question is made by studying stoichiometrically-designed compositions in which
2mol%Mn substitutes sequentially 2mol% In, Mg, Ti and Nb. Although single crystals
are of great interest due to their enhanced properties as stated in the introductory sec-
tions of this thesis, the present study is undertaken on the polycrystalline counterparts
as their preparation is not as complicated as for single crystals and the preparation time
is relatively short. The study is meant to be a first step of a larger study which will in-
clude measurements on the single crystal version of the compositions of interest. The
theoretical dimensions of the research is laid out in the following subchapter, namely
Section 7.1.2. Four main topics are briefly reviewed - mechanical quality factor of
different Mn-modified compounds, losses mechanisms, internal bias field origin and
non-stoichiometry. Following the short review, experimental procedures are briefly
described in Section 7.2. A detailed analysis of the observations is presented within
Section 7.3 - Results and Discussion. After Summary and Conclusions in Section 7.4,
this chapter also proposes further experiments for a deeper understanding of the subject
- Section 7.5.
7.1.2 Background
7.1.2.1 Mechanical Quality Factor
This subsection aims to briefly review and provide conclusions based on literature on
the links between mechanical quality factor Qm and microstructure as well as chem-
ical composition in piezoelectric Mn-modified PT-based oxides. The microstructure
refers to whether the material is a single domain single crystal, a multi domain single
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crystal or a polycrystalline ceramic. Table 7.1 summarises values of Qm for the differ-
ent domain engineered single crystals and polycrystals from several studies. Several
conclusions may be drawn, as follows:
1. Qm in single crystals with single domain configuration is high, even when Mn is
not present. It may also be inferred that Qm increases the further away from the
MPB the composition is, in the direction of increasing the stability of the phase
in which the polar direction is the same as the poling direction, for example mov-
ing away from MPB towards the R side for [111] poled rhombohedral crystals
or towards the T side for [001] poled tetragonal crystals (the reader may want to
refer to the phase diagram presented in Figure 2.15 and to the schematic repres-
entation of domain engineered single crystals - Figure 2.17). For example, Qm
is 1130 for [111] PMN-PT30 and it increases to 2200 for [111] PMN-PT26.
2. Qm in undoped multi domain single crystals as well as polycrystalline materials
seems to be low.
3. Qm seems to increase for Mn-doped multi-domain single crystals and polycrys-
talline materials only in certain compositions. Qm is particularly high for com-
positions where multiple ions with different valence states are present. This
topic is particularly related to the non-stoichiometry in PT-based oxides and will
be discussed separately in Section 7.1.2.4.
Although, the stated conclusions seem to be consistent throughout literature (references
are provided in Table 7.1), caution must be applied as processing conditions (temper-
ature, atmosphere) may influence the behaviour of Mn which, in turn, may influence
Qm. In addition, the measurement conditions, for example frequency, may also affect
Qm [120].
It is now necessary to discuss the mechanism giving rise to a low or high mechanical
quality factor. The mechanism may be explained in terms of losses within the material
which may be divided into intrinsic and extrinsic. The following subsection briefly
reviews the two different types of contributions.
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TABLE 7.1: Brief summary of mechanical quality factor in single domain rhombo-
hedral 1R and tetragonal 1T single crystals, multi-domain single crystals 2R, 4R (see
Section 2.3.3.4 for domain engineered single crystals) and polycrystalline materials P.
In the case of single crystals where the poling direction or crystallographic phase is
not specified, the domain configuration is referred to as single crystals S C only.
Material Poling Domain Qm Ref
Direction Configuration
PMN-PT [001] 4R 140 [6]
PMN-PT [011] 2R 750 [6]
PMN-PT [111] 1R 2000 [6]
PMN-PT P 75 [6]
PMN-PT30 [001] 4R 120 [121]
PMN-PT30 [011] 2R 600 [121]
PMN-PT30 [111] 1R 1130 [121]
PMN-PT26 [001] 4R 150 [121]
PMN-PT26 [011] 2R 850 [121]
PMN-PT26 [111] 1R 2200 [121]
Mn:26PIN-39PMN-35PT [001] 1T 2000 [122]
Mn:27PIN-46PMN-27PT [001] 4R 650 [123]
Mn:27PIN-46PMN-27PT [111] 1R 1200 [123]
Pb0.98(Zr0.52Ti0.48Nb0.024)O3 P 85 [43]
Pb0.96Sr0.05(Zr0.52Ti0.46Sb0.002)O3 P 95 [43]
Pb0.97Nd0.02(Zr0.54Ti0.46)O3 P 100 [43]
Pb(Zr0.525Ti0.472Fe0.003)O3 P 500 [43]
Pb0.95Sr0.05(Zr0.52Ti0.44Ni0.04)O3 P 350 [43]
Pb0.91La0.06TiO3 P 275 [124]
Pb0.925La0.06(Ti0.99Mn0.01)O3 P 2400 [124]
PZT5A P 75 [2]
PZT5H P 75 [2]
PMN-PT29 S C 230 [2]
PMN-PT33 S C 280 [2]
PIN-PMN-PT S C 330 [2]
PZT4 P 500 [2]
PZT8 P 1000 [2]
Mn:PIN-PMN-PT S C 910 [2]
Mn:PMN-PZT S C 1200 [2]
(Pb0.96Sr0.04)(Zr0.5275Ti0.4675Mn0.005)O3 P 203 [125]
(Pb0.96Sr0.04)(Zr0.525Ti0.465Mn0.01)O3 P 190 [125]
(Pb0.96Sr0.04)(Zr0.5225Ti0.4625Mn0.015)O3 P 187 [125]
(Pb0.96Sr0.04)(Zr0.53Ti0.47)O3+0.5%MnO2 P 212 [125]
(Pb0.96Sr0.04)(Zr0.53Ti0.47)O3+1%MnO2 P 172 [125]
(Pb0.96Sr0.04)(Zr0.53Ti0.47)O3+1.5%MnO2 P 185 [125]
(Pb0.96Sr0.04)(Zr0.53Ti0.47)O3+1%MnO2+0.5%ZnO+0.5%Bi2O3 P 1050 [125]
(Pb0.96Sr0.04)(Zr0.53Ti0.47)O3+0.03%ZnO+0.02%Bi2O3 P 205 [125]
(Pb0.96Sr0.04)(Zr0.53Ti0.47)O3 P 197 [125]
Pb0.89(Ba,Sr)0.11(Zr0.4Ti0.6)0.99Mn0.01)O3 P ≈ 1250 [126]
Pb0.89(Ba,Sr)0.11(Zr0.4Ti0.6)0.99Mn0.01)O3+1at%F P ≈ 1350 [126]
Pb0.89(Ba,Sr)0.11(Zr0.7Ti0.3)0.99Mn0.01)O3 P ≈ 280 [126]
Pb0.89(Ba,Sr)0.11(Zr0.7Ti0.3)0.99Mn0.01)O3+1at%F P ≈ 2000 [126]
Pb0.90(Ba,Sr)0.11(Zr0.52Ti0.48Mn0.01)O3.003 P 660 [127]
Pb0.90(Ba,Sr)0.11(Zr0.52Ti0.48Mn0.01)O3.003−0.01F0.01 P 810 [127]
Pb0.90(Ba,Sr)0.11(Zr0.52Ti0.48Mn0.01)O3.003−0.02F0.02 P 330 [127]
Pb0.90(Ba,Sr)0.11(Zr0.52Ti0.48Mn0.01)O3.003−0.03F0.03 P 400 [127]
Pb0.90(Ba,Sr)0.11(Zr0.52Ti0.48Mn0.01)O3.003−0.04F0.04 P 720 [127]
Pb0.90(Ba,Sr)0.11(Zr0.52Ti0.48Fe0.01)O3.003 P 1200 [127]
Pb0.90(Ba,Sr)0.11(Zr0.52Ti0.48Fe0.01)O3.003−0.005F0.005 P 1300 [127]
Pb0.90(Ba,Sr)0.11(Zr0.52Ti0.48Fe0.01)O3.003−0.01F0.01 P 2100 [127]
Pb0.90(Ba,Sr)0.11(Zr0.52Ti0.48Fe0.01)O3.003−0.02F0.02 P 1700 [127]
Pb0.90(Ba,Sr)0.11(Zr0.52Ti0.48Fe0.01)O3.003−0.064F0.064 P 900 [127]
Pb0.90(Ba,Sr)0.11(ZrxTiy−x−0.0075Mg0.0075)O3.003 P 730 [127]
Pb0.90(Ba,Sr)0.11(ZrxTiy−x−0.0075Mg0.0075)O3.003−0.01F0.01 P 1610 [127]
Pb0.90(Ba,Sr)0.11(ZrxTiy−x−0.0075Mg0.0075)O3.003−0.02F0.02 P 1860 [127]
Pb0.90(Ba,Sr)0.11(ZrxTiy−x−0.0075Mg0.0075)O3.003−0.03F0.03 P 2480 [127]
Pb0.90(Ba,Sr)0.11(ZrxTiy−x−0.0075Mg0.0075)O3.003−0.04F0.04 P 1760 [127]
Pb0.90(Ba,Sr)0.11(ZrxTiy−x−0.0075Mg0.0075)O3.003−0.06F0.06 P 1000 [127]
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7.1.2.2 Contribution to losses
The two types of contribution to losses, namely intrinsic and extrinsic, will be briefly
discussed for single and multi domain single crystals as well as for polycrystals. For a
detailed explanation of the losses mechanisms in single crystals, the reader may refer
to a review by Liu et al. [120].
Intrinsic contributions are related to the crystal lattice and involve polarisation vari-
ation, i.e. rotation and/or elongation/compression. This variation leads to crystal lattice
deformation which, in turn, lead to losses.
Extrinsic contributions arise, amongst other factors, from domain wall motion, defect
dipoles, grain boundaries or space charges.
In single crystals with 1D domain configuration extrinsic contributions are expected to
be very low, almost negligible with losses arising from polarization variation. When
measured in a longitudinal mode, i.e. the applied electric field is parallel to the po-
larisation, Qm is particularly high and the loss contribution is due to elongation or
compression only. Qm decreases for shear modes, i.e. the applied electric field is per-
pendicular to the polarisation, when polarisation rotation is involved. Furthermore, as
stated in the previous subsection, Qm increases as the composition shifts away from
the MPB - towards the tetragonal side for [001] poled crystals and towards the rhom-
bohedral side for [111] poled crystals. It is noteworthy that similar values of Qm have
been achieved for both 1R and 1T configurations, i.e. up to 2000 - Table 7.1. Although
1R configuration is expected to show a higher Qm due to increased Young’s modulus
compared to 1T, the similar values have lead to the conclusion that 1R configuration
is less stable and unwanted domains arise. Therefore, polarisation rotation is possible
within these domains, leading to a Qm comparable to that for 1T configurations [120].
In single crystals with multi domain configurations, rotation of polarisation is a major
contributor to losses. A lowered Qm is observed. It has been suggested that the higher
the angle between the spontaneous polarisation and the applied electric filed, the higher
the losses. Extrinsic contributions arising from domain wall motion are also present,
but they are relatively low, increasing as the composition approaches MPB where do-
main wall motion is easier and therefore a lower Qm is observed.
In polycrystalline materials, the intrinsic contributions arise from the individual single
crystals represented by each grain. However, the extrinsic contributions are of sig-
nificant importance. From the factors giving rise to extrinsic contributions previously
mentioned, domain wall movement is probably the most important. However, the pres-
ence of defect dipoles in the sample may pin this movement by means of an internal
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bias field. This topic is discussed in the following subsection.
7.1.2.3 Internal Bias Field
Polarisation versus electric field loops (P-E) contain information related to defects.
Robels et al. [128] suggested that defects may cause several changes to the hysteresis
loop such as: slanting, change of the coercive field as well as a shift relative to the ori-
gin. The focus of this subchapter will be on the latter effect which has been suggested
to be associated with an internal bias field Eib. The existence of such internal field is
believed to contribute to the stabilisation and pinning of domain wall movement. Eib
is believed to arise as a consequence of the defect dipoles alignment with the spontan-
eous polarisation. The alignment occurs by diffusion of the oxygen vacancy within the
lattice, i.e. short range diffusion. These defect dipoles act as pinning sites for domain
wall movement, as their reorientation is slow compared with ferroelectric dipoles. The
model is described in detail by Robels et al [129]. However, an internal bias field may
also arise from surface charges developed by secondary phases gathered around the
grains in polycrystalline materials. In this case, domain walls remain mobile [32].
7.1.2.4 Non-stoichiometry
ABO3 compounds often contain multivalent cations which lead to non-stoichiometry.
For example, in BaTiO3 and SrTiO3, Ti4+ may be easily reduced to Ti3+ causing oxy-
gen vacancies [72]. In complex perovskites the situation becomes more complicated.
For example in Nb-modified PZT, Nb, Ti or even Pb are able to change their valency
state relative to their most common ones. Therefore, Nb5+ can change its valence state
to Nb3+, Ti4+ can become Ti3+ and even Pb2+ might change its state to Pb3+ [127].
The number of scenarios increases for Pb(In1/2Nb1/2)O3-Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3
and particularly when Mn modification is performed. Mn alone may be present as
Mn2+, Mn3+ and Mn4+ and some possibilities are schematically shown in Figure 7.1.
Much of the available literature suggest a B-site incorporation of the Mn ion [130].
However, some studies also suggest an A site incorporation under certain circum-
stances [124]. Site occupancy by Mn within the perovskite structure is probably a
mechanism determined by processing conditions such as temperature and oxygen and
/or lead partial pressures, the valency states of neighbouring atoms as well as the Gold-
schmidt tolerance factor (refer to Section 2.2.2 for a definition of the tolerance factor).
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FIGURE 7.1: Mn valence state scenarios in PIN-PMN-PT. The possibilities of valence
change in the case of Nb, Ti and Pb have been ignored as the number of scenarios is
too large.
For example when Mn2+ incorporation (0.8A˚) in considered in PbTiO3 , it can be in-
ferred that it may fit at the A (Pb2+ - 1.2A˚) as well as at the B site (Ti4+ - 0.68A˚). If
Mn occurs under the valence state of 3+ (0.66A˚) or 4+ (0.6A˚) it is likely that a B site
will be occupied. However, a prediction to whether Mn occupies either A or B site
becomes increasingly difficult in PIN-PMN-PT which has four randomly distributed
ions with different ionic radii at the B-site. For reference, a table with ionic radii of
the ions in the studied compound is provided Table 7.2. Overall, non-stoichiometry in
Mn-modified PIN-PMN-PT may be regarded from a charge balance point of view. To
achieve electro-neutrality, compensation may be achieved by oxygen vacancies, incor-
poration of Mn at the A-site in addition to B-site incorporation, valence change of the
ions (Mn, Nb, Ti or even Pb) and, to a very small extent, free conduction electrons.
Although contributions from all the stated mechanisms are expected, which one dom-
inates seems difficult to predict and may depend on a number of factors [124, 131]
such as:
• experimental conditions
• activity of PbO
• O2 partial pressure
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• processing temperature
• ionic radii
• concentration of dopant (i.e. composition of the compound).
TABLE 7.2: Ionic radii for elements in the perovskite structure studied within this
work. A-site (Pb) ionic radii is given for a 12 coordination number, whilst B site (In,
Mg, Nb, Ti, Mn) 6 coordination number [132]
Element In3+ Mg2+ Nb5+ Ti4+ Mn2+ Mn3+ Mn4+ Pb2+
Ionic radii (A˚) 0.8 0.72 0.64 0.61 0.83 0.58 0.53 1.49
The following paragraphs aim to review the influence of neighbouring atoms on the
valence state of Mn in specific perovskites. The final subsection reviews the effects of
the processing conditions on the valence state of Mn.
Mn and Nb simultaneous doping in PZT A study by Glinchuk et al. [133] repor-
ted an interesting behaviour in PZT doped simultaneously with Nb and Mn. The study
reports a B-site incorporation and a valence state of Mn4+ only at small Nb content,
i.e. n(Nb)≤ 1.75 mol%. Charge balance in this case was accompanied by Pb vacan-
cies. With increasing Nb content, Mn3+ is suggested to come into existence in the
region 1.75 mol%≤n(Nb)≤1.85 mol% with elimination of Pb vacancies. A further in-
crease in Nb concentration showed an increase in Mn2+ concentration. The study also
suggests a relative solubility limit in Nb:PZT as follows: with increasing Nb content,
the solubility limit seems to increase. In samples with Nb content lower than the Mn
content, Mn seemed to concentrate at the grain boundaries. With increasing the Nb
content, Mn is incorporated in the grains resulting in a more homogeneous microstruc-
ture. Therefore, an increase in Nb content seems to increase the solubility limit of Mn
which seems to be linked to the requirement for excess charge balance.
A change of oxidation state of Mn (considering Mn4+ as starting point) has also been
observed in (Pb,La)(Zr,Ti)O3. It has been found that with increasing the concentration
of La3+, the charge is compensated not only by Mn3+ and Mn2+, but also Ti3+.
Mn, Nb and Ni simultaneous doping in PT Amarande et al. [134] have studied
Mn-modified PT doped with Ni2+ and Nb5+. Compositions with different contents of
Ni and Nb have been investigated. When Nb content was higher and Ni-Nb gave an
average valence >4+, Mn reduced and Mn2+ content increased. On the other hand,
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when Ni concentration was increased and the average Ni-Nb valence was <4+, the
concentration of Mn2+ decreases, favouring existence of Mn3+ and Mn4+.
Mn \ Mg and F simultaneous doping in PZT Boucher et al. [135] showed that
(Mn,F) co-doping leads to semi-hard materials, whilst (Mg,F) induces hardening ef-
fects including a higher Qm. It has been shown that Mn has a valence of 4+ when
incorporated into PZT. However, when F− is also introduced at O2− site, Mn seems
to change its valence state gradually from 4+ to 2+ due to the F-O substitution. The
(Mn,F) co-doping leads to semi-hard properties of the material. Interestingly, hard
properties are reported when PZT is co-doped with (Mg,F), where Mg has essentially
an oxidation state of 2+. The authors report that Mg′′T i-F
− defect dipole is less mobile
than Mn′′T i-VO , leading to a decrease in domain wall mobility.
Processing atmosphere and temperature In Mn-doped BaTiO3 (BT), the relative
proportions of 2, 3 and 4+ oxidation states of Mn depend upon the processing condi-
tions and doping level as follows: Mn3+ predominates when BT is processed in oxid-
izing atmosphere, whilst Mn2+ predominates in reducing atmospheres. Mn4+ content
increases with increasing the overall Mn content [136]. When Mn:PZT was studied,
the presence of 2, 3 and 4+ oxidation states of Mn has been confirmed. It was also
noticed that when sintered in oxygen atmosphere, samples showed a Qm of 400 and
when sintered in nitrogen, Qm increased up to 1100 [137]. It has been inferred that
Qm is increased only when Mn2+ and Mn3+ are present. The sintering temperature
seems to influence Qm, too. Li et al. studied the infleunce of sintering temperature in
Pb(Zr,Ti)(Mn,Nb)O3. It has been suggested that a high sintering temperature encour-
ages the appearance of oxygen vacancies. However with decreasing the sintering tem-
perature, the concentration of Mn2+ increases and this also contributes to appearance
of oxygen vacancies [138]. Contrarily, Izaki et al [139], when studying Mn doping in
(Pb,La)(Zr,Ti)O3 reported the reduction of Mn3+ and Mn4+ to Mn2+ to be enhanced
with rising sintering temperature. Hennings et al. [124] suggested that the site dis-
tribution and valence state of Mn and Fe when added as dopants in PbTiO3 depends
strongly on the PbO and O2 partial pressure. A low PbO partial pressure is suggested
to encourage incorporation of a small amount of dopants at the A site. In addition, a
high O2 partial pressure reduces the amount of oxygen vacancies which might affect
the valence state of the dopants.
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These studies clearly indicate a complex behaviour and a strong dependency of the
processing conditions. However, it seems to be widely accepted that the enhancement
of Qm is related to the content of Mn2+ and Mn3+ and not the overall Mn content which
also exists with a 4+ oxidation state [139].
7.2 Experimental Procedures
7.2.1 Investigated Compositions
The modification with Mn has been made under the assumption of incorporation at the
B-site of the perovskite - refer to Figure 7.1. 28PIN-40PMN-32PT has been chosen
as the base composition. The modification has been made by sequential substitution
of 2mol% In, Mg, Ti and Nb with 2mol% Mn. Seven samples have been investigated.
The samples are labelled according to the ion that Mn substitutes, i.e. 0 for the Mn-free
composition, In where Mn substitutes In and so on. A summary of the compositions









TABLE 7.3: Summary of compositions studied
Sample Substituted ion Assumed Mn compound Composition Formula
Mn compound PIN PMN PT
0 - - - 28 40 32 PbIn0.14Mg0.133Ti0.32Nb0.406O3
In In Pb(Mn1/2Nb1/2)O3 4 24 40 32 Mn0.02PbIn0.12Mg0.133Ti0.32Nb0.406O3
Mg Mg Pb(Mn1/3Nb2/3)O3 6 28 34 32 Mn0.02PbIn0.14Mg0.113Ti0.32Nb0.406O3
Ti Ti PbMnO3 2 28 40 30 Mn0.02PbIn0.14Mg0.133Ti0.30Nb0.406O3
Nb11 Nb Pb(In1/2Mn1/2)O3 4 24 40 32 Mn0.02PbIn0.14Mg0.133Ti0.32Nb0.387O3
Nb21 Nb Pb(Mg1/3Mn2/3)O3 3 28 37 32 Mn0.02PbIn0.14Mg0.133Ti0.32Nb0.387O3
All2 In/Mg/Ti/Nb N/A 2.6 27.4 39 31 Mn0.02PbIn0.137Mg0.131Ti0.314Nb0.399O3
B43 N/A Pb(Mn1/3Nb2/3)O3 2 27.44 39.2 31.36 Mn0.007PbIn0.137Mg0.131Ti0.314Nb0.412O3
1Nb1 and Nb2 are compositionally equivalent. Theoretically, Mn may replace Nb either in Pb(In1/2Nb1/2)O3 or Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 and, depending on the compound
chosen, slightly different ratios of InNbO4 and MgNb2O6 are mixed during processing. However the final theoretical composition will be identical. Nevertheless, preparing
the composition in both ways may give an indication of the extent to which processing may influence results.
2In All 2mol%Mn replaces 2mol% of all B-site ions.
3B4 is one of the Mn modified single crystals grown within this work - refer to Chapter 5. The valence state of Mn in this sample has been investigated as well for
comparison.
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7.2.2 Sample Preparation
The samples have been prepared at Thales Underwater Systems laboratory (Rydalmere,
Australia). Characterisation has been performed at Thales Underwater Systems (Ry-
dalmere, Australia), The Australian Synchrotron (Melbourne, Australia) and the Uni-
versity of Leeds (Leeds, United Kingdom). Each composition has been synthesized in
a powder form by using: PbO >99.8% (Hammond Lead Products - HLP 100Y), TiO2
>99% (Kronos - 1001), Nb2O5 99.9%, In2O3 99.99%, (MgCO3)4.Mg(OH)2.5H2O
>99% (Aldrich) and MnO2 (Celtic Chemicals). The columbite-like MgNb2O6 (MN)
and wolframite-like InNbO4 (IN) have been pre-synthesized at The University of Leeds
(refer to Section 4.2 in Chapter 4). The compounds have been attrition milled using a
Netzsch laboratory mill (NETZSCH-Feinmahltechnik GmbH) in tap water for 1h us-
ing 0.5 mm yttria-stabilised zirconia media. Following milling, the powders were dried
and sieved through a 250 µm stainless steel sieve. After a calcination stage at 800◦C
for 4h, the powders have been re-milled for a further hour under the same conditions
as described above. The powders have been subsequently mixed with 0.2wt%(solids)
dispersant (BYK-154, BYK Additives&Instruments) and 1wt% binder (Glascol HA4,
Allied Colloids) in tap water and continuously mixed in an induction-heated mixer.
The powder was pressed using a semi-automatic uniaxial press at ≈90 MPa into
circular pellets with 16 mm diameter. The subsequent binder burnout process took
place according to the profile shown in Figure 7.2. The pellets were sintered follow-
ing the profile shown in Figure 7.3 in air. The density has been measured according
to the Archimedes method (see Appendix C). Subsequently, the samples have been
ground to 1.5 mm thickness using SiC paper on a TegraSystem grinder and polisher
(Struers). The samples were electroded by means of silver paste fired at 540◦C, fol-
lowed by poling at 135◦C under an electric field of 1.5 kV/mm for 10 minutes. After
the poling process, the samples were removed from the oil bath and allowed to cool at
room temperature.
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FIGURE 7.2: Binder burnout profile measured during the process
FIGURE 7.3: Sintering profile measured during the process
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7.2.3 Characterisation Techniques
7.2.3.1 Investigations during sample preparation
To ensure a relevant binder burnout temperature profile is used, the weight loss as
a function of temperature has been tested using a thermogravimetric analyser (Q500,
TGA, TA Instruments). The calcined powders have been investigated in terms of phase
with X-ray Diffraction technique using PANalytical X’Pert Diffractometer (Phillips,
The Netherlands) with a theta-theta goniometer. Furthermore, OLYMPUS OLS4100
optical microscope has been used to investigate the calcined powders and the surface
of the sintered samples.
7.2.3.2 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy
X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) has been the method of choice for determining
the average valence state of Mn in each Mn containing sample. Data was collected at
the XAS beamline at the Australian Synchrotron (Melbourne, Australia). The work has
been undertaken by Dr Peter Kappen, Dr Bernt Johannessen and Dr Tamsyn Ross. The
scans have been acquired at the Mn K-absorption edge using fluorescence detection
with a 100-element HP-Ge detector (Canberra, Australia). Prior to measurements,
radiation hardness has been tested on one sample by extended X-rays exposure. No
change in the spectroscopic response after 30 min suggested X-rays do not alter the
valence state of the investigated chemical element. The average valence state for Mn
has been established by comparison with spectra from commercial manganese oxides
with known valence states.
7.2.3.3 Polarisation versus Electric Field
Polarisation versus field measurements have been performed using a Precision LC Fer-
roelectric Tester (Radiant Technologies, USA) together with a TREK 5/80 high voltage
power amplifier. The measurements were controlled by Vision Data Acquisition and
Management System Software. All measurements have been taken by applying a tri-
angular signal with a frequency of 1 Hz. Prior to full P-E loops, electric fields have
been applied sequentially from 0.1 to 0.5 kV/mm with a 0.1 kV/mm step. By using
Equation 7.1 the real part of the relative permittivity has been calculated at the differ-
ent applied electric fields. It has been assumed that D∼=P [9]. The method of extraction
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of the permittivity from polarisation versus field loops is shown in Figure 7.4.
D = ε0E + P = ε0εrE (7.1)
Furthermore, acquisition of full P-E loops allowed determination of any internal bias
field, Eib, as follows. A sample with no internal bias field exhibits a symmetrical
hysteresis loop with respect to the x axis. However, when an internal field is present
the loop shifts either to the left or right side. The internal bias field is then calculated
as the difference between the coercive field measured and the coercive field calculated
by centring the hysteresis loop on the x axis.
FIGURE 7.4: Method for calculation of real permittivity from PE loops
7.2.3.4 Impedance Spectroscopy
Impedance spectroscopy measurements have been performed using ModuLab XM
MTS (Solartron Analytical, England) in conjunction with a tube furnace Pyrotherm
(England) for testing at various temperatures. Data acquisition was controlled by Mod-
uLab XM Software, whilst the temperature was controlled by a K-type thermocouple
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placed in the vicinity of the sample and monitored via LabVIEW software. The imped-
ance data was acquired in the frequency range 0.5 Hz - 1 MHz. ModuLab XM Software
has been used to fit data obtained with an equivalent circuit and extract values for the
various circuit elements.
7.2.3.5 Permittivity versus Temperature
HP 4192 Impedance Analyser has been used to record the capacitance of the samples
over a range of frequencies, from -50 to 300◦C. The temperature was controlled by
a furnace from a Q800, DMA instrument (TA Instruments) provided with a gas cool-
ing accessory which uses cold nitrogen generated from controlled heating of liquid
nitrogen. Data acquisition was automated in a LabVIEW environment.
7.2.3.6 Mechanical quality factor
An HP 4194 impedance analyser together with a LabVIEW data acquisition software
have been used to obtain the Qm values of the sample. In addition to the measurement
method stated in Section 2.3.2.4, other methods are also available. For measurements





where fr is the frequency at which admittance is maximum or impedance is minimum
(i.e. resonance frequency) and ∆f3dB is the 3dB width of the resonance.
7.3 Results and Discussion
7.3.1 Investigations during sample preparation
Thermogravimetric analysis has been performed on the calcined powder, after the
binder mix-in step. The obtained weight loss profile is shown in Figure 7.5. It was in-
ferred that the binder was effectively burnt by setting up a temperature around 600◦C,
as most of weight (associated with binder) is lost below 500◦C.
Furthermore, the samples have been investigated with X-ray Diffraction to ensure a
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perovskite phase has been obtained following calcination. The diffractograms are
shown in Figure 7.6. A perovskite has been obtained with minor peaks associated with
a non-perovskite structure. The software Highscore in conjunction with PDF4 database
of the International Centre for Diffraction Data has been utilised to identify possible
phases and the minor peaks were related to the following compounds: Pb3Nb4O13,
Nb2Pb1.5O6.5, Pb1.45Nb2O6.26 and/or PbO. Nevertheless, the weak peaks may also be
due to Cu Kβ radiation or even non-Cu radiation from the X-ray tube, such as W Lα
and further investigation is reuqired to distinguish between the different sources for the
peaks.
Optical micrographs have been collected to investigate the calcined powders - Fig-
ure 7.7. There are inhomogeneities observed in the calcined powders as suggested by
the dark spots which are associated with MnO2 agglomerations. The inhomogeneity
is expected to be reduced by the second milling process. The surfaces of the samples,
shown in Figure 7.8, reveal some residual chemical non-uniformity as suggested by
some non-uniform grain growth during sintering, for example in Figure 7.8d and 7.8e.
However, there is a possibility this is only a surface effect as the figures show the as-
sintered surface. The density of the samples is shown in Figure 7.9. Densities obtained
are in the range 92-94% of the theoretical. It is believed that by increasing the amount
of binder used or by isostatic pressing the samples prior to sintering, values closer to
the theoretical may be achieved [140].
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FIGURE 7.5: Thermogravimetric analysis of the powder containing binder
FIGURE 7.6: X-ray patterns for calcined powders.
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(A) 0 (B) In
(C) Mg (D) Ti
(E) Nb1 (F) Nb2
(G) All
FIGURE 7.7: Optical micrographs of calcined powders. The scale bar is 400µm.
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(A) 0 (B) In
(C) Mg (D) Ti
(E) Nb1 (F) Nb2
(G) All
FIGURE 7.8: Optical Micrographs of sintered samples. The images have been taken
on the unpolished, unetched surface. The scale bar is 400µm.
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FIGURE 7.9: Density of samples obtained via Archimedes method
7.3.2 Mn Valence State
The X-ray Absorption Spectrum is shown in Figure 7.10. The equivalent average
valence state as a function of absorption energy is shown in Figure 7.11. An aver-
age valence state of 3.6 has been observed for all the polycrystalline samples under
investigation. A Mn-modified single crystal has also been included in the study and
the average valence observed was 3.4, which is slightly lower than that observed for
the polycrystalline samples. These values suggest a mixture of valence states, probably
2+, 3+ and 4+. It is believed that the difference between single crystal and polycrystals
arises from the fact that compositions are slightly different. The single crystal B4 has
a Mn content of 0.7mol%, whilst the polycrystals 2mol%. In addition, it is probably
interesting to also note the Nb content: 41.2mol% for the single crystal and 38.7-
40.6mol% for the polycrystals - refer to Table 7.3. This is relevant as it seems to be
consistent with previous studies which suggested the Mn valence state is lower as Nb
concentration increases - Section 7.1.2.4. The investigated single crystal had a lower
Mn content and a slightly higher Nb content compared to the polycrystals which could
explain the slightly lower valence state observed. Therefore, the single crystal seems
to have a slightly increased concentration of Mn2+ and probably Mn3+ and less Mn4+.
However, the different processing conditions should not be omitted. The single crystal
has been grown in a sealed crucible which could lead to oxygen poor atmosphere and
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hence to a higher concentration of oxygen vacancies which could lead to a lower Mn
valence state in order to achieve charge compensation.
FIGURE 7.10: X-Ray Absorption Spectrum of Mn-modified samples investigated in
this study (The samples In, Mg, Ti, Nb1, Nb2, All are here labelled LC2, LC3, LC4,
LC5, LC6, LC7). The spectrum from Mn modified single crystal B4 (B4 XTAL) is
also presented. PC samples are not investigated here. Measurements conducted at The
Australian Synchrotron.
FIGURE 7.11: Valence state as a function of absorption edge energy for commercial
oxides, B4 single crystal (B4 XTAL) and sample analysed within this study (The
samples In, Mg, Ti, Nb1, Nb2, All are here labelled LC2, LC3, LC4, LC5, LC6, LC7).
PC samples are not investigated here. Data provided by The Australian Synchrotron.
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7.3.3 Permittivity versus Electric Field
Figure 7.12 shows the relative variation of the real permittivity as a function of electric
field applied as calculated from polarisation - electric field loops at subcoercive field
values. The following observations can be made:
• Sample 0 (i.e. undoped) shows the highest permittivity.
• Mn-modified (i.e. acceptor doped) samples show lower values compared with
the undoped sample.
• Nb1 and Nb2 (i.e. samples with lower Nb content) show the lowest values
amongst Mn-doped samples. In other words, when the content of Nb (donor)
is lowered, the permittivity also decreases.
These observations are in agreement with previous findings which report an increased
permittivity for donor doped materials and decreased for undoped and acceptor doped.
To analyse the degree of linearity of the permittivity - electric field dependence, the
plots are shown separately for each sample in Figure 7.13. Sample 0 shows a non-
linear response, whilst in the case of Mn-modified samples the linearity increases, with
the response for the In sample completely linear. A non-linear behaviour is typically
associated with extrinsic effects as intrinsic contributions may only be measured in
single domain single crystals where domains are absent or when the measurement is
performed at temperatures close to 0 absolute when domain wall movement is frozen.
In turn, the extrinsic contributions are related to domain walls activity [141]. Samples
with reduced domain wall movement show more linear permittivity versus electric field
dependence, which may also be interpreted as less lossy response. This behaviour is
expected in Mn-modified samples.
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FIGURE 7.12: Real part of relative permittivity as a function of electric field
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FIGURE 7.13: Real part of permittivity versus electric field. The scale is different for
Sample 0 plot compared to the plots for the Mn-modified samples.
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7.3.4 Polarisation versus Electric Field
Hysteresis loops are shown in Figure 7.14. The first observation is the value of the
polarisation which is the highest for the Mn-free sample 0 and decreases for the Mn-
modified samples. Second, the shape and position of the loops differ. The internal bias
field within the samples calculated from the loops is shown in Figure 7.15. The highest
bias field is observed for the Mn-free 0 and also for the samples where Mn substitutes
Nb (Nb1 and Nb2), i.e. 0.1 to 0.2 kV/mm. The rest of the samples have an internal field
lower than 0.05 kV/mm. The fields probably arise as a consequence of a combination
of effects, i.e. Mn′′T i- VO defect dipoles and space charges from secondary phases
around grains. The relatively high field observed for sample 0 is probably due only to
space charges as Mn (and hence Mn′′T i- VO defect dipole) is not present in this sample.
FIGURE 7.14: Polarisation versus electric field loops
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FIGURE 7.15: Internal bias field (absolute values) calculated from hysteresis loops.
7.3.5 Impedance Spectroscopy
7.3.5.1 Complex Impedance Spectrum







where Z ′ is the real part and Z ′′ the imaginary part of the complex impedance. Nyquist
diagrams, i.e. -Z′′ versus Z′ for all samples at various temperatures are shown in Fig-
ure 7.16. Above 175◦C a single semicircle is obtained in all cases. To highlight the
difference between the samples, data obtained at 400◦C is shown for all samples in
Figure 7.17. The impedance changes and has its lowest value for the Mn-free sample
and increases for the Mn modified samples. The behaviour of the imaginary part of the
impedance versus frequency is shown in Figure 7.18 for all samples at 400◦C and in
Figure 7.19 separately for each sample. The differences in peak height together with
broadening of peaks indicates a dispersion of relaxation times. This seems to be in
contradiction with Nyquist plots where a single semicircle is typically associated with
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a single relaxation. The single relaxation process may be modelled by an equivalent
circuit formed by an ohmic resistor (R) and a capacitor (C) in parallel Figure 7.201.
However, a mismatch has been found between the experimental data and the response
of the RC ideal circuit. Examples of the fit with the RC equivalent circuit are given
in Figure 7.203 and 7.205. By comparison with the fit, the semicircles obtained from
the measured samples are suppressed, with the centre of the circle below the real im-
pedance axis suggesting a non-Debye type of relaxation. Consequently, to account for
the non-ideal behavior, the ideal capacitor (C) has been replaced by a Constant Phase
Element (CPE) Figure 7.202, resulting in an improved fit - Figure 7.204 and 7.206.
The R-CPE has been suggested to be a successful equivalent circuit to model the non-
Debye behavior for a relatively narrow distribution of relaxation [142]. The parameters
obtained for each fitting process are listed in Table 7.4. It has been previously sugges-
ted that the CPE element might be related to the distribution of relaxation times across
the sample [143]. Furthermore, the parameter ’n’ could be related to the width of such
a distribution, with n=1 indicating a narrow distribution [142]. The dependence of
parameter n on temperature for each sample is shown in Figure 7.21. At lower tem-
peratures (i.e. below 175◦C, the manganese free sample, 0, exhibits a relatively high n,
on the order of 0.98. This value approaches the behavior of an ideal capacitor (n∼=1).
In the same temperature range, all Mn-modified samples exhibit significantly lower
values ranging from 0.85 to 0.90. Above 175◦C, n decreases and then increases again
for sample 0 with the lowest value 0.93. It is interesting to note that n follows a similar
trend for In, Mg, Ti and All, increasing rapidly above 175◦C (probably at the tem-
perature of phase change), whilst it decreases for Nb1 and Nb2. These observations
suggest:
• a broader distribution of relaxation for Mn modified samples compared to the
Mn free sample at lower (probably below the phase transition) temperatures;
• as temperature increases, the width of this distribution further increases for Nb1
and Nb2 whilst is narrower for the rest of the samples.
The variation of the distribution width might be related to the compositional fluctu-
ations within the samples associated with their different behaviour under stimuli. In
the following subsection, an attempt is being made at explaining the relaxation distri-
bution with calculations of mean relaxation times.
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(1) 0 125-200 (2) 0 225-275 (3) 0 300-350 (4) 0 375-425
(5) In 125-200 (6) In 225-275 (7) In 300-350 (8) In 375-425
(9) Mg 125-200 (10) Mg 225-275 (11) Mg 300-350 (12) Mg 375-425
(13) Ti 125-200 (14) Ti 225-275 (15) Ti 300-350 (16) Ti 375-425
(17) Nb1 125-200 (18) Nb1 225-275 (19) Nb1 300-350 (20) Nb1 375-425
(21) Nb2 125-200 (22) Nb2 225-275 (23) Nb2 300-350 (24) Nb2 375-425
(25) All 125-200 (26) All 225-275 (27) All 300-350 (28) All 375-425
FIGURE 7.16: Nyquist plots. The caption under each figure represents the name of
the sample as well as the temperature range of measured data in ◦C
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FIGURE 7.17: Nyquist plot for all samples at 400◦C
FIGURE 7.18: Imaginary impedance as a function of frequency at 400◦C
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(1) 0 (2) In
(3) Mg (4) Ti
(5) Nb1 (6) Nb2
(7) All
FIGURE 7.19: Imaginary part of the impedance versus frequency plots
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(1) RC equivalent circuit (2) R-CPE equivalent circuit
(3) 0, 200◦C data (red squares) and
RC fit (blue)
(4) 0, 200◦C data (red squares) and
R-CPE fit (blue)
(5) 0, 300◦C data (red squares) and
RC fit (blue)
(6) 0, 300◦C data (red squares) and
R-CPE fit (blue)
FIGURE 7.20: Nyquist plots fitted using ModuLab XM Software
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TABLE 7.4: R-CPE parameters obtained for each fitting process
Sample R (Ω) Q (Fsn−1 ) n Sample R (Ω) Q (Fsn−1) n
125◦C 150◦C
0 2.202×109 5.1805×10−9 0.981 0 1.165×109 6.259×10−9 0.982
In 6.423×108 7.6157×10−9 0.903 In 3.724×108 1.3065×10−8 0.880
Mg 3.762×108 9.2723×10−9 0.877 Mg 2.271×108 1.5604×10−8 0.860
Ti 4.433×108 1.0574×10−8 0.887 Ti 3.186×108 2.0513×10−8 0.860
Nb1 7.292×108 9.9119×10−9 0.905 Nb1 4.15×108 1.3358×10−8 0.890
Nb2 5.349×108 6.982×10−9 0.891 Nb2 2.599×108 1.1452×10−8 0.884
All 3.766×108 1.03×10−8 0.895 All 1.902×108 2.2067×10−8 0.863
175◦C 200◦C
0 4.303×108 1.0985×10−8 0.951 0 1.25×108 1.3819×10−8 0.953
In 4.719×108 3.1101×10−8 0.872 In 1.387×108 2.21×10−8 0.947
Mg 1.47×108 2.5783×10−8 0.884 Mg 6.929×107 2.0178×10−8 0.931
Ti 2.754×108 2.5589×10−8 0.909 Ti 8.429×107 1.7131×10−8 0.959
Nb1 1.523×108 2.1508×10−8 0.906 Nb1 6.742×107 1.8673×10−8 0.927
Nb2 1.062×108 2.3198×10−8 0.864 Nb2 4.597×107 2.4336×10−8 0.901
All 2.515×108 3.5815×10−8 0.856 All 6.96×107 2.2811×10−8 0.942
225◦C 250◦C
0 4.378×107 1.2802×10−8 0.945 0 1.029×107 9.0556×10−9 0.934
In 6.214×107 1.3426×10−8 0.961 In 3.21×107 9.0127×10−9 0.945
Mg 3.218×107 1.3455×10−8 0.923 Mg 1.743×107 9.8525×10−9 0.922
Ti 4.279×107 1.164×10−8 0.935 Ti 2.207×107 8.3864×10−9 0.945
Nb1 3.563×107 1.5536×10−8 0.887 Nb1 1.557×107 1.2056×10−8 0.864
Nb2 1.751×107 1.8785×10−8 0.884 Nb2 8.418×106 1.5513×10−8 0.861
All 3.02×107 1.3083×10−8 0.929 All 1.658×107 9.4604×10−9 0.926
275◦C 300◦C
0 3.394×106 6.726×10−9 0.929 0 1.579×106 5.414×10−9 0.929
In 1.504×107 5.9673×10−9 0.948 In 8.306×106 4.4664×10−9 0.949
Mg 7.161×106 6.5277×10−9 0.917 Mg 4.592×106 5.4574×10−9 0.919
Ti 9.268×106 5.4994×10−9 0.939 Ti 5.972×106 4.6187×10−9 0.937
Nb1 6.77×106 9.3072×10−9 0.865 Nb1 5.663×106 8.529×10−9 0.877
Nb2 3.233×106 1.2125×10−8 0.840 Nb2 1.701×106 9.8881×10−9 0.842
All 7.95×106 6.3403×10−9 0.929 All 3.638×106 4.4093×10−9 0.925
325◦C 350◦C
0 360700 3.6994×10−9 0.932 0 178500 2.6398×10−9 0.951
In 3.404×106 3.1×10−9 0.948 In 2.078×106 2.8066×10−9 0.939
Mg 1.888×106 4.0165×10−9 0.906 Mg 1.248×106 3.4183×10−9 0.909
Ti 2.378×106 3.2184×10−9 0.937 Ti 1.343×106 2.6765×10−9 0.937
Nb1 1.796×106 6.3844×10−9 0.863 Nb1 1.069×106 5.7991×10−9 0.859
Nb2 931500 8.5435×10−9 0.841 Nb2 567700 7.7808×10−9 0.837
All 2.784×106 3.7733×10−9 0.933 All 1.571×106 2.9323×10−9 0.935
375◦C 400◦C
0 69380 1.8106×10−9 0.969 0 34790 1.7458×10−9 0.957
In 1.068×106 2.4349×10−9 0.932 In 552700 1.9709×10−9 0.942
Mg 584700 4.1478×10−9 0.867 Mg 362100 3.7636×10−9 0.870
Ti 745400 2.4485×10−9 0.930 Ti 503500 2.0264×10−9 0.944
Nb1 573700 5.3763×10−9 0.855 Nb1 299000 5.2029×10−9 0.849
Nb2 333800 6.9602×10−9 0.840 Nb2 170400 6.9718×10−9 0.830
All 913800 2.2605×10−9 0.942 All 594900 1.8716×10−9 0.949
425◦C
0 19960 1.4935×10−9 0.962
In 252600 2.2389×10−9 0.915
Mg 195800 3.4028×10−9 0.871
Ti 195300 2.3301×10−9 0.912
Nb1 151900 6.8071×10−9 0.822
Nb2 122400 6.1298×10−9 0.843
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FIGURE 7.21: Evolution of parameter n with increasing temperature shown separ-
ately for each sample
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7.3.5.2 Relaxation times
As pointed out in the previous subsection, data reveals a non-ideal behaviour of the
samples and the presence of a CPE element is related to a distribution of relaxation
times. The relaxation times (or, more realistically, a mean value for the distribution of




, where f0 is the frequency of maximum -Z
′′ (see Figure 7.19). τ has also
been calculated using the frequency of maximum imaginary modulus M′′ (Sec-
tion 7.3.5.3), however same results have been obtained and therefore the plots
are not shown here. τ dependence on the inverse of temperature is shown in
Figure 7.22. The activation energy for relaxation is calculated for each sample.
2. τ=RQ, where the values for R and Q are obtained from the equivalent circuit fit
and are listed in Table 7.4. The unit for τ depends on the parameter n and will
be sn [144]. The values for n are listed in Table 7.4. τ dependence on the inverse
of temperature is shown in Figure 7.23. The activation energy for relaxation is
calculated for each sample.
A comparison between the activation energies for τ calculated via the two different
methods is shown in Figure 7.24. The plot reveals the same trend for the activation
energies, i.e. a higher value for Sample 0 (0.71 and 0.65 eV) and lower values for the
Mn-modified samples (0.43 to 0.55 eV and 0.39 to 0.49 eV). With regard to the relax-
ation time distribution function, several studies are available [143, 145]. However, it is
suggested that most meaningful way to describe a system exhibiting a distribution of
relaxation times is by use of a normal or Gaussian distribution around a mean value τ¯ .





where ρdc is the DC resistivity, ε0 is the permittivity of free space and ε
′
i the real
intrinsic permittivity of the sample. The expression contains all parameters that are
material specific, i.e. resistive and dielectric. In turn, these parameters may have their
own distributions which are difficult to distinguish separately. ρ and ε′ may depend
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on crystal structure, charge transport etc. Moreover, the crystal structure depends on
composition and also temperature. Therefore, the central limit theorem has been sug-
gested as most reasonable theoretical approach. The theorem states that functions of
a large number of independent or weakly-dependent variables may be modelled by
a distribution close to the normal distribution [142]. It is probably important to also
discuss the origin of the relaxation. Typically, a single RC element (or R-CPE in the
present case) is associated with relaxation originating from a single source such as
the bulk of the sample. However, other contributions may also be present, i.e. minor
second phases, grain boundaries, electrodes etc. The purpose of the next subsection is
to briefly discuss the origin of the relaxation.
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FIGURE 7.22: Relaxation times obtained with τ= 1f0 , where f0 is the frequency of
maximum -Z
′′
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FIGURE 7.23: Relaxation times obtained with τ=RQ
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FIGURE 7.24: Activation energies for relaxation plotted for τ= 1f0 and τ=RQ
7.3.5.3 Origin of the Relaxation Process
The single semicircles obtained for the impedance spectra above 175◦C and shown in
Figure 7.16 are typically associated with a single (or narrow distribution) relaxation
process arising from the bulk of the sample. No contributions from grain boundaries,
second phases, electrodes or other sources are obvious which would be associated
with more than one semicircle in the spectra. However, other contributions may still
be present and their existence may be investigated by careful analysis of the ”ends”
of the impedance spectrum, i.e. the low and high frequency regions. Alternatively,
interpreting impedance data from the modulus point of view may also give an insight
into less significant contributions to the relaxation process. This approach will be used







M∗ = iωC0Z∗ (7.6)
with ω the angular frequency and C0= ε0·Ad , where C0 is the capacitance of the measur-
ing cell in vacuum, A the electrode area, d the separation between the electrodes and
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ε0 the permittivity value in vacuum. A and d were chosen to match the sample dimen-
sions. The imaginary part of the modulus is plotted at temperatures above 250◦C for
each sample in Figure 7.25. The plots show a shift of the peak to higher frequencies
with increasing temperature. This result in not unexpected and it is associated with








Irvine, Sinclair and West [146] have suggested the origin of the relaxation may be
identified from the value of the capacitance of the RC ideal circuit. Table 7.5 sum-
marises the different contributions to relaxation with the associated capacitance values
from [146]. However, in the present work, a non ideal behaviour is observed and a







The values obtained are listed in Table 7.6 and seem to fall under three categories:
grain boundary, bulk and surface layer.
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(1) 0 (2) In
(3) Mg (4) Ti
(5) Nb1 (6) Nb2
(7) All
FIGURE 7.25: Modulus versus frequency plots
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FIGURE 7.26: Imaginary part of the modulus for all samples at 300◦C
TABLE 7.5: Capacitance and associated relaxation origin, classification by Irvine,
Sinclair and West [146]
Capacitance (F) Relaxation Origin
10−12 bulk
10−11 minor second phase
10−11 - 10−8 grain boundary
10−10 - 10−9 bulk
10−9 - 10−7 surface layer
10−7 - 10−5 sample - electrode interface
10−4 electrochemical reaction
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FIGURE 7.27: Imaginary part of the modulus for all samples at 400◦C
TABLE 7.6: Pseudocapacitance (F) calculated calculated using the parameters R, Q,
n obtainied from fitting data with R-CPEC equivalent circuit
T (◦C) 0 In Mg Ti Nb1 Nb2 All
125 5.42×10−9 9.04×10−9 1.10×10−8 1.29×10−8 1.22×10−8 8.20×10−9 1.21×10−8
150 6.49×10−9 1.62×10−8 1.92×10−8 2.79×10−8 1.65×10−8 1.32×10−8 2.77×10−8
175 1.19×10−8 4.61×10−8 3.07×10−8 3.11×10−8 2.43×10−8 2.67×10−8 5.19×10−8
200 1.42×10−8 2.35×10−8 2.07×10−8 1.74×10−8 1.90×10−8 2.46×10−8 2.35×10−8
225 1.24×10−8 1.33×10−8 1.25×10−8 1.11×10−8 1.44×10−8 1.62×10−8 1.22×10−8
250 7.65×10−9 8.39×10−9 8.49×10−9 7.60×10−9 9.26×10−9 1.12×10−8 8.17×10−9
275 5.04×10−9 5.23×10−9 4.95×10−9 4.53×10−9 6.05×10−9 6.54×10−9 5.05×10−9
300 3.76×10−9 3.74×10−9 3.94×10−9 3.63×10−9 5.57×10−9 4.60×10−9 3.16×10−9
325 2.28×10−9 2.41×10−9 2.41×10−9 2.32×10−9 3.15×10−9 3.42×10−9 2.71×10−9
350 1.77×10−9 2.01×10−9 1.98×10−9 1.84×10−9 2.52×10−9 2.71×10−9 2.01×10−9
375 1.36×10−9 1.58×10−9 1.65×10−9 1.52×10−9 2.01×10−9 2.19×10−9 1.55×10−9
400 1.13×10−9 1.29×10−9 1.40×10−9 1.34×10−9 1.65×10−9 1.75×10−9 1.30×10−9
425 9.85×10−10 1.12×10−9 1.15×10−9 1.10×10−9 1.54×10−9 1.60×10−9 1.14×10−9
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7.3.5.4 Conductivity
The dc conductivity is investigated within this section. The following formula has been





where A and l are the area of the electrodes and the thickness of the sample and R
is the resistance of the sample determined from the equivalent circuit fit - Table 7.4.
Figure 7.28 shows the conductivity as a function of temperature for all samples. Activ-
ation energies have been calculated in regions where the conductivity showed a linear
behaviour. Above 175◦C, the activation energy for the undoped, 0 sample is Ea=1.1
eV. For the doped samples Ea ranges from 0.69 to 0.77 eV.
Below 175◦C a well defined change in slope is observed for In, Mg, Ti and All. The
calculated Ea for this region is around 0.1 eV. These results together with previous
observations provide some support for understanding the behaviour of Mn modified
samples, where the following processes are involved.
Oxygen Vacancies Formation The formation of oxygen vacancies is a complex
process which depends on three main factors:
• surrounding oxygen partial pressure
• stoichiometry of the sample
• ability of chemical constituents to change their valence state.
Under relatively low oxygen partial pressure during sample preparation (i.e. sintering)
oxygen from the sample may be lost to the surrounding atmosphere according to the
following reaction:
O×O 




The neutral defect generated may be progressively ionized as follows:
V×O −→ VO + e
′
(7.11)
VO −→ VO + e′ (7.12)
Therefore, two electrons may be generated this way which can contribute to conduc-
tion. This aspect will be discussed later within this section.
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Furthermore, oxygen vacancies may be generated upon incorporation of ions with a
lower valence state that the ion it replaces. For example a Mn2+ replacing a Ti4+ in
PbTiO3 may generate an oxygen vacancy for charge balance.
Nevertheless, certain ions may also control the oxygen vacancies. Under certain cir-
cumstances, for example under high enough oxygen partial pressure during processing,
a Mn ion may contribute to the filling of an oxygen vacancy by changing its valence
state as follows:




′ −→ O2− (7.14)
Polaron Hopping Electron hopping also referred to as polaron hopping is a conduc-
tion mechanism model for certain oxides and it might be regarded as the equivalent for
band conduction in semiconductors [13]. The polaron model is valid when ions sit-
ting on equivalent sites with oxidation states differing by unity exist in the lattice. For
example Ti in PbTiO3 has been suggested to act as trapping centres for the electrons
generated during oxygen vacancies formation (described in the previous paragraph) ac-
cording to Equation 7.15, thus providing a polaron hopping mechanism of conductivity
described by Equation 7.16.
Ti×T i + e
′ 
 Ti′T i (7.15)





T i + Ti
×
T i (7.16)
Therefore, a polaron is represented by an ion acting as a perturbing positive charge
which polarizes the lattice locally. Considering the samples investigated within this
work, in addition to Ti, Mn may also act as a polaron, contributing to the hopping
conduction mechanism as follows:
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(1) 0 (2) In
(3) Mg (4) Ti
(5) Nb1 (6) Nb2
(7) All
FIGURE 7.28: Conductivity versus the inverse of temperature and their and their
calculated activation energies
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Electron exchange has been suggested to also be possible at the Nb and Pb sites al-
though further research is needed for confirmation. Mg and In cannot contribute to this
type of conduction mechanism as their valence is fixed, i.e. 2+, 3+.
Ionic Conduction This type of conduction is possible within the investigated samples
due to the existence of oxygen vacancies which diffuse through the lattice. This process
may be described as follows:
O×O + V
..
O  V ..O +O×O (7.21)
Defect Dipole Formation Electron Paramagentic Resonance measurements have
confirmed the formation of Mn ”Ti VO defect dipoles [147]. Oxygen vacancies are
trapped at the Mn ”Ti reducing the ionic conduction. A question which may arise is:
Why only Mn seems to form defect associates with oxygen vacancies as other negat-
ively charged ions are also present, i.e. Mg
′′
T i? The answer might be related to the
enthalpy of association. Previously, Mn and Fe doped SrTiO3 has been studied and the
authors [148] suggest a higher value for the enthalpy of association in the case of Mn
when compared with Fe. Therefore, in the studied compounds, Mn could have a much
higher enthalpy of association compared with the other B-site ions. However, more
experiments and calculations are needed to validate this explanation.
To summarise this subsection, the conduction in the studied samples is described by a
combination of mechanisms which involve oxygen vacancy formation, electronic con-
duction via polaron hopping and ionic conduction via oxygen vacancy diffusion. It has
been previously shown that different conduction mechanisms may coexist, for example
electronic-ionic in MgO [72]. The total conductivity will be the sum of conductivities
from individual mechanisms, as follows:
σi = σ1 + σ2 + ...+ σi (7.22)
In addition, in terms of charge carrier concentration and mobility, the conductivity has
the following expression:
σi = cizieµi (7.23)
where ci is the concentration, zie the particle charge and µi the mobility. It can be
inferred that the contribution of each conductivity is a function of concentration and
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mobility of the charge carriers. At low temperatures, i.e <175◦, the conduction mech-
anism in In, Mg, Ti and All seems to be due to electrons (or holes), as suggested by
their low activation energy around 0.1eV. This mechanism is probably a result of the
ionized oxygen vacancies as well as reduction of Mn during processing. However,
above 175◦C, Ea is 1.09eV for 0 and around 0.7 for the rest of the samples. The activ-
ation energy of oxygen vacancies is around 1eV [149] and therefore ionic conduction
via oxygen vacancies seems to be the dominant mechanism for 0. The lower activa-
tion energy in the Mn-modified samples could be explained by the presence of mixed
electronic-ionic conduction with an increased electronic conduction and a decreased
ionic conduction when compared with 0. First, the increased electronic conduction
may be explained by the presence of Mn which reduces during processing. Second,
the decrease of the ionic contribution to conduction may be explained by the presence
of Mn′′T i which act as trapping centres for oxygen vacancies forming Mn
′′
T i-VO defect
dipoles [147]. The less obvious change in activation energy for 0, Nb1 and Nb2 could
be explained in terms of free oxygen vacancies concentration. 0 lacks Mn′′T i trapping
centres and therefore all oxygen vacancies can contribute to conduction. Nb1 and Nb2
have a lower Nb5+ content which could be associated with a lower Mn2+ and Mn3+
concentration. This could be linked to less Mn′′T i trapping centres and therefore less
trapped oxygen vacancies.
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7.3.6 Dielectric measurements versus temperature
The relative permittivity measured in the frequency range 0.1 - 100 kHz is shown in
Figure 7.29. At lower frequencies the permittivity is higher as several types of polarisa-
tion contribute to the response (i.e. interfacial, ionic, dipolar, electronic, space charges
etc.). On the contrary, at higher frequencies the main contribution to the permittivity
is electronic, therefore the permittivity decreases. Another observation is that a more
pronounced frequency dispersion is observed for Mn-modified samples, as opposed to
sample 0.
The temperature of maximum dielectric permittivity at 100 kHz is listed in Table 7.7,
however no particular trend is observed. This behaviour is also illustrated in Figure
7.31.
The dissipation factor has been also measured in the frequency range 0.1 - 100 kHz
and is shown in Figure 7.30. All Mn modified samples show a strong frequency de-
pendence, as opposed to sample 0. To compare the samples relative to each other, the
dissipation factor at 100 kHz has been plotted in Figure 7.32 for all samples. The trend
observed may be explained by two dominant mechanisms for losses: domain wall mo-
tion and conductivity. Below 100◦C losses in the Mn free sample are relatively high
due to domain wall movement, whereas Mn modified samples have low losses due to
the presence of defect associates between Mn and oxygen vacancies which pin do-
main wall movement. However, above 100◦C, the opposite scenario is observed. With
increasing temperature, the polaron hopping conduction mechanism becomes predom-
inant. Losses are increased in Mn modified samples as the presence of Mn provides
sites for polaron hopping (see section 7.3.5.4). This behaviour is consistent with the
lower activation energies for relaxation observed in Mn modified samples compared
with Mn free sample - Figure 7.22 and 7.23 (see Section 7.3.5.2).
TABLE 7.7: Temperature of maximum dielectric permittivity
Sample 0 In Mg Ti Nb1 Nb2 All
Temperature of max (◦C) @100kHz 192 175 170 180 179 191 182
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FIGURE 7.29: Relative permittivity measured in the frequency range 0.1 - 100 kHz
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FIGURE 7.30: Dissipation factor measured in the frequency range 0.1 - 100 kHz
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FIGURE 7.31: Relative permittivity measured at 100 kHz for all samples
FIGURE 7.32: Dissipation factor measured at 100 kHz for all samples
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7.3.7 Mechanical Quality Factor
The values for the mechanical quality factor are shown graphically in Figure 7.33. An
attempt has been made at ordering the samples in the direction of decreasing Qm. As
expected, Qm is minimum for the Mn-free sample, i.e. ≈100. Mn-modified samples
show a Qm >800, except Nb2 which exhibits a value of Qm≈500. This may be related
with a lower concentration of Mn2+ and Mn3+ ions in Nb2. The reason for the dif-
ference between Nb1 and Nb2 is not well understood, as they are expected to behave
similarity due to the theoretically identical composition. The difference might arise as
a result of processing.
FIGURE 7.33: Mechanical quality factor
7.3.8 Property Comparison
Figure 7.34 shows the relaxation time, mechanical factor, the inverse of real permittiv-
ity measured at 0.5 kV/mm, the inverse of dissipation factor measured at room tem-
perature and 100 kHz and the inverse of the conductivity at ≈ 500◦C for all samples.
The same trend is observed for all quantities plotted and a decrease is observed in the
following order: All, In, Ti, Mg, Nb1, Nb2 and 0.
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The properties mentioned above have been plotted against mechanical quality factor
and are shown in Figure 7.35. A variation of properties as a function of sample com-
position is observed, but with no clear trend. This variation may be related to the con-
centration of Mn2+, Mn3+ and Mn4+ which seems to change from sample to sample.
However the concentration change of the other B-site ions must not be omitted which
may also contribute to the property variation. Further studies are required for a clear
conclusion to be drawn.
FIGURE 7.34: Normalised property values for investigated samples. The frequency
of measurement for tanδe was 100 kHz. The permittivity has been determined from
polarisation - electric field loop using a triangular signal at 1 kHz (see Section 7.2.3.3)
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FIGURE 7.35: Properties plotted against mechanical quality factor
7.4 Summary and Conclusions
A summary of the observations made in this study is given in the following lines.
1. X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy studies revealed an average valence state for
Mn of 3.6 in all polycrystalline samples investigated within this study. This
result is associated with the presence of Mn4+ and some Mn3+ and Mn2+.
2. Permittivity versus electric field measurements revealed a decrease in domain
wall activity for Mn-modified samples compared with the Mn-free sample.
3. Internal bias field is present in all samples with different values. It is associ-
ated with defect dipoles as well as space charges. When Mn-modified samples
are compared with each other, the samples where Nb content is lower show an
increased internal bias field.
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4. Complex impedance measurements revealed a non-ideal behaviour described by
an R-CPE equivalent circuit. A distribution of relaxation times is present and the
width of the distribution is broader for samples where Nb content is lower, i.e.
Nb1 and Nb2. The relaxation arises from the bulk and grain boundaries as found
via investigations of the modulus.
5. A combination of conductivity mechanisms is observed: electronic via polaron
hopping and ionic via oxygen vacancies diffusion. In Mn-modified samples, the
ionic conductivity is decreased due to trapping of VO by Mn
′′
T i forming defect
dipoles and the electronic conductivity is increased due to electrons which arise
from Mn reduction during processing.
6. The dependence of permittivity on frequency is more pronounced in Mn modi-
fied samples.
7. The dissipation factor is high in the Mn free sample due to domain wall move-
ment and low in the Mn modified samples due to domain wall pinning by de-
fect associates between Mn and oxygen vacancies only below 100◦C. Above
100◦C losses increase for the Mn modified samples and decrease for the Mn free
sample. This behaviour is explained by the electronic conduction which con-
tributes to losses and which becomes important in Mn containing samples where
Mn ions act as sites for polaron hopping.
8. The mechanical quality factor is low for the Mn-free sample and increases for
the Mn-modified samples. However, a distribution of values is observed which
shows that small changes in the concentration of the different ions affects Qm.
Returning to the question asked in the introductory section of this chapter, i.e. Is there
a change in properties when Mn substitutes one or another chemical at the B-site in
solid solutions of complex perovskites?, it is now possible to conclude that different
concentrations of B-site ions indeed seem to affect properties. Behaviour of Mn in
PIN-PMN-PT with respect to electromechanical properties changes with changing the
composition of PIN-PMN-PT. Compositions where Nb5+ content was lower seem to
be more affected than compositions where the content of In3+, Mg2+ or Ti4+ was
altered. Lowering Nb5+ content may result in an increase in Mn3+ and Mn4+ at the
expense of Mn2+. The difference in Mn oxidation state was not observed in X-ray
Spectroscopy studies probably due to the limitations of the technique. Further research
is required to validate the findings, provide a deeper understanding of the topic and
allow development of new generations of materials with controlled properties.
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7.5 Future Work
Given the great interest for Mn-modified materials for use in high power devices, fur-
ther research is crucial for two main reasons. First, understanding the behaviour of
Mn under different circumstances will allow determination of processing conditions
required to prepare materials with consistent properties. Consequently, manufacturing
of large quantities of material with a narrow distribution of properties will be pos-
sible which is critical for commercialisation. Second, a deeper understanding of the
mechanisms by which Mn-modification enhances properties such as the mechanical
quality factor, will enable design and development of the next generation of materials
with tailored properties as required by device engineers. Specifically, the following
experiments are recommended as follow up of this work:
1. To clearly separate the influence of different ions on the behaviour of Mn, com-
positions could be designed as Mn modified PbTiO3 with sequential additions of
In, Mg, Nb, Ti.
2. Another interesting idea would be to replace a fraction of the oxygen atoms with
fluorine in PIN-PMN-PT. In Section 7.1.2.4, it has been inferred that dipoles
formed between magnesium and fluorine atom could also pin domains and en-
hance mechanical quality factor.
3. Rayleigh analysis should be applied to the different compositions to gain an in-
sight into intrinsic and extrinsic contributions to losses.
4. High Resolution X-Ray Diffraction could be performed on samples which would
give information on the crystallographic phase of samples under investigation.
Consequently, lattice parameters could be calculated. Linking the results with
calculations of Goldschmidt tolerance factor could give insights into the site oc-
cupancy of ions. In addition, these type of experiments would also be beneficial
to confirm whether only acceptor dopants of a specific radius size (0.5 - 0.95 A˚)
can enhance the quality factor, as previously suggested [120].
5. Processing of samples should be performed in oxygen rich and oxygen poor con-
ditions to determine the influence of lower/higher oxygen vacancy concentration
on properties of samples with different B-site ion concentrations (as the samples
investigated within this study).
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6. Further Impedance Spectroscopy studies are also needed. Although the R-CPE
has been shown to fit data well and provide a reasonable explanation of the mech-
anisms leading to such behaviour, other models could be investigated, for ex-
ample the equivalent circuit based on the Concept of Mismatch and Relaxation
model [150]. Such a study could provide a deeper understanding of processes at
the atomic level.
7. Despite a more intricate preparation involved, research should be moved onto
single crystals rather than polycrystals. In addition to the interest device engin-
eers have in these materials, studying directly single crystals has the advantage
of lacking grain boundaries and reduced pore concentration which reduces the
effects influencing properties and therefore simplifies data analysis.
Summary and Conclusions
The two aims of the project were (i) to compare Bridgman and Solid State techniques
for the growth of relaxor-PbTiO3 single crystals and (ii) to investigate Mn modifica-
tions in relaxor-PbTiO3 polycrystals, particularly how the complex chemical environ-
ment of the relaxor-PbTiO3, represented by the presence of various ions with various
oxidation states, affects the behaviour of Mn with respect to electromechanical prop-
erties.
The research conducted and the findings are summarised in the following paragraphs.
• Large and highly dense relaxor-PbTiO3 single crystals can be obtained from the
melt via the Bridgman technique. This work has shown that a single crystal with
20 mm diameter, 60 mm length and 99% density of the theoretical can be readily
grown by the self-seeded Bridgman method. The major challenge was growing
crystallographically oriented single crystals via seeded Bridgman technique due
to secondary nucleation which occurred during growth. It is believed that the
cause for secondary nucleation was ineffective heat transfer from the furnace to
the platinum crucible which resulted in supercooling. In turn, the ineffective
heat transfer is believed to be caused by the geometry of the crucible, i.e. length
(particularly length of the seed pocket) and ratio of the seed pocket diameter to
the crucible’s main body diameter. This work contributes to existing knowledge
of Bridgman grown relaxor-PbTiO3 crystals by providing a critical assessment
of the growth parameters (i.e temperature, growth speed, crucible design) and
an evaluation of the challenge encountered represented by secondary nucleation.
This information is not widely available in the literature and is of particular help
to the industrial sector, for example manufacturers of conventional piezoelectric
ceramics that may wish to implement Bridgman technology for single crystal
growth.
• Solid State Conversion Growth was investigated as a potentially cheaper, altern-
ative technique to Bridgman for single crystal growth. The experiments involved
heat treatment of a single crystal seed attached to a polycrystalline bulk sample
which theoretically induces conversion of the polycrystal into a single crystal.
The results of this research suggest that a thin film of the same composition as
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the material to be converted into a single crystal, deposited by Pulsed Laser De-
position onto the crystal seed facilitates bonding to the polycrystal and encour-
ages crystal growth. When the thin film was present, 42 µm single crystal growth
was observed after two hours of heat treatment, whereas no crystal growth was
observed from a seed with no film deposited. Experimental investigations of
crystal growth by the Solid State method where a thin film is used as interlayer
between the seed and the polycrystal have not been previously reported. The
finding highlights the potential usefulness of the thin film to promote crystal
growth. However further studies are required to demonstrate growth of a crystal
with practical size (cm range).
• Investigations on Pb(In1/2Nb1/2)O3-Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3 polycrystalline
samples modified in a stoichiometric manner with 2mol% Mn revealed a com-
plex behaviour of the Mn ion. It has been shown that changes in the ratios of
B-site ions (i.e. In3+, Nb5+, Mg2+, Ti4+) have an influence on the Mn valence
state which may be stable as Mn2+, Mn3+ and/or Mn4+. Varying the content
of Nb was found to have the most pronounced influence on the Mn behaviour.
Lowering the content of Nb5+ seems to increase the content of Mn4+ at the ex-
pense of Mn2+ and/or Mn3+. The increase of Mn4+ content leads to an increase
of electrical and mechanical losses. These results enhance our understanding
of Mn modifications in piezoelectric materials. Currently, Mn modifications are
the most efficient way to decrease electrical and mechanical losses in polycrys-
talline ceramics and multi domain single crystals. Therefore this work is bene-
ficial to industrial manufacturers of piezoelectric materials as well as academic
researchers. The overall message is that Mn modifications must be performed
with caution because the material’s electromechanical properties depend on the
Mn valence state which in turn depends on the ratios of surrounding ions. The
valence state may be influenced by other factors such as processing conditions
which makes the subject of further experiments.
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Further work
Single crystals, particularly relaxor-PbTiO3 are vital for the new generation of acoustic
transducers. Therefore, it is important to develop an inexpensive single crystal growth
technique able to provide large and homogeneous crystals. Furthermore, Mn modified
relaxor-PbTiO3 are required for high power devices due to their low electrical and
mechanical losses and it is therefore recommended to further investigate the behaviour
of Mn in these materials and specifically how it can be controlled. Recommendations
have been presented at the end of each experimental section, i.e. chapters 5, 6 and 7.
Key recommendations are:
1. Seeded-Bridgman experiments should be performed with various dimensions of
the Pt crucible to determine a design which does not favour supercooling and
hence secondary nucleation.
2. The Bridgman technique is widely acknowledged as expensive due the use of
Pt crucibles and to the unpreventable compositional gradient which limits the
amount of material with required properties from one crystal. The composi-
tional gradient is caused by Ti segregation during growth, a result of the liquid to
solid phase transformation. One way to avoid Ti segregation is to avoid the liquid
phase altogether. For example, crystal growth could be performed starting with
temperatures right below the melting point (≈10◦C or more lower than the melt-
ing temperature). As a consequence, lower growth rates (i.e. crucible translation
speed) relative to conventional Bridgman need to be employed because the solid
to solid transformation is slower than liquid to solid. This approach is similar to
the Solid State technique in that it is a solid to solid transformation. However,
the growth would be performed from one end to another which is specific to the
Bridgman method and which offers boundary migration control.
3. Solid State Conversion experiments need to further explore the approach which
involves use of a thin film at the interface between the seed and the polycrystal.
Experiments need to be performed for longer periods of time with the aim of
growing a cm-sized crystal.
4. Solid State typically involves heat treatment of a bulk polycrystalline material
with a crystal seed attached which promotes crystal conversion. At paragraph
2 above it has been suggested to perform solid state conversion from one end
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to another of the crucible as in Bridgman technique to control the boundary mi-
gration. Another approach would be to convert a polycrystalline material into a
single crystal layer by layer, as follows: additive manufacturing could be used
to print a layer with thickness in the micrometer range onto a crystal substrate
and subsequently heat treat to convert the layer into a single crystal; the process
could be repeated until a crystal with practical size is obtained.
5. This thesis has provided insights into the influence of surrounding ions on the be-
haviour of Mn in relaxor-PbTiO3. Further research could explore post-processing,
such as annealing of samples in reducing and oxidising atmospheres to test the
influence on the behaviour of Mn. This approach might be used to stabilise the





When a crystalline sample is irradiated with X-rays, crystal planes diffract the X-ray
beam according to Bragg’s law:
nλ = 2dsinθ (A.1)
where n is an integer, λ the wavelength of the X-ray, d the spacing between crystal
planes and θ the angle between the incident beam and the crystal plane. Knowing the
specific angles θ at which a crystalline sample diffracts X-rays (can be determined by
Powder X-Ray Diffraction), allows investigation of the orientation of a single crystal or
the degree of preferred orientation. The technique uses the Schultz geometry schemat-
ically shown in Figure A.1. In this geometry, the X-ray source and detector are fixed at
the θ angle associated with the desired plane, whilst the sample is rotated 360◦ around
the normal direction to the sample (β) and tilted 90◦ from the normal direction to the
sample (α). The intensity varies as the position of the sample is varied. Points where
high X-ray intensities are acquired are termed poles. The poles are represented on a
stereographic projection - Figure A.2, referred to as pole figure - Figure A.3. A pole
figure illustrates the statistical angular distribution of the investigated crystallographic
plane within the irradiated area. The presence of well defined poles at specific angles
is associated with a single crystal. Typical pole figures for the (111), (100) and (110)
planes in a cubic single crystal sample are shown in Figure A.4.
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FIGURE A.1: Schultz geometry used to investigate orientation of single crystals or
the degree of preferred orientation in textured crystalline samples. The X-ray beam is
fixed at θ angle (red), whilst the sample is rotated 360 about the normal to the sample
surface (β) and tilted 90 from the normal to the sample surface (α). Adapted from
[104].
FIGURE A.2: Representation of the sample movement by varying α and β angles
during investigation. The red arrows represent the fixed X-ray beam. The variation of
diffracted X-rays intensity is represented on a stereographic projection [104].
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FIGURE A.3: The α and β angles on a pole figure [104].
FIGURE A.4: Typical pole figures of a cubic single crystal sample for the (111), (100)
and (110) crystallographic planes [104].
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Appendix B
Design of Platinum Crucibles for
Seeded Growth
Detailed drawings of the crucible used for seeded growth are presented in the following





Archimedes’ principle for determining
sample density
The principle of Archimedes states that an object immersed in water is lighter and
the weight loss equals the weight of the liquid displaced. Therefore, the density of a
sample may be determined as follows:
1. Determine m1, the dry weight of the sample.
2. Immerse sample in distilled water and record m2, the weight of the sample sus-
pended in water.
3. The volume of the liquid displaced equals the weight loss of the object divided


















6. The density of the sample may be calculated:
ρsample =
m1
m1 −m2 ∗ ρwater (C.4)
To ensure accurate value ot the water density is used, the temperature of the water is
recorded regularly during measurements. In addition, if air bubbles form on the surface
of the samples when immersed in water, a drop of washing up liquid is used to reduce
the surface tension. The set up for Archimedes density measurements is illustrated in
Figure C.1.
FIGURE C.1: Schematic diagram of the set-up used to determine the weight of
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